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Abstract
This study is an examination of the evolution of teachers’ in-service education and
continuous professional development in Ireland between 1945 and 1995. The purpose is
to investigate the evolution and development of in-service policy, its goals, construction,
participation, implementation and outcomes. The objectives are to deepen educators’
understanding of the current in-service issues by locating them in their broader temporal
context and to extend the range of policy options considered by providing a basis for
comparison with past situations. Its focus is the professional development policies and
implementation strategies adopted by the Department of Education, the development and
pursuit of policy positions among teachers, school management organisations and
teacher educators, and the transactions between them in the evolution of in-service
education and training of primary teachers in the Republic of Ireland. The in-service
policy antecedents of the three decades prior to 1950 are explored to identify
contemporary policies and practices and examine what foundations and legacies they
contributed to primary teachers’ in-service education and training between 1945-1995.
While there were few in-service initiatives during this financially austere period, the
radical changes following independence necessitated urgent attention to teachers’ Irish
language competence and second language teaching capacities during the 1920s.
Voluntary participation and less intensive implementation characterised the music,
kindergarten and religious instruction interventions in the 1940s and courses from the
1940s availed of an adapted incentive, extra personal leave [EPV].
There were three separate primary-level in-service initiatives in the 1950s and
1960s, one by the teachers’ union, the INTO, another in religious education by the
Catholic Church and a Department of Education revision of Irish language teaching.
Each reflected socio-economic and cultural changes within Irish society and its
application to special needs, the Irish language and, with the Vatican Council, religious
belief and practice. The breadth and depth of the envisaged curriculum reforms required
the departmental and diocesan Inspectorates to change approaches to the in-service
policy and practices. A number of voluntary associations emerged to provide in-service
courses during this period.
Comprehensive primary curriculum reform commenced in 1967 and its
dissemination was planned by the Department around policy decisions on and
coordinated implementation of strategically interrelated features – class-size, school

iv

design and furnishing, internal organisation and in-service training. An In-service
Steering Committee, established in 1970, attempted to coordinate various institutions’
in-service contributions following discontinuities experienced in the Inspectorate’s 1969
in-service outline plan. The Committee advocated teacher centres, which when
established from 1972, created an atmosphere of local optimism. In the absence of
adequate resources or Steering Committee agreement on an encompassing in-service
plan, an insufficiency of activities ensued which was curtailed by the mid-1970s
recession.
The dissatisfaction of teacher unions and school management bodies with the
consequences of budget cuts resulted in a government education policy paper which
conceded a review of in-service education policies in 1980. In the interim, the primary
Inspectorate and the INTO promoted separate in-service frameworks: that of the
Inspectorate retained a school-focused direction while that of the teacher unions
promoted a national representative institution to direct in-service policy. The report of
the Committee on In-service Education, published during the continuing recession, was
ignored and its main recommendation, a national in-service agency to implement and
coordinate policy, was deferred. The INTO’s withdrawal from in-service delivery in the
1980s, teacher centres’ decisions to change course fees and the entry of new in-service
providers increased the quantity of short course but did not address access, course depth
or continuity or address emerging in-service priorities or deficiencies.
The decade from 1987, critical to Ireland’s economic recovery, witnessed a
period of socio-economic analysis, national policy making and planned implementation.
A range of national and international education representatives contributed to the
deliberative processes involved in achieving an education policy consensus. In the case
of in-service education and in-career development, departmental preferences with regard
to structure, prioritisation of curriculum implementation and defining which in-service
activities were funded, preceded the policy-making processes. The preferred option was
solidified by the conditionality of the funding source, the European Structural Fund. The
policy process, stimulated by the 1991 OECD contributions, expanded a departmental
conceptualisation of curriculum-focused in-service training to school-focused
organisational, staff and teacher professional development.
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Chapter One
Introduction
This thesis is a study of the evolution of teachers’ in-service education and continuous
professional development in Ireland between 1945 and 1995. The period commenced
with limited in-service education provision, mostly by the Department of Education with
the remainder by a number of small voluntary associations, academic institutions and
commercial organisations. At the beginning of the period under review the common term
used for professional development activities was refresher courses or, in Irish,
athchúrsaí, and, between the 1960s and the early 1990s, in-service education and training
[often contracted to INSET]. The period concluded with substantial, multi-provider,
state-supported in-career professional development programmes, available locally and
coordinated by central, Department of Education-based in-service unit.1
The study focuses on professional development policies and implementation
strategies adopted by the Department of Education, the development and pursuit of
policy positions among teachers, school management organisations and teacher
educators, and the transactions between them in the evolution of in-service education and
training of primary teachers in the Republic of Ireland. The expansion and diversification
of in-service provision during the 50-year span was in response to a need to support
teachers within an education system of increasing complexity and with the changes
taking place in school organisation, curriculum, methodology and assessment. In the
evolving system, various interest groups’ understanding of and perspectives on
professional development changes would influence their views on the supply,
organisation and availability of in-service education and training and the overarching
policy framework determining control, funding and conditions. The trajectory of policy
and practice from the limited provision and low participation of 1940s to the substantial,
diverse multi-agency provision of the 1990s is an under-researched aspect in the history
of teacher professional development and one which merits investigation. The researcher
was associated with in-service education as member of Drumcondra Teacher Centre’s

1

The term in-career professional development was introduced and used by the Department of
Education in its 1990s publications facilitating the replacement of in-service from that time. See
Table 1 on p 14 below.

1

management committee in the 1980s, director of Dublin West Teacher Centre in the
1990s and taught on in-service diploma and masters programmes with Trinity College
Dublin’s In-service Division’s from 1990. These associations, as well as his INTO union
branch and district officer involvements, give the researcher an insider status with regard
to in-service organisation, delivery and policy implementation.
While the historical development of initial teacher education [ITE] has been fairly
well reported in recent research that of in-service education has received very limited
attention.2 ITE has been the subject of strategic policy attention since the establishment
of a state-sponsored education system in Ireland in 1831 with several distinctive shifts in
teacher training policy at particular junctures in Irish education related to political, sociocultural and economic change.3 At primary school level such shifts occurred in 1901,
1922 and 1971 and were largely linked to curriculum changes.4 A similar curriculum
pattern occurred in the secondary school sector.5 A pre-independence legacy of central
2

John Coolahan, 'The Historical Development of Teacher Education in Ireland', in Andy Burke
(ed.), Teacher Education in the Republic of Ireland: Retrospect and Prospect (Armagh:
SCoTENS: The Centre for Cross Border Studies, 2004), Judith Harford, 'Teacher Education in
the English Speaking World: Ireland', in Tom O'Donoghue and Clive Whitehead (eds.), Teacher
Education in the English Speaking World: Past, Present, and Future (Charlotte NC: Information
Age Publishing, 2008), pp 75-92. Séamus Plunkett Nolan, 'St Mary’s Marino: A History of the
Two-Year NT Programme in Marino, 1929-1976', (TCD, 1980). Loretto O'Connor, Passing the
Torch: A History of Mary Immaculate College 1898-1998 (Limerick: Mary Immaculate College,
1998), Susan Parkes, Kildare Place: The History of the Church of Ireland Training College and
College of Education (1811-2010) (2nd edn.; Dublin: Church of Ireland College of Education,
2011). Tom O'Donoghue, Judith Harford, and Teresa O'Doherty, Teacher Preparation in
Ireland: History, Policy and Future Directions (Bingley, Beds, UK: Emerald Publishing, 2017).
3

John Coolahan, ''Education' in the Training Colleges, 1877-1977', Carysfort 1877-1977: Two
Centenery Lectures (Dublin: Our Lady of Mercy College, Blackrock, 1981), Judith Harford, 'The
Emergence of a National Policy on Teacher Education in Ireland', Journal of Educational
Administration and History, 41, 1 (2009), pp 45-56, Thomas Walsh, Primary Education in
Ireland, 1897-1990 (Bern: Peter Lang, 2012), Adrian Kelly, Compulsory Irish: Language and
Education in Ireland 1870s-1970s (Dublin/Portland OR: Irish Academic Press, 2002).
4

For a full account of these changes see Walsh, Primary Education 1897-1990. Primary teacher
education reform was reviewed as part of the Commission on Higher Education (‘Report’,
Stationery Office, 1967) and and a subsequent report of the Higher Education Authority (‘Report
to the Minister for Education on Teacher Education’, Dublin: Stationery Office, 1970).
Recommendations, including the lengthening, upgrading to degree status and professional
orientation of the course took effect from 1974 following the recommendations of the 1970 report
of the Higher Education Authority (‘Report to the Minister for Education on Teacher Education’,
Dublin: Stationery Office, p 28). The changes to ‘teacher education’ and ‘college of education’,
also recommended, reflected both programme, institutional and governance changes.
5

Thomas O'Donoghue, The Catholic Church and the Secondary School Curriculum in Ireland,
1922-1962 (New York: Peter Lang, 1999). O'Donoghue, Harford, and O'Doherty, Teacher
Preparation in Ireland.

2

control of curriculum policy was critical to the implementation of the Department’s
curriculum policies and the institutional separation of religious from secular instruction
gave both the Churches and the Department a determining curriculum function in their
respective spheres of responsibility.
The curriculum changes were the resulting manifestation of a reorientation in the
social, economic or cultural purposes of schooling and the role and function of teachers
in achieving them.6 A result was that ITE policy remained relatively unchanged for
significant intervals and in-service training only intensified at the related reform
implementation stages.7 The general inertia characteristic of the intervening decades and
the absence of gradual, incremental policy changes meant that the curriculum, ITE and
in-service policy shifts were dramatic and involved the mobilisation of central
administration, the Inspectorate, teachers, teacher trainers and student teachers. This
linked in-service training to a new syllabus, programme or curriculum but once
implemented the urgency of in-service support lost its raison d’etre.8 However, the
educational changes initiated in Ireland in the 1960s, encompassing not only curriculum
reform but changes to school structures, student participation and the purposes of
education, had discomfiting effects on relations between state, churches and, to a lesser
extent, teacher unions.9 The in-service education policy responses to this changing
landscape of education policy generally has not been charted nor the influence of the
other social, education, cultural and economic interests in that policy area been
investigated. This thesis aims to address this gap in education history and analysis.

6

Harford, 'Teacher Education: Ireland', Brendan Walsh, 'Asking the Right Questions: Teacher
Education in the Republic of Ireland', Educational Research and Perspectives, 33, 2 (2006), pp
37-59.
7

For detail on the participation, duration, and expenditure on in-service training see Áine Hyland,
'The Process of Curriculum Change in the Irish National School System 1868-1986', Irish
Educational Studies, 6, 2 (1986), pp 17-38.
8

For an assessment of the quality of the implementation see Hyland, ibid. and Walsh, Primary
Education 1897-1990. Policy shifts to teacher and in-service training under the Technical Branch
of the Department of Education were less pronounced.
9

John Coolahan, Irish Education: History and Structure (Dublin: Institute of Public
Administration, 1981a), Séamus Ó Buachalla, Education Policy in Twentienth Century Ireland
(Dublin: Wolfhound, 1988), Denis O'Sullivan, Cultural Politics and Irish Education since the
1950s: Policy Paradigms and Power (Dublin: Institute of Public Administration, 2005). John
Walsh, The Politics of Expansion: The Transformation of Irish Educational Policy in the
Republic of Ireland 1957-72 (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2009).

3

The socio-economic context in Ireland has a bearing on this enquiry. The first
half of the twentieth-century was characterised by the consequences of independence for
26 of the island’s 32 counties, conflict, partition and the challenges of maintaining
political stability and achieving economic recovery during the turbulent inter-war years,
1918-1945.

10

An important means of procuring national and cultural cohesion was

focused on the symbolic importance of the Irish language, music and literature and
cultural nationalism symbolically addressed many post-colonial reactions. The state’s
alliance with the Catholic Church, particularly with regard to matters of health, education
and welfare policy, was a recognition of a historic, pre-independence collaboration in
opposition to the foreign values, power and identity embodied by the United Kingdom
administration. State-Church cooperation was also an adjunct to state legitimacy as it
emerged from a decade of conflict, opposition and upheaval.
The post-war period was one of major economic transformation in Ireland which
had significant consequences for education. By the late 1950s, the existing protectionist
economic policy structures were insufficient to respond to the economic and social needs
of society. Irish living standards fell in comparison to the main western European
economies which had prospered as a consequence of and post-war recovery, capital
investment supported by the Marshall Plan. The severity of Ireland’s financial crisis led
to the adoption of radical economic policy changes to improve conditions and match the
social and political expectations of citizens. In simple terms the objective was to raise
the level of employment which would reverse emigration, improve public finances and
improve social conditions. Achieving this objective involved significant economic
reorientation through planned state interventions, greater openness to foreign trade and
enabling inward investment to stimulate Ireland’s required economic development.
Education contributes to development
Economic development required changes to the contribution of the education system. Its
expansion, seen as necessary to facilitate economic development, mirrored that of
developed western economies. Using newly coined post-war economic concepts,
development through ‘investment in education’ and ‘human capital’, increases in
secondary and tertiary enrolment, equitable geographical distribution of access and the

10

Dermot Keogh, Twentieth-Century Ireland: Nation and State (New Gill History of Ireland;
Dublin: Gill and Macmillan, 1994).

4

modernisation of curriculum with greater concentration on scientific, vocational and
modern language subjects, began to inform Department of Education policy.11 This
education policy change was to infringe on the status quo and question the dominant
position of the Catholic Church in ownership and control of the structures, training,
employment and management of most teachers and its role in the determination of the
purposes of education with the state playing a constitutionally-based supportive
function.12 This policy shift made for a turbulent decade with implications for the
formulation, negotiation and implementation education policies. From the 1960s,
additional voices contributed to debates on curriculum, school governance and teacher
education.13
The proposed school curriculum, organisational and pastoral changes provided a
background to teacher education and in-service education policy discussions. 14 Interest
groups’ perspectives on curriculum and assessment, school ownership and internal
management and relationships with students and parents became factors in the shaping
of in-service education policy. This was facilitated by the broadening of consultation
beyond Church and state in the policy-making processes. A proactive approach by the
Department of Education to policy initiatives, often led by its new Development Branch,
allowed for the inclusion of previously neglected school management bodies and teacher
unions as the Department created structures for broad-based consultation, co-operation
and implementation.15 The examination of an in-service education policy, then, implies
examining a process, within a socio-political and economic context, taking place over

11

Walsh, The Politics of Expansion.

12

Ó Buachalla, Education Policy. This ‘long’ decade is covered in Walsh, Politics of Expansion
and Sr Eileen Randles, Post-Primary Education in Ireland 1957-1970 (Dublin: Veritas, 1975).
13

The chronological accounts of Coolahan, O’Connor and Randles refer to the contemporary
education policy debate: John Coolahan, The A.S.T.I. And Post-Primary Education in Ireland,
1909-1984 (Dublin: Association of Secondary Teachers Ireland, 1984), Seán O'Connor, A
Troubled Sky: Reflections on the Irish Educational Scene 1957-1968 (Dublin: Educational
Research Centre, 1986), Randles, Post-Primary Education.
14

O'Donoghue, Harford, and O'Doherty, Teacher Preparation in Ireland, pp 125-27.
Departmental Committee, ‘Observations on the recommendations of the Commission on Higher
Education’, National Archives, hereafter NA/99/1/438, pages 7-16 on teacher education.
15

David Barry, 'The Involvement and Impact of a Professional Intrerest Group', in Dónal G.
Mulcahy and Denis O'Sullivan (eds.), Irish Educational Policy: Process and Substance (Dublin:
Institute of Public Administration, 1989), John Logan, 'The Making of a Modern Union: The
Vocational Teachers' Association 1954-1973', in John Logan (ed.), Teachers' Union: The TUI
and Its Forerunners 1899-1994 (Dublin: A&A Farmer, 1999), 157-203.

5

time, among multiple participants with asymmetric influence on an agenda and
negotiated policy, and within institutional structures and relationships.
Openness to the international economy
Openness to inward investment and international trade, initiated in 1959 and reinforced
with the Anglo-Irish free trade agreement, was reinforced with Ireland’s membership of
the [then] European Economic Communities in 1973. Membership furthered economic
improvements through access to industrial, agricultural and regional financial supports.
An expansion of inward investment and international trade was introduced in the 1980s
with the financial deregulation ushered in by the market-based economic policies
advocated by the Thatcher and Reagan administrations in the UK and the US
respectively.

Many

features

of

this

market

liberalisation

underpinned

the

institutionalisation of the Single European Market from 1985. The Irish economy’s
capacity to benefit fully from the expanding opportunities was impaired by a number of
factors, not least the damaging economic and budgetary policies adopted from the mid1970s to the late 1980s.16 The ensuing recession dominated the 1980s, restricted
education expenditure to what was essential and inhibited investment in educational
initiatives other than those determined by policies for economic recovery. It was not until
the mid-1990s that there was sufficient budgetary stabilisation to allow for expenditure
on educational initiatives.17 In the meantime, the Anglo-Irish and European market
structures arising from the economic phases had commission, social and educational
influences. One was comparative – regular European data provided benchmarks for
internal assessments of progress.18 A second was associative, as Irish interest groups
affiliated within a Europe-wide environment, regularly replaced previous UK-centred
ones. A third was education-focused as the European Communities’ remit in national
16

The Northern conflict or Troubles was another contributory factor.

17

A primary schools’ psychological service and home-school liaison scheme were set up, often
initially as pilot initiatives, in the early 1990s.
18

One example is the European Commission’s decennial surveys of member states’ in-service
education provision: G Belbenoit, In-Service Education and Training of Teachers in the
European Community (Luxemburg: Office for Official Publications of the European
Communities, 1979), V Blackburn and C Moisan, The in-Service Training of Teachers in the
Twelve Member States of the European Community: A Study Carried out on Behalf of the
European Commission (Maastricht: Presses Interuniversitaires Européenes Maastricht, 1986),
Eurydice, In-Service Training of Teachers in the European Union and the Efta/Eea Countries
(Brussels: Author, 1995). and Eurydice

6

education systems gradually evolved.19 By the 1980s, a European Social Fund,
associated with the Single European Act and Maastricht Treaty, was used to assist
vocational education initiatives and in the 1990s, general educational initiatives.20 This
latter initiative had a direct bearing on teacher professional development.
The complexity of the modernisation process unleashed by these expansionist
policies came up against existing public service administrative structures and practices.
Assessments regarding their restrictiveness for leading, managing and administering the
state’s changing functions and responsibilities resulted in moves commencing in the
1950s to bring about the appropriate modernisation of civil service policy-making
capacities, a focus on education, training and the functions of the Institute of Public
Administration.21

A Commission [Devlin] was appointed in 1966 to examine the

modernisation, efficiency and effectiveness the Irish public service.22 To address
Devlin’s key findings, administrative fragmentation and departments’ weaknesses in
policy-making capacity, its important 1969 recommendation advocated policy-making
being a core function within departments and that it be separated from the
implementation and administrative functions.23 The public service reform thrust of the
Devlin report’s recommendations was reiterated in the 1985 Serving the country better.24
While these policy-oriented reforms never fully took root they indicated an aspiration for
changed, more active, professional and interventionist role of the state in policy
formulation, implementation and administration.25 By contrast with the Department of
Education’s education expansion policies of the 1960s,26 policy-making overall tended

19

Luce Pépin, 'The History of Eu Cooperation in the Field of Education and Training: How
Lifelong Learning Became a Strategic Objective', European Journal of Education, 42, 1 (2007),
121-32.
20

Articles 126 and 127 of the Maastricht Treaty.

21

Patrick Lynch, 'The Economist and Public Policy', Studies, 42, 3 (1953), 241-260, Institute of
Public Administration [IPA], 'Post-Entry Education of Public Servants', (Dublin: IPA, 1959).
22

Ireland, 'Report of Public Services Organisation Review Group’ [Devlin Report]', (Dublin:
Stationery Office, 1969).
23

Ibid. p 430. The service functions could be by the relevant department or an agency set up for
specific executive functions.
24

Ireland, ‘Serving the country better’, (Dublin: Stationery Office, 1985).

25

J.J. Lee, Ireland 1912-1985: Politics and Society (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1989), p 549.
26

Walsh, The Politics of Expansion.

7

to remain reactive and fragmented, with the process vulnerable to or exploitable by
politicians and interest groups using the opportunities thrown up by the exigencies of
social, economic or cultural trends.27
Public service in-service education and training: components and structures
Proposals for systematic public service post-entry or in-service education and training,
the corollary to the economic development programme, were first outlined by senior
public servants in an Institute of Public Administration [IPA] publication in 1959. 28 The
main components were firstly, a central coordinating advisory body providing cohesion
to departments’ training and staff development, secondly, centrally coordinated
education and training in either administrative or specialist technical and professional
areas and, thirdly, structured access to higher, university qualifications. The IPA was the
major, though not exclusive, institution in the latter field. The 1969 Devlin report
endorsed the proposals, recommending a full-time unit within the proposed Department
of the Public Service to coordinate education and training.29 Departmental committees
provided operational schemes, including a higher education fee-refund scheme, in 1972
but few of the recommendations were taken up by the new Public Services department
in 1973.30 The importance of education and training oscillated, was heightened following
entry to the European Communities and the 1985 public service reform programmes and
generally depressed during the period of financial austerity.31 As a result, an ad hoc,
fragmented set of arrangements encompassing internal departmental training,
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programmes of the central training unit and external devolution for higher education
continued without significant structural change into the 1990s. 32
Organisational restructuring within and among departments intensified after 1957
to facilitate the efficiency and effectiveness of the programmes for economic
development.33 The economic policy changes which economic planning introduced
increased complexity in policy-making and administrative and personnel management
and resulted in some internal restructuring as a response. The creation of associated
external departmental agencies enhanced flexibility.34 This restructuring, initially among
departments associated with economic activity, was a useful indicator of reform intent.
The Devlin report, drawing a sharp line between policy and execution, provided a
rationale for restructuring which continued despite the neglect of Devlin’s main
reforms.35 The OECD-sponsored report, Investment in Education, prompted an internal
Department of Education restructuring with the setting up of a Development Branch
which in turn made significant use of ad hoc planning boards and working parties to
manage tertiary initiatives and implement post-primary and technical educational
reforms.36 The creation of external bodies to implement higher education reforms
represented the main area of the Department’s agentisation until the 1980s, when the
primary and post-primary-oriented Interim Curriculum and Examinations Board was set
up.37 Other embryonic Department of Education agencies were delayed, as happened to
the 1974 proposal for an Foras Oideachais-the Teaching Council, or, in the case of the
1983 proposed National Council for In-service Education, its recasting as an internal
departmental In-service Unit in 1992. Within the public service, then, there was some
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awareness of the importance of in-service education and training.38 However, the degree
of importance did not coincide with a commitment to effective implementation
structures.
Teacher education: initial and in-service
The major education policy changes initiated from the early 1960s had teacher training
and education implications. The curriculum ramifications of change occurred first in the
post-primary sector where increasing the breadth, depth and availability of technical
subjects, extending and modernising modern language teaching, and addressing the
weaknesses identified in school science, technology and mathematics courses, presented
the most immediate concerns to be addressed.39 The revisions to the primary curriculum
throughout the 1960s and 1970s introduced child-centred methodologies, flexible
classroom organisation and informal assessment in place of state examinations, with
consequences for the preparation and updating of teachers. In responding to the
challenges, special needs, guidance and remedial provision were put in place from the
1970s creating a need to prepare serving teachers for these responsibilities. To support
the implementation of new and revised curriculum areas and procedures, the Department
made use of existing voluntary short in-service summer course practices as well as
innovative strategies such as inclusive whole-school and training-of-trainers to provide
universal programmes of in-service education and training. There was little consideration
of in-service policies, structures and resources required to match this in-service
expansion.40 The existing ad hoc in-service education and training structures and
voluntary institutions [including emerging teacher study groups] were adapted
incrementally to respond to the training demands placed on them. The policy response
was characterised by continuity, incremental evolution and was shaped to a large extent
by traditional understandings of in-service education and training.
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The significant changes and expansion in 1974 to initial primary teacher
education’s structure, aims, content and qualification had minimal influence on inservice education. The changes, introducing graduate teachers’ professional preparation,
saw an emphasis on the ‘education’ disciplines where both the theoretical and practical
dimensions informed each other, school placements offered student teachers
opportunities to select, test and develop appropriate teaching styles and where diversity
characterised student teachers’ learning and assessment experiences.41 Contemporary
school practice was not updated in alignment with ITE pedagogical changes.42
Incremental change in ITE through the late 1970s and 1980s, stimulated by various
social, economic and cultural changes and pressures, was mediated by the growing
international contacts of the state education department and academic, management and
professional associations.43 The quality of contemporary developments in ITE in Ireland
were confirmed through the visit of an OECD investigative team on teacher education in
the late 1980s and its report in 1991.44 However, with regard to in-service education, the
situation remained one where “the general debate on INSET tend[ed] to reflect a rather
narrow conception of it more linked to improving set skills rather than a deeper appraisal
of educational developments or in-depth study of educational thought or research.”45 Inservice education policy-making was an important issue through the 1980s but due to the
economic recession throughout the decade, it was not a central issue of policy discussion
among the various education stakeholders. The proposals of a representative in-service
committee in 1983 were deferred until the 1990s.46 The context, structure, terms of
reference, participation, perspectives and outcomes of these discussions will be
important events in this investigation.
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The remainder of this introduction examines definitions for in-service education
and training, the change in the vocabularies and the terms used for the activity in this
investigation. The theoretical framework adopted is outlined next which is used to
present the research questions guiding the research. The introduction concludes with an
outline of the chapters comprising the thesis.
The issue of definition and nomenclature
Various realities and perspectives are expressed by the terms and vocabulary used in
relation to the on-going education and training of teachers-in-post. Significant changes
occurred to the nature and purpose of teacher education in Ireland and elsewhere from
the 1950s.47 The professionalisation of teaching and the universitisation of teacher
education have, over time, greatly influenced the characteristics and focuses of in-service
education.48 Reforms in public administration, with emphases on public choice, selfregulation and performance have created a new architecture for teachers’ professional
lives and what sustains that performance.49 This intensification, driven by a globalised,
competitive economic environment, has made the public service administration
‘political’ and once voluntary in-service education activity increasingly mandatory. 50
Government policy in relation to in-service education has important
consequences for the modes of provision, entitlement and access conditions and the
47
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(2000), 151-182.
49
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(2011), 793-815.
50
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levels of availability. One result is that teachers’ in-service education and training or
continuous professional development has become “a multi-purpose vehicle” for teachers’
professional aspirations and obligations and employers’ [usually a state department or
agency] staff development policies. 51 Another result is a market of providers, in a range
of sites, with a diversity of purposes, matching different age and career aspirations, in a
variety of models and responsive to a continuum of initiators.52 The phases in the above
historical developments are represented in a changing vocabulary to express or conceal
realities and plotting the vocabulary changes against evolving political and ideological
contexts is an element of the historical task in this investigation.53
The descriptions and definitions of the activity – all teachers’ learning
experiences intended to be of benefit to individual, group or school and to the quality of
education in classrooms54 – have expanded over time to reflect the changing contexts of
policy, practice and professional culture in different countries.55 Bolam and McMahon
note:
It is the process by which, alone and with others, teachers renew, review and
extend their commitment as change agents to the moral purposes of teaching and
by which they acquire and develop critically the knowledge, skills and emotional
intelligence essential to good professional thinking, planning and practice with
children, young people and colleagues through each phase of their teaching
lives.56
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Sugrue et al

57

highlight limitations to the terms used in the literature and policy

documents and Bolam and McMahon58 cite problems with the definitions in use due in
part to the challenge of conceptualising in-service education and training. In this context
then I will maintain contemporaneous Irish usage in the historical narrative to reflect its
position and ascribed meaning at any one time. Table 1 below indicates official Irish
usage. This will illuminate the increasing complexity in official and others’ discourse
and the transitions in the terms used in the various policy submissions and texts. Such
shifts in usage offer critical junctures facilitating an examination of the particular
contexts. So, rather than use terms interchangeably those used will relate to the period
being reported reflecting the language and discourse of each period.

Table 1
Professional development nomenclature in the Department of Education’s
Circulars to Schools 1920-2000
Descriptor

•
•
•

Cited from

Last reference

Summer course [of instruction] cúrsa samhraidh §

1930*

1993

Refresher course/ athchúrsa

1956

1969

In-service course/ training / cúrsa inseirbhíse

1970

1994

In-career development

1993

2000

Source: Department of Education, archived circulars at
https://www.education.ie/en/Circulars-and-Forms/Archived-Circulars/ accessed 13 July 2020
§ Applied to primary sector Irish, and from 1940, Music and Kindergarten courses
* A comprehensive archive of Circulars dates from 1930

Theoretical framework for historical policy analysis
Historians and researchers in the political sciences, policy studies, and sociology of
education bring various theoretical assumptions, analytic tools and disciplinary cultures
to the task of policy analysis resulting in a variety of definitions and an absence of
consensus.59 The educational historian Harold Silver approached the analysis of policy
as
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… concerned with [its] origins and intentions — the complexities of competing
and conflicting values and goals, the explicit and inexplicit representation of
objectives which spring from diverse economic and social realities. It is
concerned with the policy choices that are made, the decisions made — by whom,
with what timing and with what authority. It is concerned with the guidelines, the
rules, the regulations, the machineries of information, the interpretation in
practice, the outcomes. At its most theoretical the analysis is concerned with what
happens and why; at its most pragmatically historical it asks what, in known
instances, seems to have happened.60
Silver argued for the relevance of historical investigation to policy analysis based on
policy construction being grounded in a specific context, time and space. Such study
explores human agency and intent, collectively and individually, in the making of
choices and analyses the connections between intentions and outcomes and the
interactions among the interested parties. This thesis is located in the historical approach
to policy research. However, the contribution of the social sciences to policy analysis is
significant and educational historians have effectively used its concepts and methods.
Among social scientists, two main perspectives of policy-making have been
discerned, one described as a state-centred, top-down and problem-orientated in the form
of a linear, staged policy prescription to inform the implementation of intended actions
and achieve specific goals. In this approach the policy text acts as a guide to the
implementation of the choices made by policy-makers, a group superior to those
implementing them.61 The determinism of this position has been criticised for neglecting
the dynamism of the policy implementation process.62 The second, a dynamic, process
conception, is more cyclical than linear and accords greater agency to the various actors
or implementers involved.63 In this manner it pays greater attention to what the
implementers at all levels do but, critics caution, it tends to overestimate the discretion
at micro-level and neglect the importance of hierarchical power and state structures.64
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Nudzor has proposed adopting both perspectives in education policy analysis as both the
traditional problem-solving and the cyclical process models are capable of
complementing each other and together offering greater insights about policy
processes.65 The composite approach also suits a historically inclined analysis. The main
elements of an understanding and analysis of the field of in-service education policy, the
focus of this research, emerge from these sources and approaches: that policy tends to be
an intentional process, taking place incrementally over a period of time, involving a
number of administrative or implementation tiers, manifesting a use of influence to assert
legitimacy and where a number of contesting interests engage in the processes alongside
the state. Its non-linearity is considered as cyclical, freewheeling and ‘messy’
representing multi-level agency

66

and in Raab’s description, one where “everything is

[at best] incremental or [at worst] a mess … It would be more surprising to find an orderly
reality.” 67
The social science perspective, based on its understanding of knowledge and
theory, brings to the analysis of in-service education strategies to conceptualise and
define processes and problems and provide analytic tools to understand and interpret
contemporary phenomena. The historic, context specific recount of policy evolution has
the capacity to deepen the understanding of the policy issue, identify the forces pressing
on decision-makers and reveal the range of discounted options and unintended
consequences. In this research the historical interpretation takes precedence and uses the
concepts and insights provided by the social science analysis. The policy cycle and policy
trajectory framework have been effectively used as the basic template to examine and
analyse education. The stages in the policy cycle and direction of the trajectory occur
over time and operate dynamically through the interactions of various players in pursuit
of their interests. Researchers using this framework have elaborated it to give greater
account to the functioning and role of modern states in the education policy process
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and to recognise the importance of senior official policy-making networks.69 Ball’s
education policy cycle and trajectory construct has provided a robust framework with
which to analyse and evaluate policy.
This policy analysis model is based on the critical examination of three coexisting ‘contexts’ occurring within the policy process. The dynamic interactions that the
‘contexts’ display create ‘policy cycles’ which move along a ‘policy trajectory’ involving
the participants and institutions in an implementation enactment.70 The contexts are those
of influence, of policy text production and of practice and effects. [See the figure below.]
Each of these three contexts has multiple arenas of action [both public and private] and
each involves contestation and struggle. The context of influence is concerned with
factors creating a ‘demand’ for a ‘solution’ and where interest groups struggle over
construction of policy discourses. This involves research examining what and who is
driving the policy debate and will include the influence of pressure groups, individuals,
state officials and politicians. These pressures occur within social, economic, political,
historical and cultural environments which frame the assumptions brought to the process,
the recollection of earlier policy initiatives and institutional agendas of the different
interest groups. The second, the context of policy text production, is concerned with the
generation of the policy texts, the research evidence drawn on, and includes an analysis
of the content and discourse of the documents. The focus in this context is the language
used, the ideology and assumptions underpinning it and checking for omissions or
‘silences’ in the policy. The third, the context of practice and effect, is more than
implementation and includes the interpretation of policy, the exercise of local discretion
and its re-creation or reconfiguring by those for whom the policy is intended along with
the intended and unintended outcomes.
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Figure 1

Contexts of Policy Making

71

This research then is a study of policy evolution which is based on documentary
evidence complemented by the recollection of key actors in the processes. The research
framework will therefore be interpretative in nature where the meanings, understandings
and intentions of the various actors and agencies are examined. The participating actors,
agencies and institutions act for a variety of reasons based on the meanings that they have
of others, events and institutions. They bring to the process a discourse which helps to
understand their perspective and allows comparison with the discourse of the policy
texts. These documents in turn become part of the policy practice phases where meaning,
interpretation and enactment are dominant and the reworked understandings are brought
to the next phase of the cycle or trajectory.
The research design is, then, based on the conceptualisation of policy outlined
above within a historic narrative using an interpretivist approach to the data related to
the policy process. It will use the lens of the three contextual aspects of the process
identifying the meaning which each institutional group brought to the context, the
responses and effect on the policy outcome.
The research questions
The field of in-service education and training between 1950 and the early 1990s will be
examined historically based on documentary sources complemented by interviews with
personnel familiar with the event[s] under scrutiny. The purpose is to investigate the
evolution and development of in-service policy, its goals, construction, participation,
implementation and outcomes. The objectives are to deepen educators’ understanding of
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the current in-service issues by locating them in their broader temporal context and to
extend the range of policy options considered by providing a basis for comparison with
past situations.72
Guiding questions under the context of influence
A number of sets of questions present themselves in relation to the gradual and
incremental trajectory in in-service education policy in the Irish education system. This
pattern was in contrast to the decisiveness manifested in other aspects of economic and
education policy.
•

What values, beliefs and understandings of in-service education and training drove
the evolving expansion of in-service provision from the 1960s?

•

Who defined the issues, identified the priorities and controlled the purposes to be
addressed?

•

How did institutional legacies – existing policies, structures, funding and resources
– influence and shape participants’ policy contribution?

•

How did the various elements of state – departments, agencies and inspectorates –
contribute to policy construction?

•

Which external organisations were influential and who and how were the influences
mediated and policies co-opted?

Guiding questions under the context of text production
The hegemony of church hierarchies and the state in education policy formation acceded
to the voice of teachers, schools, industry and parent organisations from the 1960s.
Structures accommodating these interests, mediating disparate perspectives on
structures, educational goals, curriculum and teacher education, were formalised in the
1980s. In this environment, a range of voluntary in-service education and training
providers had emerged and, in many instances, thrived. This sets the stage for a second
set of questions.
•

How did the subsidiary principle influence policy consideration, choices, planning
and implementation?

72
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•

How did the political and ideological climate shape the perspectives of the different
interests?

•

What were the competing and conflicting values and goals and how was resolution
and compromise reflected in negotiating positions and policy documents?

•

How did policy development accommodate voluntary in-service providers?

•

How was the complex issue of teacher engagement addressed?

Guiding questions under the context of practice and effect or outcomes
Policy implementation took place in a complex environment where teachers were
employed by one set of authorities but paid by another, where curriculum was determined
centrally but implemented locally and in private institutions and where the status and
identity of teachers was contested. The questions about implementation, practice and
effects or outcomes are situated in this environment. They included
•

questions in relation to patterns of provision, programme duration, recognition,
content and the sources of funding

•

questions regarding guidelines, regulations, incentives and access

•

questions about interpretation in practice and the outcomes, intended and unintended.
The sets of questions while spanning a forty-year time period can be viewed as

examining a policy trajectory where the in-service education and training policy field is
analysed taking the historic, economic, social, administrative and education contexts into
account. This approach accommodates perspectives where policy is a process and is
perceived as dynamically cyclical and taking place over time.73 In this view policy
applies to the different levels of the education system and involves negotiation,
contestation, enactment and struggle among various institutions and interest groups.74
The resulting narrative takes account of the agency and influence of the different actors,
state departments and agencies and the sites of implementation in the policy process.
This perspective is sensitive to the policy influence of international institutions.75 It can
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be recounted in the form of narrative history based on a chronological arrangement of
material that constructs a coherent story. Taking the time span into account means
addressing changes in language and discourse usage in Ireland over the period, from the
refresher courses [athchúrsaí] of the 1950s, in-service education and training from the
1960s to the beginning of the 1990s, a Departmental preferenced in-career development
in the 1990s, a time when the contemporary usage, professional development, gained
support in Irish teacher education and teacher union circles.
Thesis outline
The intersection of history and the social sciences is the subject of the next chapter. Both
education and policy analysis share theoretical and methodological characteristics of the
social sciences. While education has had a link with history in the sub-field of history of
education for over a century, history’s link with policy analysis and political science
generally is more recent. Developments in historiography are outlined, the impact on
history of education is explored and the resulting complex relations between educational
history and policy analysis are examined for implications for the methodology adopted
in this thesis. The chapter concludes by describing in detail the methods and analysis
adopted in this research.
The third chapter examines the foundational legacies of state involvement in the
various forms of teachers’ on-the-job training and programmes provided by a range of
non-government providers with a view to identifying those aspects [purposes, structures
and subjects] of in-service training that were maintained in the period under review and
those practices which fell into disuse. This examination of in-service legacy is the source
an important influence as policy-makers’ ideas are often shaped by experience as well as
often constrained by precedent.
Chapter four briefly examines the economic backdrop of planned government
intervention and foreign direct investment on national development from the late 1950s
onward and the potential influence of such state activities on social and education
policies. The chapter focuses on the in-service training policy changes which followed
the 1960’s shift from revisions to primary school syllabus content and assessment
towards curriculum development processes with the accompanying pedagogical and
classroom organisation implications. The early 1960s curriculum changes involved two
core primary school subject areas, Irish language teaching and religious instruction, and
involved both the Department of Education and Catholic Church diocesan Inspectorates
21

highlighting similarities and dissimilarities in policy, strategy and outcomes. A
contemporary INTO programme of in-service activities provided alternative models.
The in-service training planning by the primary Inspectorate to accompany a new
primary curriculum and the professional development opportunities which arose during
the implementation phase are the object of a fifth chapter. The chapter examines the
coordination aspiration and achievement of a representative In-service Committee
between 1970 and its demise in 1975. The sixth chapter examines the antecedents to, the
proposals and effects of a second

representative in-service committee during the

recessionary decade of the 1980s.
Chapter seven analyses in-service, in-career and professional development policy
developments in the context of national, OECD and European catalysts for systematic
approaches to socio-economic policy-making to address former economic policy
missteps and to prepare for further European integration through the Single Market and
Customs Union. The documentation related to planning for education legislation allowed
for an examination of the educational discourses used in the deliberative process. The
final chapter uses Ball’s contexts of policy making framework to draw conclusions with
regard to the period 1945-95.
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Chapter Two
Methodological Issues
Introduction
The field of history of education has experienced the vicissitudes of its foundation
disciplines.1 Firstly, it shared with history the historiographical controversies of the last
century due to the influences of the social sciences and questions raised by postmodernist critics. Secondly, as a field of study its trajectory has been influenced by being
among the education foundation disciplines along with educational psychology,
philosophy and sociology for much of the century. The status and profile of the
educational foundations has been affected by the changes in the prevailing fashions in
initial and in-service teacher education in recent decades. 2 The exposition of the research
methods used in this study, therefore, require an exploration of the issues surrounding
recent developments impinging on history of education and in particular the influence of
recent historiographical debates, the impact of the social sciences and the field’s general
status within and its contribution to the area of education studies.
The history of education, a sub-field in history, developed as a field within
educational studies and so straddles the domains of education and history. This
ambivalent location means that its status and academic position is contingent on its
rootedness in the disciplinary procedures of both subjects.3 However, recent decades
have witnessed changes among the disciplines, their relationship with one another and
with other disciplines, the social sciences in particular. A closer examination of these
changes is merited as there are implications for functions, methodology, source material,
writing and interpretation. The challenges to history will, of necessity, affect history of
1
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education. It will be addressed first with observations on the situation in Ireland. This is
followed by an analysis of the implications for educational history. Policy history has
presented historians with direct experience of perspectives and methods adopted from
the social sciences. The level and manner with which educational historians have
approached working in education policy areas is examined to inform the researcher of
the methodological challenges pertaining to this field. The final section of this chapter is
devoted to outlining the methods and analysis that will be used in this thesis.

Policy and the History of Education
History and historiography
Historiography, the history of history writing and the study of the component elements
became a controversial dimension of history in the decades following the second World
War.4 The ‘new’ post-war history embraced the social and cultural dimension of human
experience making way for social science features which emphasised, to a greater extent
than heretofore, a use of theoretical models, expanded use of evidential sources,
quantitative methods and a new understanding of generalisation and prediction.5 In a
significant way this development legitimised alternative historical narratives, including
those based on a Marxist basis for understanding history’s progress.
The post-modern critique in historiography comprised several stands that have
cumulatively undermined the certainty of an earlier historical terrain without destroying
its position totally.6 One strand argued that history writing was a fiction-like narrative
created by the historian rather than a reconstruction of the past.7 Historical accounts were
open to different interpretations; the historian’s account created a narrative comprising a
series of events into a coherent story that incorporated the events within a subjective
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perspective.8 The claim to objectivity and truth pursued by scientific historic research
was therefore unattainable while any linkage between what was written and as a
representation of the past was undermined.9 An outcome of this debate was the
acknowledgement that objectivity was constrained and that professional disciplinary
practice honestly undertaken in a manner open to the scrutiny of the community of
scholars was a major safeguard. A second strand, the historian’s own subjectivity, raised
the need for reflexivity, an awareness of one’s situatedness and ideological positions, the
assumptions brought to the task, and values, whether implicit or explicit, which mediated
their interaction with the historic deposit and resulting interpretation.10 The slow and
reluctant adoption of concepts, tools and methods of the social sciences into
historiography was challenged by the more traditional historians and by the
postmodernist critique of its scientific foundations.11
A variety of approaches to researching, representing and writing history ensued
representing historians’ positions on these controversial issues. A majority of historians,
taking the various perspectives and criticisms into account, adopt a scholarly approach
to history writing, one adapting to the weaknesses and limitations identified in scientific
methods, absorbing social science methodological and theoretical approaches and
accepting the specialisation necessary to adequately represent a more comprehensive
view of the past. This implies the historical narrative being validated by a peer-review
procedure that is based on openness regarding the historian’s assumptions, sources and
methods. It also means accepting that while a narrative is bounded by its sources the
historian’s imagination contributes to the writing process and the historian’s writing style
is a feature of the final outcome.12
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Ireland and the historiographical controversy
The post-war historiographical controversies affecting historians elsewhere was
refracted in Ireland by an intensifying debate among historians centred on a ‘revisionism’
which in its research and writing questioned the accepted traditional cultural nationalist
understanding of the trajectory of Irish history.13 The genesis of revisionism had its roots
in the historical research aims, methods and style of university-based historians centred
on Irish Historical Studies [IHS], and aimed to maintain the highest scientific standards
to achieve an objective non-partisan record of the past and used, in the main, primary,
institutional documentary sources.14 The IHS standards became in effect a constraint by
the 1960s when social, political, economic and cultural as well as historiographical
developments required a differentiated response, particularly with the emergence of
serious social and political unrest in Northern Ireland.15 As historians responded to the
unfolding controversies fundamental questions were raised which included what were
historians’ ideological biases and various uses of history in the politically charged period
of the “troubles”. The debates echoed the wider historiographical controversies and led
to greater scrutiny of language and rhetoric in use,16 the use of narrative and its close
affinity to story and myth. The fragmentation of the accepted concept of a ‘national
history’ was challenged as other perspectives emerged. Among these were economic
histories and Irish experience through women’s and labour history.17 The eclectic use of
the methods and concepts of the social sciences was thus incorporated into the work of
historians though the limited acceptance of Marxist approaches points up an interesting
boundary to heterodoxy in the practice of history.18
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The postmodern turn competed with the revisionist controversy for attention
among Irish historians.19 However, many of the main postmodern themes had already
become part of the polemical cut and thrust of the revisionist debate in one form or
another and influenced historians methodologically as well linguistically.20 The
tentative, ‘interim report’ quality of history writing, the chronicle-based fictive character
of narrative texts and the subjectivity of even the most painstaking research were
acknowledged in shaping Irish history writing.21 Methodologically a wider range of
evidence, including oral, was used as the significance of a recorded past widened beyond
the traditional institutional and documentary records.
History of Education and historiography
The history of education as a separate field of study developed in the late nineteenth
century within the confined environment of teacher training. In this context, it was linked
closely to teachers’ future employment and introduced them to a system, national or
denominational, and its rationale and genesis. It allowed for teachers’ induction into the
encompassing legal, administrative and organisational features of the system.22 It also
had roots in the history of ideas which was converted, for teacher training purposes, to
the history of leading thinkers and the application of their ideas to education and
schooling.23 This instrumental perspective on the evolution of the history of education
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reflected the contemporary functional understanding of teacher preparation and the status
of the teacher within that society.
The development of history of education as a field of scholarly research was
stimulated by several developments from the 1950s. The most important was its
identification as a foundation discipline in extended university-based teacher education
graduate programmes, accompanied by the appointment of specialist staff and with them,
the development of research journals and a scholarly identity within a community of
historians developed.24 Educational historians, influenced by political, educational and
academic environments, researched from historic, institutional and comparative
perspectives contemporary issues which focused on the dynamics of change, policy
development and the role of the state.25 The impact of the social sciences developed
sceptical dispositions among these scholars towards the impact of state policies on
education.26 With the changes of emphasis in teacher education in the final decades of
the last century, there has been a shift away from the education foundations and, as a
result, a diminished role for history of education unless harnessed to other fields,
including educational policy analysis.27 And like history, it was subject to internal
historiographical controversies of recent decades which have also contributed to the
demise of its foundational role.28
Professional historians in teacher education departments participated in the
historiographical debates and controversies in response to calls by mainstream historians
in the 1960s to reappraise their historical understanding and the methodologies in use.29
The call was for them to reorient their approach from that of serving an education system
to viewing historically all phenomena related to education within society. By contrast,
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Lather and Clemens point to the general ambivalence of educational historians to
postmodern theories and their commitment to the importance of historical evidence,
close readings of all historical texts and sensitivity to the potential uses of different
theories and methods.30 When this situation was accompanied and reinforced by
education history’s reduced status and profile in teacher pre- and in-service, education
practitioners’ assessments of its future have been pessimistic. 31 One recourse for some
practitioners was to the applied field of education policy research.
History of Education and policy research
Educational historians played a significant role in education policy-making in the first
part of the twentieth century. Engagement occurred in a period when [elementary]
education was viewed as an administrative function rather than a social or welfare
enterprise and when personnel in training institutions, education administration and the
inspectorate regularly interchanged. It was also a period when education change evolved
through the use of commissions or committees of enquiry, harnessing elite opinionmakers.32 This approach had changed radically by the 1950s. Educational historians
became ambivalent towards direct engagement in policy-making increased in proportion
to the differences in perspectives, timeframes, objectives, methods and interpretations
between history and policy-making.33 Post-war policy-making approaches became
imbued with the scientific concepts, models and methodologies of the social sciences
and the reforms were often technocratic, outcome-based, a-historical and embedded
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within a prevailing economic mindset.34 Politicised policy-makers sought from the
educational historian an ‘historic perspective’ on the problem issue which could fit with
a reform agenda thereby shifting agency in the relationship between historian to policymaker.35
Historical research on policy and its implementation has attracted a minority of
education historians. These scholars retained historic methodology and distance yet
produced interpretations which benefited contemporary readers and policy-makers while
being a representation of what probably occurred in the past.36 Since the policy processes
were significantly influenced by the social sciences, Silver recommended that the
historian should view the process through a wider lens, focusing on the policy sources
and advocates, the conceptual and ideological frameworks used, the dimensions not
addressed and within a social and economic historic analysis.37 These foci reflect the
policy-cycle analytic tool used by Ball.38 Both Silver and Kaestle suggested using a
loose modelling vehicle to combine the historic and the policy analysis approaches which
“can embody pieces of theory and provide an explanatory approach. They [models] are
a good tool for the incidental user [and] can be looser than predictive theories.”39 For
Silver, policy construction was a form of human practice grounded in a specific and
heavily-contextualised time and place, a study of choices displaying human agency either
collectively or individually and as such was amenable to the historian’s investigative
armoury.40
These hybrid approaches were developed to manage the complex issues raised in
policy history. One was the pressure to identify causes and outcomes in a predictive,
linear manner occurring within an environment of uncertain power relationships.
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Another was the implied eliding the historian’s appreciation of the various complex
‘realities’ and tensions that existed beneath the official, purposive activities which had
led to an apparent single outcome. Crucially, a historian was conscious of the alternatives
not realised and the decisions that cut off viable policy options. A historical timescale
allowed the historian view the ideological ideas framing the actions and decisions of the
participants. Finally, there was capacity of policy formation and implementation to
produce unintended consequences. However, since policy analysis is essentially
interdisciplinary, the educational historian’s contribution is the critical understanding “of
historical research with the fumbling yet confident generalisations of model makers, in
order to bring both more realistically and usefully to an understanding of the central
processes at work.”41 The combination of the policy perspective of the historian and the
policy toolkit of the policy analyst may lead to beneficial results by allowing the historian
“make connections with the past in order to illuminate the problems of the present and
the potential of the future”.42

Methods
Introduction
The genesis of an organised in-service education and training policy in Ireland was
contained in the pre-independence practices of the separate primary, secondary and
technical branches which were formally, though not operationally, unified under the
Minister and the Department of Education in 1924.43 The branches used a range of
education institutions, voluntary and commercial organisations to supplement the direct
involvement of the Department’s Inspectorates in the education and training of teachersin-post. Until the 1950s, the important voluntary agencies for primary teachers were the
Gaelic League [Conradh na Gaeilge] and church authorities reflecting separate
jurisdiction for secular and religious education.44 Teachers themselves also availed of the
education and training opportunities provided by the universities, technical and private
41
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correspondence schools. In this evolution there developed differences in priorities and
purpose, funding, the scale of teacher engagement, control and geographical reach. The
initiatives reflected both top-down and bottom-up programmes and, consistent with the
state’s approach to education generally, not all initiatives were those of the Department.
Primary in-service education and training practices largely maintained existing practice
based on courses taking place in teachers’ time with the first digression in the mid-1960s
when the first curriculum reforms since 1922 were being implemented.
As the concept of in-service education and training was an emergent one,
sourcing appropriate material, locating relevant files and accessing documents depended
on a flexible understanding of what activities and which providers were associated with
the content. In locating appropriate archive documentation, a broad, flexible
understanding of in-service education and training was used and a wide range of potential
providers was checked so as not to exclude potentially illuminative sources.
Administrative, educational and political language and terms which had changed over
time were assessed and evaluated as far as possible within their contemporary context
rather than imposing categories extraneous to the text to suit one's own interests. The
researcher’s awareness [with hindsight] of the in-service education and professional
development trajectory’s outcome provided him with some authorial autonomy and
responsibility in the selection of evidence that carried the narrative forward; however,
that responsibility is monitored through the academic assessment and peer review
processes and the testing of the acknowledged sources.45 His involvement in teacher
centre in-service education administration in the 1980s and 1990s and in lecturing on
university post-graduate in-service courses from 1990 are pertinent situated viewpoints
and influences in his narrative.
Documentary data collection
The official documentary sources providing evidence in this thesis were predominantly
texts that recorded formal transactions such as memos, minutes, reports, briefing
documents, speeches, dáil [parliamentary] statements, parliamentary questions, interdepartmental communications, circulars, memoranda and the like. Similar types of
record existed for voluntary and religious organisations in the form of minutes,
correspondence and annual reports. Additionally, there existed those texts prepared for
45
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mainly personal rather than official reasons and comprise letters, field-notes, diaries and
so on. All documents are important sources of data and facilitated the construction of an
historic narrative. They also elicited important data for the higher levels of the policy
trajectory, the macro- and meso-, the subject of this thesis. They enabled scrutiny of the
contexts of the policy process, the context of influence, text production and
implementation. The interactions within and between departments and those with the
external education interests illustrated the context of influence and the context shaping
text [or policy] production. Analysis of the documentation was necessary before
interviewing personnel familiar with the event[s]. This procedure assisted clarification,
elicited background data not recorded, helped to elucidate meanings and contextualise
understanding of the various documents
The development of in-service education and training policy ‘texts’ was
contemporaneous with primary and post-primary curriculum innovation from the mid1960s. A recognition that innovation required structured forms of teacher preparation
was manifested in reports throughout the period under review: the reports on universities
and teacher training
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and the 1980 White Paper which led to the 1984 Report of the

Committee on in-Service Education.47 The state agencies – the Curriculum and
Examinations Board [CEB] and National Council for Curriculum and Assessment
[NCCA] – while focused on curriculum and assessment and without a direct in-service
education function, proposed policies which had implications for in-service policymaking by the Department.48 There was a contribution by non-statutory curriculum
development agencies which addressed social and educational challenges within the
system to professional development contribution to policy and practice.49 Following the
economically depressed 1980s, a range of official publications, forming a sequence of
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education policy debates in the 1990s, mapped out the reforms in Irish education and in
the process, expanded the functions, settings and rationale for in-service education and
training policy. The series of publications comprised both an external component, an
OECD education policy review, and a comprehensive iterative education policy debate
in the form of papers, conferences and legislation.50
Material held by the non-state organisations was dependent on what survived and
remained accessible among the various education and professional organisations and
associations. The teachers’ unions, management bodies and Catholic dioceses’ archived
materials were accessible and included internal documents, minutes, reports, memos of
joint meetings and formal communications with the Department of Education. They had
direct experience of in-service education and training provision which enhanced the
documentary resource. Several voluntary organisations no longer existed or have been
subsumed by others; many of those which emerged had fragmentary records for the early
period extant. Alternative documentary sources were essential for verification.51
Newspaper and magazine reports of organised activities were examined as they reflected
the newsworthiness of an activity. Professional journals and texts or newsletters written
for restricted audiences were examined for articles, letters, reactions and opinion pieces.
Other sources included images, published personal recollections, audio-visual material,
biographies and diaries.
Data from the documents provided a comprehensive basis for narrative
construction and analysis to reveal the complexity of the policy-making process. They
informed an understanding of the context. The various institutional relationships
informing the process would illustrate the levels and quality of influence each party
brought to bear, or not, on the policy process. The range of documentation provided the
opportunity to analyse and understand the dominant discourses that influenced the main
interest groups and drove the policy process. The documentation would illuminate the
relative power and influence of the different actors to shape policy formulation and
practice. Finally, multiple source documentation would aid verification through the
double checking of findings.
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Oral data collection: clarification
For the purposes of this enquiry, based largely on documentary sources, informal
discussion took place with with key individuals to seek clarification on certain aspects
of the context, documents and dates so that the researcher could go on to engage in further
archival work. Selection of individuals was related to authorship or familiarity with the
source material being examined and included departmental, teacher centre, teacher
union, diocesan personnel and voluntary organisers and promoters of in-service and
professional development activities.52 The location and timing of the discussions
followed the examination of the original material and the discussion occasionally led to
access to additional archival material, private publications or supplementary material
being made available. The discussions adhered to University ethical guidelines.
Research procedure and analysis
The policy analysis framework adopted for this research is the analysis of the policy
cycle and policy trajectory through the critical examination of the dynamic interactions
of the various interests using, as the key mode of interrogation, the critical examination
of the contexts of influence on policy, policy text production and implementation practice
and effects.53 The boundaries of the field [of in-service education] were still relatively
undefined in 1950s Ireland and its contemporary position was peripheral to the
undeveloped and isolated education system of the time.54 In approaching the historic
material three broad general questions were used to guide the research process and the
sourcing and analysis of documents: firstly, what was the existing and what were the
newly initiated in-service training structures from the start of and during the 1950s? The
concept structure here included the administration, budgeting, consultation, legitimising,
participation, access and reporting processes in place. Secondly, what were the purposes?
This set of questions examined the in-service goals both implicit and explicit, their
sources, the various social, cultural, national or scientific influences on programme
content, key institutions involved and the location among Department of Education
52
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objectives. Finally, who were the providers? This question was designed to identify the
range of providers, what drove them, what relationships they had with the Department,
with other professional, Church and managerial interests, their mode of advertising,
recruiting, reporting and measuring success.
As documentary material increased, especially from the 1960s onwards, more
focused operational questions were formulated often in the form of a probable model or
loosely formulated hypothesis.55 This procedure allowed for the generation of potential
provisional explanations in the policy cycle and trajectory pointing to further directions
in the search and selection of empirical documentary evidence and identifying interview
questions. Links were explored for causal or other connections. Consequences,
intentional and unintentional, were followed up. Within this process themes, organising
concepts and periodisation were formulated, analysed, tested and categorised. This
procedure aided the evidence evaluation process as issues of validity and reliability were
tested through corroboration, source criticism and contextualisation. In this manner a
chronological narrative was constructed facilitating synthesis and judgement.
This process was continuously subject to rigorous inductive testing for validity
using all sources and, where available, complementary interviews. This approach is
similar to that described by Kaestle, above, where his model was a scheme for organising
historical explanation.56 The approaches were sufficiently flexible for researching a
policy cycle and trajectory analysis in that they made use of documentary and other
evidence to inform a narrative, establish the context and use a model or hypothesis to
accommodate cause and explanation within an historic analysis. This facilitated the
identification of the relationships and connections among the structural factors and the
social actions of groups and individuals to achieve preferred goals. The analysis
permitted the policy cycle to be identified and the policy trajectory revealed over the
period 1945-1995.
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Chapter Three
In-service antecedents in Ireland: 1900-1950
Introduction
This chapter examines the main in-service training events of the three decades prior to
1950 to establish the foundations and identify legacies of primary teachers’ in-service
education and training 1950-1995, the subject of this research. It seeks to establish the
main in-service characteristics and examine those which would continue to influence
provision, which would cease or become reconfigured and what influences had shaped
the divergence. While there were few in-service activities in this financially austere
period, the radical changes following on from independence necessitated urgent attention
to teachers’ language competence and second language teaching capacity. The resulting
Irish in-service language training programmes through the 1920s will be examined in
detail along with the later music, kindergarten and religious instruction interventions in
the 1940s. Each in-service initiative will follow a sequence where the first paragraphs
outline the context, describe its substance and draw conclusions in the final paragraphs.
The roots of teachers’ experiences of extensive in-service teacher education commenced
with the Revised Programme of Instruction.1

The Revised Programme and the 1900s
There were few rigid boundaries between trained and untrained primary teachers up to
1900. Recruitment was an incremental process from monitor in one’s early teens to
teacher, first class after qualification in a primary teachers training college.2 Recruitment
and progression at each stage was through a competitive, examination-based system
where training college certification played the final stage within the process. Changes
immediately before 1900 began a process which established a new competitive
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recruitment pathway from intermediate or secondary schools into two-year teacher
training and closed off gradually the apprenticeship pathway of monitor, pupil-teacher
and one-year training. The Commissioners for National Education’s new recruitment
system was aligned to changes to the philosophy, content and methodologies of a new
primary curriculum with resultant changes to teacher training and teachers’ status.3
Teacher education for a majority of teachers up to 1900 meant a blend of initial on-thejob followed by college-based training.
Teachers’ experience of an in-post or in-service training system up to 1900 was
largely career-oriented.4 Monitor and pupil-teacher candidates followed the
Commissioners’ prescribed courses which were linked closely to the primary school
curriculum and school organisation. With satisfactory performance in examinations and
satisfactory inspectors’ reports candidates progressed to training colleges and,
subsequent career progression, position and responsibility was determined by teacher
classification obtained in training college examinations.
Another common form of in-service training was the study of and qualification
in additional ‘school subjects’ which, when taught as an ‘extra’ subject outside normal
school hours, earned teachers additional fee-income.5 Along with the monetary
advantages, there was favourable promotion opportunities on the one hand and social
and professional standing on the other. The increase in college places in the 1890s opened
up a further form of in-service training when it allowed for serving unqualified teachers
to obtain, under the rules of the Commissioners, leaves-of-absence subject to arranging
and paying for substitution.6 During the 1890s, a teacher training college qualification
became an important stage on the promotional ladder while the Commissioners retained,
from its inception 60 years previously, meritocratic competition as an important

3

The opposition of the Catholic hierarchy to the Commissioner’s training institutions [the central
and district model schools] reduced Catholic teacher training opportunities until six
denominational training colleges opened between 1875 in 1900, four of them in the 1890s.
4

Don Herron & Judith Harford, An early in-service intervention in Irish mid-nineteenth century
elementary education, Irish Educational Studies, 34, 4 (2015), 341-354.
5

“There were 753 candidates for certificates of competency in one or more Extra Branches” or
subject examinations in 1899: Commissioners, Sixty-sixth report for 1899, p 22. Subjects
examined annually included classical, modern and Irish languages, arts, domestic, science,
mathematical subjects and Kindergarten. The tradition of teacher payment for a small number of
‘extra’ subjects continued beyond independence in 1922.
6

Approximately 50% of teachers were untrained: Walsh, Primary Education 1897-1990 at p 44.
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structural characteristic of teachers’ terms of employment.7 In-service education and
training, thus, had strong associations with career progression and financial reward.
Moves for reform in Irish primary education by 1900 were to disrupt the
foundations, practice and the understanding of in-service training in the new century.8
There were a number of pressures for change to the primary school curriculum, some
focused on discontent with the “results” centred system, its narrowed content, uniform
teaching methods irrespective of content, children’s age, capacity or engagement. Other
interests advocated child-centred and practical education approaches. A Royal
Commission reviewing the primary curriculum established in 1898 brought the varying
strands of reforming ideas together and led to a revised programme of primary instruction
which had implications for teacher training.9 Similar to what was happening in the
remainder of the United Kingdom, training college certification was becoming a
benchmark professional qualification for teaching.10 This was facilitated by an expansion
of Irish training college places. There were major revisions to the one- and two-year
training college courses.11 The pedagogical changes ushered in with the revised
programme introduced a rationale for ‘extending’ teacher training through forms of inservice attendance at courses to update existing knowledge and skills.
The Revised Curriculum and its in-service training initiatives in the 1900s
A new approach to in-service training, adopted with the introduction of the revised
Programme of Instruction was necessary for the upgrading of teachers’ knowledge and
skills required for an expanded curriculum the and its emphasis on active methodologies

7

Kelly refers to this process, elaborated to nine examinable grades in 1846, as “contest mobility”:
ibid., p 148
8

Coolahan, Irish Education at p 33.

9

Commission on Manual and Practical Instruction in Primary Schools under the Board of
National Education in Ireland [Belmore], (Dublin: HMSO, 1898).
10

Wendy Robinson, 'Teacher Education in the English Speaking World: England and Wales', in
Tom O’Donoghue and Clive Whitehead (eds.), Teacher Education in the English Speaking
World: Past, Present, and Future (Charlotte, NC: Information Age Publishing, 2008) at pp 4748.
11

St Mary’s Belfast and Mary Immaculate training colleges opened and the Baggot St college
transferred to enlarged premises in Carysfort, Blackrock in 1900. De La Salle training college
Waterford open a few years previously in 1894.
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and the use of equipment in the revised programme.12 An interventionist character to the
in-service organisers’ training programmes replicated, through short, localised, part-time
courses, the training college emphases on skills, methods, content and organisation.13
The programmes included demonstrations, coaching through school visits and Board for
National Education instituted end-of-course examinations to award qualifications to
teach the new subjects. In-service course attendance, attaining qualifications and
classroom implementation was not formally made part of the controversial post-1900
graded promotional and salary system. However, it was perceived by teachers as playing
an informal function among the criteria used by the Inspectorate for progression and
promotion to first class and principal teacher positions.14 A number of the additional fees
payable for extra subjects taught ceased with the revised programme, removing an
incentive for obtaining certification in those subjects. The effectiveness of the in-service
training programme suffered from financial, structural and personnel shortcomings.15
A popular in-service training scheme, 1904
The Gaelic League [Conradh na Gaeilge] became involved in teacher in-service training
in 1904. Following League lobbying, the League’s part-time Irish language teacher
training programmes and qualifications were recognised by the Board for National
Education for teaching the bilingual programme. 16 From 1907 the teaching of Irish as

12

Coolahan, Irish Education at pp 34-35.

13

Walsh, Primary Education 1897-1990 at p 45. Organisers, employed intermittently by the
National Board from the 1850s, were recruited as teacher in-service trainers at a grade below
district inspector to implement new subjects and methodologies from 1900. The grade which
continued until the 1960s, see Herron and Harford, ‘An early in-service intervention in Irish midnineteenth century elementary education’, p 344
14

T.J O'Connell, 100 Years of Progress: A History of the INTO 1868-1968 (Dublin: Irish
National Teachers Organisation, 1969) at p 151. Síle Chuinneagáin, Catherine Mahon: first
woman president of the INTO, [Dublin: INTO, 1998], pp 86-87.
15

Walsh, Primary Education 1897-1990: pp 45, 68-70. There was a gap between the in-service
training recommendations of the Commission and what eventuated. Deficiencies included the
selective in-service cover of subjects, reliance on voluntary participation in teachers’ own time,
insufficient briefing of the Inspectorate, inadequate numbers of organisers appointed and
premature ending of interventions.
16

Tom O’Donoghue and Teresa O’Doherty, Irish Speakers and Schooling in the Gaeltacht, 1900
to the Present (Cham, Switz: Palgrave Macmillan, 2019) at pp 67-69.
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an extra subject was recognised in ordinary national schools.17 The Board for its part,
appointed inspectors and ‘organisers of instruction’ in support of the subject.18 This
extended the National Board’s regulatory supervision of training, qualifications and
classroom implementation to a politically sensitive area. League course participation
resulted not only in knowledge, skills and additional income but also in the attitudinal
and developmental contribution to teachers’ commitment to and motivation for national
language and cultural objectives.
The experiences gained by participants in the League’s activities were influential
in shaping in Irish language and education policies in the new state following
independence in 1922. The influence was evident in the place of the Irish language at the
centre of the new state’s curricular policies, the adjustments to recruitment policies and
the training college programmes to prepare future candidates for the demands of the
schools’ language functions.19 Major League personnel were critical in the decisions
made with regard to the in-service strategy which was required to prepare the majority
of those teachers already in post who had no Irish language or language teaching
competencies.

The Irish Summer Courses 1922-28 20
Language in-service training
Raising the language competence of approximately 14,000 teachers in service was the
urgent challenge facing the Education Office in implementing a school-based Irish

17

The scale of payment is contained in Thomas O'Donoghue, Bi-Lingual Education in PreIndependent Irish-Speaking Ireland 1800-1922 (Lewiston NY/Queenston ONT/Lampeter:
Edwin Mellon, 2006). pp 77-78.
18

The role of organisers and teachers’ professional development activities are outlined in
O'Donoghue, Bi-lingual education.
19

Department of Education, 'Report of the Department of Education for 1925-26-27', (Dublin:
Stationery Office, 1928) at Chapter V.
20

The primary school summer holidays were usually of five weeks duration in the 1920s, from
mid-July to mid-August. Gaelic League Gaeltacht colleges ran two month-long summer courses,
in July and August respectively. To accommodate the discrepancy the Commissioners facilitated
teacher attendance in July or August through individual exceptional leave-of-absence of up to 10
days, a concession which the Department of Education retained for individual teacher
attendances. It added exceptional school closures for 1923-25 where a majority of staff were
attending Irish college courses.
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language policy.21 An internal committee of inspectors recommended changes in teacher
training entry qualifications, to the training college courses, in-service arrangements and
the establishment of new secondary Preparatory Colleges.22 The committee considered
two in-service training approaches. One was based on the devolution of training to the
Gaelic League by the National Board which was used to train teachers of Irish to enable
the implementation of the bilingual programme in Gaeltacht areas from 1904 and to teach
Irish as optional subject in national schools from 1907.23 The League provided teacher
training over a number of years through its summer vacation Coláistí Samhraidh
[Summer Schools] subsidised with Commissioners’ grants and under conditions which
covered content, standards and inspection. 24 The second, intensive training courses of
three-months full-time duration were considered. The recently closed Central Training
Institution in Dublin could act as the course venue for cohorts of teachers released from
teaching duties. 25 Important political considerations and connections were to favour a
choice of the Gaelic League as the training provider as will be described below.
Adapting the Gaelic League’s pre-independence scheme, 1922 26
Participation in the summer in-service training courses was optional in 1922, mandatory
from 1923 to 1925 for all national teachers under 45 [in 1922] and optional thereafter.
The Inspectorate prescribed courses, monitored attendance, attainment and instruction
and set and examined candidates. The courses, developed from the earlier Gaelic League
teacher training courses, consisted of
•

an Elementary [language] course, dropped after 1922,

•

a Teastas or ordinary certificate qualifying the teacher to teach the language,

21

Coolahan, Irish Education, p 48. Of the approx. 12,000 lay teachers, about 1,100 were
qualified to teach through Irish while 2,800 held a basic language certificate.
22

This report was not published but formed a basis for chapter V of the Department’s 1924-25
Report
23

O'Donoghue, Bi-Lingual Education at pp 85-86.

24

Ibid. p 86. The Board’s regulated support comprised per capita payment to colleges, teacher
release to attend summer courses and, where necessary, substitution. Many of the summer
colleges ran teacher training as well as graded language courses.
25

NA/ED12/2117, ‘The Gaelicising of Ireland’, ca. 1924.

26

The Gaelic League’s adult summer courses had included a teacher training strand
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•

a bilingual certificate [an Teastas Dátheangach] qualifying them to teach other
subjects through Irish and

•

an advanced certificate, the Ard Teastas.
The Ard Teastas was “a higher literary certificate … [which] requires to have read

pretty extensively in modern Irish literature” introduced in 1923.27 The Ard Teastas
graduates provided a pool of professors to teach on the other Teastas courses28
Participants advanced incrementally conditional on passing each grade examination. A
booklet, an Clár, was published each year containing a detailed syllabus for each course
of study, and, in addition, advice and instructions designed to assist the professors in the
work which to some extent was new to some of them.”

29

The planned programmes

included both language learning and modelled a method of teaching it, an modh díreach
or direct method, using demonstration and small group practice teaching.
The Clár’s programmes included both language learning and a method of teaching
it, an modh díreach or direct method using demonstration and small group practice
teaching. Course objectives were language competence and fluency, grammar for
phonetic accuracy and teaching methods. Additional musical, dance and literary
activities were integrated into a complementary social programme.30 Methodology,
which varied between and even within coláistí, was mainly on an apprenticeship basis
giving latitude to teachers to develop individual preferences within the overall
framework of an módh díreach.31 All courses were inspected, examined and a
comprehensive pro forma was completed on each professor, course, venue and

27

Department of Education, “Report 1930-31” p 21. The Ard Teastas was also awarded at
honours level on completion of a thesis. The qualification attracted a qualification bonus similar
to university degrees.
28

This term, a translation for ollamh, was the traditional Gaelic League term for its Coláistí
lecturers or trainers and was followed by the Department.
29

An Clár in NA/ED12/17387. Many of the professors were themselves national teachers.

30

Clár timetables [5 hrs Oral, 4 hrs literature, 4 hrs grammar and phonetics, 4 hrs homework and
3 hrs composition] and examination specifications emphasised the literacy aspects of the
programme. All informal and social intercourse was in Irish.
31

Colmán Ó Huallacháin, The Irish Language in Society (Coleraine: University of Ulster at
Coleraine, 1991), p 138, Donncha Ó Súilleabháin, 'Na Coláistí Gaeilge agus Athbheochan na
Gaeilge', in Donncha Ó Súilleabháin (ed.), Athbheochan na Gaeilge: Cnuasacht Aistí, (Baile
Átha Cliath: Conradh na Gaeilge, 1998), 103-141, p 134, Kelly, Compulsory Irish, p 82.
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participants.32 The individual latitude was to be circumscribed later when Notes for
teachers: Irish was published in 1933.33
Annual summer mobilisation 1923-1925
Participation among teachers peaked in 1923 when 14,000 approximately attended.
Incomplete data are available for 1922 to 1924. Table 2 on the next page illustrates
attendances from 1925-1928 and indicates the course change from July to August when
attendance became optional in 1926.

Course duration highlighted the personal

commitment involved.34 Attendance was open to recognised lay and religious national
teachers and also to training college student teachers, provided places were available.35
The numbers of teachers involved in the core years 1922-1928 were beyond the capacity
of the 19 established Gaelic League Coláistí Samhraidh and reluctantly the Department
arranged for up to an additional 100 non-Gaeltacht centres in cities and large towns to
cater for the substantial numbers during these years.36 The challenge in these urban
environments was the re-creation of an appropriate Gaeltacht-like atmosphere where
Irish was used informally and the provision of a complementary social programme.37

32

Examination results in the Department’s Annual Reports for 1923-1939 point to the challenge
for all concerned: for that period the average pass rate the Ordinary/ Teastas grade was 33%, for
the bilingual/ Teastas dhá-theangach level was 30% and for the Ardteastas was 11%.
33

Department of Education, ‘Notes for Teachers: Irish’, (Dublin: Author, 1933).

34

Course duration was eight weeks in July-August, 1922, five weeks from 3 July to 3 August
1923 and four weeks in July in 1924. School closures facilitated attendance,
35

The Department made special arrangements for nuns’ enclosed attendance at similarly graded,
certificated courses in the two women’s training colleges and in several large convent complexes
throughout the country. See: Department of Education, 'Report for 1927-28', (Dublin: Stationery
Office, 1929) at pp 16-17. Detail on venues, courses and participation for 1926-1928 for male
religious orders in NA/ED12/12617 and 15182 and Aodh Ó Caomhánach, 'Na Báithre Chríostaí
agus an Ghaeilge', in Mícheál Ó Cearúil (ed.), Gníomhartha na mBráithre: Aistí Comórtha ar
Ghaelachas na mBráithre Críostaí (Dublin: Coiscéim, 1996), 123-156 at p 139. Lay teachers in
monastery national schools which closed for brothers’ July courses had to be separately
accommodated.
36

The full listings of Coláistí is in the Department’s annual Reports. A list of additional city and
large town centres, which progressively reduced, is in NA/ED12/25702
37

Department of Education, ‘Report 1927-28’, p 17. This would have included song and dance,
debates and drama. “Homework” assignments were expected and monitored by the Inspectorate.
Suggestions that this social dimension was a stimulus to the establishment of the Teachers’ Club
in Dublin are explored in Noel Ward, The Teachers' Club: A History 1923-1998 (Dublin: The
Teachers' Club, 1998), pp 4-6.
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Table 2
Primary teacher attendances at Irish in-service training courses 1925-28
Year
Attendance
Course in
1925
11050
July
1926
7286
Aug
1927
6507
Aug
1928
5819
Aug
Source: Department of Education, Reports for 1924-25, 1925-26-27 and 1927-28.

With the increases in the numbers qualified to teach Irish, course attendance was
optional from 1926 to 1928. By then 5,500 teachers [about 40 per cent] remained without
qualifications to teach Irish and this included teachers not obligated to attend as well as
those who had completed courses and awaited qualifying examination results.38 The
decision to end the programme in 1929 took account of declining demand, the objections
to extended school closures and the need to reduce the overall budget costs. 39 The
Department’s commitment to the intervention’s temporary duration was fulfilled. It was,
in essence, a supplementary provision for serving teachers’ training while the more
permanent pre-service teacher training structure, mentioned above, was implemented. 40
Course management and oversight
The Department’s degree of management and oversight was in line with its responsibility
for teacher training. It illustrated also the state’s commitment to the Gaelicisation policy.
Through its Clár the Inspectorate prescribed content and set the examinations. Until 1925
the exams were conducted in situ on course completion thus permitting college staff a
role in the assessment. From 1926 the Department conducted the written examinations
in regional venues in Autumn each year with the oral examination arranged separately,
and regularly in candidates’ schools. Course data and teacher records of application,
attendance, achievement and subsequent classroom performance facilitated monitoring
policy implementation and provided the basis for the Department’s annual progress

38

The number of national teachers attaining different levels of Irish qualifications are in Table A
in the Appendices.
39

The costs dropped from £24,878 for 1928 to £590 in 1929. This budget heading was omitted
from further primary financial accounts. The complaint about the extended school closures was
in Department of Education, ‘Report for 1927-28’, p 16.
40

Department of Education, 'Report for 1924-25 ', p 31.
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reports. The data formed a basis for the policy modifications which occurred following
internal reviews from 1927.41
A juncture: improvement by regulation or further professional development
Following a review of the language policy implementation within the Department in
1928-29, after a sufficient majority of teachers were deemed qualified to carry out the
new programme, follow-through policies were examined. One, the appointment of
Organising Inspectors to extend and develop teachers’, particularly older teachers’ work
in the language was considered but rejected in preference to an alternative strategy, a
reliance on teachers’ voluntary pursuit of continuous development through refresher and
advanced courses of study in the language and teaching methodologies.42 To encourage
teachers to advance their Teastas qualifications the Department approved voluntary
participation in tuition-free, subsidised summer Gaeltacht or urban-based winter courses
but without accompanying grant-in-aid towards expenses. The Ard Teastas attracted
financial allowances comparable to university degrees.43 As an additional incentive,
approved Gaeltacht summer participants could benefit from additional extra personal
vacation [EPV] to a maximum of 10 days to enable attendance.44 Over 4,000 teachers
attending various teastas in-service courses in 1929 and in 1930 and approximately 3,000
per year in the early 1930s.45
The changes in regulations for appointments, efficiency ratings, promotion and
qualification bonuses from 1930 were an uncertain incentive for continued
development46 Latitude in teaching methodologies was circumscribed with the

41

NA/ED12/17193 ‘Cúrsa Gaeilge 1928: scheme and arrangements’ and NA/ED12/16524
‘Adverse reports’: 1927
42
Department of Education, ‘Report for 1928-29’, pp 18-21
43
The number of primary teachers who achieved an in-service Ard Teastas exceeded eveningcourse university graduates until the late 1930s. The pattern between the two qualification was
reversed in the post-war years: see Table B in the appendices.
44
From 1929 the EPV facility reverted to an individual teacher basis but without substitution:
see Circular 9/30 ‘Summer Courses in Irish in the Gaeltacht’ and 10/30 ‘Notice to Managers and
Teachers - Special Vacation Arrangements in connection with Attendance of Teachers at
Summer Courses in Irish in the Gaeltacht’ at http://www.education.ie/en/Circulars-andForms/Archived-Circulars/ Candidates who studied privately were accommodated incentiveless.
45
Department of Education, ‘Report for 1928-29’ff.
46
See Kelly, Compulsory Irish at p 82. Department of Education, “Report for 1928-29”, pp 1821, and Circular 3/30 ‘Qualifications in Irish’, 1930.
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standardisation of approach from 1933 with the publication of Notes for Teachers: Irish.
Publication was prompted by Departmental dissatisfaction with language teaching and
became the basic text for teacher training, classroom planning and practice and a basis
for inspection and teacher performance ratings until the Irish language changes of the
1960s.47
The concentration of limited financial resources on the Irish language policy
obviated a need for training or re-training in other primary school subject areas. The
reduced curriculum workload, a result of the Programme of Instruction conferences of
1922 and 1926 and the further revisions of 1934, emphasised the Irish language, history,
geography and singing.48 Advocates of Rural Science49, Physical Training50 and drama
in Irish51 made co-ordinated efforts in the late 1920s and 1930s towards their restoration
onto the curriculum through sustained representation and specific in-service proposals.
Despite their relevance to contemporary social, economic and cultural concerns the
efforts were not successful. The purpose of the 1920s Irish in-service was training
teachers and it was not until the teacher in-service training for the Music curriculum
changes in 1939 and for Kindergarten in the 1940s that qualitatively different
understandings of the phenomenon emerged.

47

Joe O'Connor, 'The Teaching of Irish: Testament of a Pioneer', Capuchin Annual, 27 (1949),
205-220 at p 211. O’Connor was a recently retired inspector who had experience as national
teacher, taught in the Coláistí Samhraidh and in teacher training before joining the Inspectorate
in 1923.
48

Among the subjects dropped were elementary science and manual instruction; drawing,
physical training, rural science and drill became optional; and the standard to be attained in music
and English, and in mathematics in all schools save large boys’ schools was reduced.
49

The status of rural science was raised briefly between 1926 and 1934; special courses to teach
it through Irish were held for Inspectors in 1927 and for 46 teachers in 1928 to form a pool of
trainers to extend this specialised language training course regionally if and when required. The
scheme was contained in a submission to the Department of Finance in May 1928, in
NA/ED/17193, ‘Cúrsa Gaeilge 1928’
50

A departmental in-service training proposal based on Army-trained Organising Inspectors for
PT was submitted to and rejected by the Department of Finance: NA/Fin S18/18/36 ‘Sokol
Scheme’. See Thomas O'Donoghue, 'Sport, Recereation and Physical Education: The Evolution
of a National Policy of Regeneration in Éire, 1926-48', British Journal of the History of Sport, 3,
2 (1986), 216-33.
51

An Cumann Scoildrámaíochta [the school dramatic association] lobbied government from its
establishment in 1934 for in-service training funding and Organising Inspectors. See Donncha Ó
Súilleabháin, 'An Cumann Scoildrámaíochta 1934-1984', (Dublin: An Cló Comhar, 1986) pp 2324 and 87.
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Consequences for in-service training
The in-service teacher training programme initiated complemented the teacher training
policies adopted by the Department of Education in 1922. The authorities’ decision to
opt for an existing Gaelic League teacher training infrastructure was based on a number
of factors. Most importantly, the work of the League and its coláistí made a significant
contribution to teacher training in the decade before independence. Moreover, the zeal
of the League, and its coláistí staffs, towards language revival would maintain the
enthusiasm which was necessary for the substantial mobilisation of the 14,000 teachers
in service at the time. The League’s education and Irish language policies combined with
the close interconnections with the key policy-makers in government, political
movements, the new Education Office administration, teacher associations and the
primary Inspectorate facilitated the decision. Materially, the arrangement’s temporary
character meant that it would be cost effective. It avoided additional state appointments
at a time of financial stringency. However, the decision rejected the follow-up advisory
functions which the alternatives could have provided.
The adopted scheme allowed for continued Department control of teacher
training. In fact, the Department’s control of the coláistí programmes, inspection and
examinations were more extensive than the pre-independence National Board regulations
had been. Once qualified to teach Irish and other subjects through the medium of Irish,
teachers’ performance was incorporated within the inspection regime and its important
ratings. While various inducements were introduced to encourage teacher participation
in training and to further their linguistic and professional competence levels in the 1920s,
the 1930s ushered in conditions which sanctioned teachers for deficiencies in
qualifications and performance.52 An association between in-service training with
various penalties emerged which was to colour a proportion of teachers’ perspectives on
later departmental in-service initiatives.53
A majority of the supportive pre-independence Irish language structures were not
sustained at a time when they were needed. Shared social and collegial environments
had underpinned the Gaelic League’s training processes. The supportive local teacher
52

John Coolahan and P O'Donovan, A History of Ireland's School Inspectorate 1831-2008
(Dublin: Four Courts Press, 2009). p 126.
53

The question of inspection and ratings of teacher performance consequent to attendance at the
Music Organisers’ in-service courses in 1940 was raised. See the Official Report of the 1940
INTO Congress, p 28.
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environment, envisaged in the first Programme Conference, did not materialise, the
Gaelic League local branch network of language and cultural activities collapsed early
in the 1920s54 and teacher advisory functions, similar to those of the League’s Timirí and
the Department’s Organising Inspectorate for Irish, were discontinued. The
Inspectorate’s attempts to play an advisory role was, in the circumstances, controversial
and was in most instances overshadowed by the demanding inspection and examination
regimes.55 The League’s coláistí network atrophied from the late 1920s when
Department’s primary branch funding of courses declined.56 The Department’s annual
Reports noted teachers’ relative isolation and paucity of study opportunities as obstacles
to sustaining language fluency.57 The efforts of committed language groups such as
Cumann Drámaíocta na Scol [Schools’ Drama Association] were neglected.58 Within
schools too, achieving a conducive environment was challenging. There was an uneven
distribution of those qualified to teach Irish in many schools, placing additional pressure
on teachers.59 School coordination and teacher collaboration, advocated in the 1933 Irish
Notes,60 made limited headway in these circumstances and where individual
responsibility was reinforced by the Department’s inspection system: 61
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Terence Brown, Ireland: A Social and Cutural History 1922-2002 (2nd edn.; London: Harper
Perennial, 2004), pp 43-44.
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Coolahan and O'Donovan, Ireland's School Inspectorate pp 117-20 cover the McKenna
Committee on Inspection 1926-27, Pádraigín Ní Cheallaigh, 'An Ghaeilge Sa Chóras Oideachais
1919-1929', Teagasc na Gaeilge, 4 (1985), 113-32, 123-24.
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Ó Súilleabháin, 'Na Coláistí Gaeilge', p 139.
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Pádraig Ó Siadhail, Stair Dhrámaíochta Na Gaeilge, 1900-1970 (Indreamháin, Co Galway:
Cló Iar-Chonnachta, 1993) at p 63. Ó Súilleabháin, 'Cumann Scoildrámaíochta', at pp 23-24.
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… the national teacher was ever and always anticipating the visit of the district
inspector whose reports were of immediate significance to the teacher,
determining his or her official standing and reputation as a teacher.62
The language policies without social and professional supports and in the personally
pressurised circumstances of annual inspection and ratings tended to individualise the
understanding of the in-service initiative.
A collateral outcome of the Department’s Irish training programmes 1922 to 1928
was an evolution of the extra personal vacation [EPV] days for attendance at courses.
The decision eliminated the Commissioners’ procedure of EPV substituted leave.63 This
efficient development has contributed a major primary in-service legacy which has
continued virtually unchanged since its formalisation in 1930.64 The transformation of
the extra school vacation days to enable exceptional school closures necessary for
attendance at Irish courses between 1922 and 1928 into extra personal vacation for
individual teachers occurred after the courses were no longer mandatory nor affected
whole or majority of staffs. The extra personal leave became an incentive for teachers to
participate in “a special course of instruction or study” in a summer Gaeltacht courses at
minimal cost to the Department.65 Once established in the early 1930s the entitlement
was extended to other Departmental courses [Music and Kindergarten] from 1940 and
available to other, non-Department, approved courses later that decade.66

Music in-service initiatives from 1940
Music, retained in the 1921 Programme of Instruction for its capacity to enhance the
national project of language and cultural revival,67 was now confined mainly to Irish
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Coolahan and O'Donovan, Ireland's School Inspectorate, p 126.
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Rule 92[h] dealt with substituted study leave and was the rule was extended from 1906 to
include the relatively small number of approved teacher attendances at the Gaelic League’s
Coláistí Samhraidh from 1908. See Séamus Ó Buachalla, 'The Language in the Classroom', The
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National Schools’, 1938 edition
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Referred to in the Department’s Report for 1927-28, p 18: there was to be no substitution for
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See the note on the evolution of “course”, ESV and EPV days in the Appendices.
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Independence represented a hiatus in music education as questions were raised about which
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songs: the “instruction in singing is to be given through the medium of Irish and all songs
are to be in the Irish language.”68 The Department’s admission that “[T]he programme
we recommend in music is below that which, in normal circumstances, we should wish
to see in our primary schools. We are, however, prevented from recommending a more
modern and complete programme” by the time allocated to language teaching.69 This
curtailed the aspirations of the 1900 programme which had reoriented the child’s
experience towards enjoying music, learning by developing and using appropriate skills
and participating in a judicious selection from the wealth of local musical traditions.70
By the mid-1910s this remained a work-in-progress. Significant elements of this music
programme [voice training and sight reading] were reduced from 1921, meaning, in
effect, that they were neglected.71 From this date music became “a site for enculturating
the young in national ideals” and enshrined a narrow essentialist view of national
identity.72 A prescribed religious music curriculum was contained in diocesan
programmes of religious instruction.73 Singing became the mainstay of the music
programme in primary schools. Moreover, as a result of the disruption following 1916,
Donncha Ua Braon [aka Denis Breen] maintained that there followed a period of neglect
to 1932.74 “During this period,” McCarthy added, “music was relegated to the periphery
as an additional subject, its availability dependent on the staffing of the school and local
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needs and resources.”75 This restricted exposure to music was to have cumulative
implications for teacher training.
Organisers appointed
Organising Inspectors of Music were appointed to the Department of Education in the
early 1930s to address outstanding music education challenges. Denis Breen, 76 a Cork
national teacher, prominent Gaelic League member and musician, appointed in 1932, had
published a critique of music education in 1926.77 He had identified the absence of an
overall, integrated plan for music education, the condition of singing in schools and
deficiencies in training college recruits among others.78 As Organiser he had some
influence in teacher training and on the primary school syllabus but the major task was
improving the standards of music among teachers already in service. The brief of the
regionally based Organising Inspectorate was the provision of advice and support to
teachers through talks, short courses and school visits.79 The specification did not
envisage continuing the practice of early century organisers where courses were arranged
throughout the school year and there were competency examinations in music teaching.80
The Organisers produced a revised music syllabus and revised guidelines, Notes for
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teachers, which were circulated together to schools in 1939.81 These documents restored
the omitted and neglected music components dropped in 1922 and widened the song
repertoire to include songs of Irish interest in English. There were multiple syllabuses
for schools of various sizes and the aims and objectives were rebalanced in music’s
favour while continuing to have regard “to the matter of Gaelic and national
renaissance.”82
Teachers’ reactions
The teachers’ union, the INTO, who had an opportunity to comment on an early draft,
“were not satisfied as to the suitability of the programme as a whole or do they believe
that it is capable of being accomplished in the circumstances which prevail in the vast
majority of schools.”83 However, the INTO reserved its position on the new programme
and invited members’ responses on the circular, syllabus and Notes for Teachers. The
Organisers held a series of disputed evening and single-session Saturday conferences
throughout the country to introduce the changes and to promote a calendar of one-week
summer in-service courses in summer 1940.84 The widely reported conferences included
class demonstrations of singing and band playing for the voluntarily attending teachers
and district inspectors.85
There were fewer critical reports on the introductory conferences to INTO head
office than the Central Executive had anticipated. Branch submissions received in early
1940 reported that teachers’ fears were balanced by the help, encouragement, attitudes
and practical demonstrations of the organisers; and that their [the Organising Inspectors]
attitude and behaviour was a surprise to teachers and the overall impact was to reduce
fears and to improve the standard of music in schools.86 Reports of the 1940 summer
81
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courses were in a similar vein: the December Irish School Weekly [ISW] quoted one
INTO branch report:
Many of us liked the refresher course so well we would like to see similar courses
in other subjects of the school programme – even one week’s course a year. …
The singing experts have been pioneers which others could profitably follow.”87
The CEC’s views changed in response and it now pointed out how few Organising
Inspectors there were in Ireland in comparison to Scotland. The INTO’s 1947 Plan for
Education broadly endorsed the revised Music programme, supported the in-service
provision and identified music appreciation as the main outstanding weakness.88 The
music programme and the accompanying in-service support was favourably viewed
again in an INTO internal curriculum review of the mid-1950s.89 In addition, the ISW
and The Teacher’s Work [a quarterly] commenced regular series of music schemes,
teaching suggestions, songs and choral direction throughout the 1940s.90

The Organisers’ community brief
Organisers had a community music brief also which contributed to the creation of a
conducive performance environment for teachers.91 Breen’s visits to Wales reinforced
his view that for music to flourish in schools, there must be an accompanying, favourable,
community-based environment.92 Breen’s life and music contributions in the Cork area
demonstrated its efficacy. From the 1920s a local School Music Committee encouraged
teacher and student participation in competitive and non-competitive feiseanna, choral
festivals, claisceadal, massed children’s choral events, Church diocesan liturgical music
festivals and, in 1947, the establishment of the cór fhéile concept, which was managed
locally by voluntary committees of teachers.93 It spread within a matter of years to
87
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Waterford, Dublin, and later, other cities and large towns.94 However, participation in
such activities was by a minority of teachers and usually confined to larger schools. The
dispersal of the non-competitive concept provided opportunities for the display and
promotion of teachers’ [and schools’] choral work and the satisfaction to participants.95
Course participation and classroom impact
An approximate total teacher participation for the period 1940-1960 was 10,500
teachers.96 Streamlined central organisation ensured rotating city and large town venues,
Table 3
Department of Education music course data for selected years between
1940-1960
Year

Venues

Teachers
Number
% of all
Average per
teachers §
course
1940-41
6
668
5
111
1949-50
4
440
3.4
110
1959-60
5
687
4.9
137
Source: Department of Education annual Reports.
§ The total number of primary teachers in the 1940s-50s averaged about 13,000.
A comprehensive table of attendances 1940-1960 is contained in Table C on p 249 in the
Appendices.

where facilities were available. Courses were free but without travel or subsistence
expenses. As Department ‘approved’ courses, teachers were entitled to extra personal
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leave [EPV] in the following school year subject to conditions.97 Attendance was a
notional 100 teachers per venue under one of the Organising Inspectors assisted by
teachers.
Course components focused on knowledge and skills to implement the revised
programme, to extend teachers’ singing repertoire and improve choral competence.
There were follow-up school visits and encouragement to participate in the various
musical activities in a region. A smaller number of regular Catholic Church organised
liturgical plain chant music summer courses took place annually.98 UCC and the two
Cork VECs provided innovative community focused courses for all teachers but their
efforts were not generally emulated nationally.99 Positive classroom impact of the
Organisers’ courses was noted regularly in the Department’s annual Reports throughout
the 1940s and 50s: specifically, more appropriate song selection and more attention to
the various components of the music programme but this was never for a majority of
teachers.100 The Council of Education primary report of 1954 endorsed the in-service
courses and recommended their extension [both in number and duration].101 More
general critiques of music education during the period were less than positive. While
efforts were being made in primary education there was inadequate follow-through
elsewhere in the system.102
The public criticism of the condition of music education in Ireland by an urban
music elite and by arts’ organisations was to benefit primary music and in-service
provision.103 The provision of primary in-service training through the work of the
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Organising Inspectors was secured and this service, and the Department’s specialist
Music Summer School, 1946-1956, assuaged some of the public pressure and deflected
attention.104 The in-service activities continued without significant change or
development until the late 1960s and were supplemented by a range of sustained
voluntary and teacher organised activities. Other state organisations were prompted to
contribute in the area of music appreciation but in the absence of a planned policy the
contributions were haphazard or restricted.105 The Organising Inspectorate and its
summer course activities were never sufficient to support the teacher-as-generalist model
in Irish primary education. The absence of a graded, programmatic approach to in-service
music training made provision insufficiently comprehensive or sustained to equip a
sufficient number of teachers for full implementation of the revised programme. On the
other hand, it addressed the negative perception among teachers which had arisen
through the association of the Irish language in-service training programme with highstakes classroom performance, inspection and ratings. The standing of the music
Organising Inspectorate within local professional music networks and its collaboration
with the music community contributed to its success. This music enterprise was to
foreshadow a similar effort for kindergarten or infant education.

Kindergarten in-service from 1940
An abrupt transition occurred to the work of the infant classes following the adoption of
the Irish language policy in the 1921 Programme Conference. (National Conference on
School Programmes 1921) (National Conference on School Programmes 1921)106 Up to
this point some progress had been made in implementing kindergarten activities and the
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child-centred approaches of the 1900 Revised Programme despite deficiencies in inservice training, funding and resources to equip infant classrooms and the absence of a
co-ordinated strategy among those involved.107 Prioritising an insistence on the principle
of teaching infant classes through the medium of Irish and using the direct method where
the teachers were competent to do so contended with, and in many schools displaced,
efforts to sustain kindergarten principles, methods and activities. Early reports outlined
the challenges: the infant schools and large schools which had infant departments108 were
more successful than “the great majority of the ordinary schools [where] facilities are
lacking, attention has to be paid to another group or groups, and the infants have to be
left largely to themselves.”109 While the success in teaching Irish remained a cause for
concern in inspectors’ reports, the kindergarten or “infant training”110 methodology
introduced in 1901 was sacrificed in the majority of schools for the language policy. 111
The language teaching policy was prioritised and flourished while the kindergarten
pedagogy with its attention to the needs of the pupils, languished for the most part.112
There was a growing doubt among parents and teachers about the delaying effect
on attainment as a result of teaching children from English-speaking homes through the
medium of Irish.113 This concern was one of the factors motivating the INTO research
among primary teachers in 1939 into the use of Irish as a medium of instruction and the
increasing minority of parents who availed of alternatives to the national school infant-
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years immersion policy.114 The pre-independence Organising Inspectors for kindergarten
with the Department of Education, who were not adequately competent to work through
Irish, were retired in 1934 and the new Organisers were appointed from 1939 onwards
were both fluent in Irish and trained in kindergarten methods.115
Harnessing kindergarten approaches again
A serendipitous convergence of events for infant education occurred in the early 1940s:
a highly qualified lecturer in infant education was appointed to Carysfort women’s
training college, Dublin,116 the Dominican sisters’ Froebel training college transferred
from Belfast to Dublin117 and an extensive infant education study visit to England by the
Department’s new Chief Organising Inspector for kindergarten.118 There developed
extensive collaboration between the three institutions, a two-week Carysfort-based
summer in-service course organised by the Department’s Chief Organising Inspector and
Carysfort Infant Education lecturer being a catalyst. They aligned the summer in-service
and the revised teacher pre-service training courses and promoted a renewed emphasis
on a deep understanding of early childhood philosophy, theory and practice.119 A priority
was the reconciliation of the Irish language and kindergarten functions of the infant class
by harnessing kindergarten training to further pupils’ Irish language acquisition. This
collaboration was to result in a revised Programme of Instruction for Infants in 1948
which had been piloted through the training college and summer courses and selective
implementation by teachers in schools. Teacher guidelines, Notes for teachers, followed
in 1951 and complementary schemes of work for teachers were published in the ISW in
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the following years.120 The primary objective had not changed, however: now a childcentred methodology was used to pursue the Irish language fluency objective.
Department Reports of the 1950s highlight better attainment of the twin aims.121
Infant education in-service courses in the 1940s
The two-week summer in-service courses in 1940, mentioned above, involved 111
principals and teachers in infant schools or departments. Course components modelled
Table 4
Kindergarten Summer course duration, number, attendee profile and
participation for selected years between 1940-60
Year

Duration
in weeks

No. of
venues

Attended

As % of
Teacher
Average
Infant
profile*
attendance
teachers§
1940/1
2
1
111
3.4
P, I
111
1949/50
2
4
526
16.5
I, M
132
1959/60
2
2
259
7.5
N
129
Source: Department of Education, ‘Reports’ 1940-41 to 1959-60 when data recording ceased.
* P = principal; I = infant national school or infant department; M = teacher of infants in
multi-grade setting; N = not specified.
§ percentage based on assumption that Infant teachers comprised approximately onequarter of total number
A comprehensive table of attendances 1949-1960 is contained in Table D on p 250 in
the Appendices.

the recommended classroom methodologies: a blend of hands-on experiential activities,
talks, specimen lessons, exhibitions, discussion, practical demonstrations and
collaboratively working out programme outlines for personal implementation.122 Such
courses continued into the 1960s: there were a variety of locations around the country,
venues being the two women’s training colleges and larger convent and model schools
where there were existing infant departments, adequate accommodation and a wide range
of equipment. The number of courses increased with the number of organisers appointed,
with four courses per annum being the maximum during the late 1940s to mid-1950s
[see Table 4 above]. A total of about 5,750 teachers and, later Junior Assistant Mistresses
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[JAMS123], of infants attended over the 20 years averaging approximately 285 annually.
Courses were free but without expenses. Similar to the Music courses a number of EPV
days, proportionate to course duration, were available.124 Attendance patterns changed
over the two decades: there were usually separate courses for teachers in urban infant
schools or departments and for teachers in rural locations with infant grade pupils in
multi-class settings. By the mid-1950s the courses were focused on the significant
number of untrained teachers of infants and these courses lasted three weeks each. 125 By
the early 1960s the courses widened their brief, were renamed and opened to a wider
audience: “teachers of junior classes”.
The renewed emphasis on the kindergarten philosophy and methods by the
Department’s organising Inspectorate combined with recommended age-appropriate
approaches to Irish language teaching was planned to improve the quality of language
achievement.126 There had been no change to the Irish language policy; in fact, despite
the criticisms and the alternative bilingual suggestions, the original immersion policy for
the infant school years was adhered to until 1960. The design of an in-service policy was,
then, within this tight parameter. The aim was to bring change to existing infant
classroom practices where the language priority, its uniform teaching method and
neglected kindergarten approaches had resulted in unsatisfactory attainment and a
meagre educational experience for the young child. The key agent in the initiative was
the Department of Education’s organising Inspectorate.
Implementation of the in-service policy, mediated through the Infant education
organising Inspectorate, facilitated co-operation between it, the training colleges and
teachers of infants in the shaping the in-service programme content, its modes of delivery
and nature of professional relationships. The courses differed from the formal Irish
summer courses of the 1920s which had replicated, over several summers, a graded,
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certificated teacher training course and subsequent classroom performance expectations.
They differed too from the more structured and shorter music summer in-service courses
which had commenced in 1940 following the drafting and issuing of the revised music
syllabus and guidelines by those Organisers. The experience gained through the
systematic collaboration on the college and summer kindergarten courses of the 1940s
was used to effect in drafting both the 1948 revised infant syllabus and 1951 teacher
guidelines. This low-key, incremental implementation strategy may be related to the
level of public and teacher anxiety if not hostility in regard to the effects of infants’ Irish
language immersion; it may have been adopted given the low status accorded to infant
teaching in Irish education generally; it may also have been the preferred strategy among
a group of women organisers in a hierarchically structured, male-oriented Inspectorate.
The kindergarten organisers’ achieved similar positive reputation among teachers as the
music organisers did in their in-service and school visits. The organisers’ advisory
contribution and the in-service practical character gave them credibility and facilitated
the transfer of ideas, attitudes and strategies.127

Religious Instruction from 1940: stalled in-service opportunities
The various Churches’ school managers, the majority of primary teachers’ legal
employer, made limited efforts in the provision of teacher in-service training in the first
half of the twentieth century. The exercise of the churches’ responsibility for teacher
training throws an interesting light on their understanding of teachers’ roles and their
obligation to provide any supplementary training in content and methodologies in
religious instruction. Religious instruction in the new independent Ireland was “... by far
the most important” part of the primary school curriculum and was the exclusive
responsibility of the respective churches.128 The Catholic Church [hereafter the Church]
had a well-developed system of state supported teacher training. In each diocese, there
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was a diocesan inspectorate129 which drew up its religious instruction syllabus, provided
for teacher aid-books and student text-books, the inspection of teaching and reports on
performance to the bishop and school managers.130 The system of diocesan inspection
by school examination and annual school report mirrored the state system and, for
teachers and pupils, elicited similar negative outcomes and emotional responses. This
diocesan responsibility was jealously guarded. For most pupils and teachers in Ireland
‘learning the catechism’ was religious instruction and in its content and method reflected
the Church transmission understanding of teaching and learning ‘the faith’, and its
ambivalence towards progressive, non-traditional teaching methods.131 The diocesan
reports refer to “teachers [who] are, by their very vocation, instruments of divine
providence, sharing with the Church her divine mission to go forth and ‘teach all
nations’.”132 The socio-religious and educational environment in Ireland was conducive
to the prominence of, and dependence on the school rather than parishes as the main
vehicle for church catechesis. 133 The system’s main pressure on teachers was an
adequacy of time within which to meet the demands of the annual clerical examination
and relief came from the occasional revisions to the list to be learned by rote.134
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The winds of change
The social, political, cultural and industrial disruptions of the inter- and post-war years
were accompanied by general declines in religious belief and increased secularisation
which increased the challenges for faith transmission in modernising European and north
American societies. Alternative progressive approaches were emerging in various
centres from the late 1920s.135 In these developments there was a shift from the dominant
traditional, authoritative, teacher-centred emphasis on the transmission of doctrine and
an associated methodology of memorisation and recall. An awareness of these newer
approaches grew among a number of interested Irish clerical academics and a number of
Diocesan Inspectors.136 The publication of articles on the state of catechetics in the Irish
Ecclestical Record had marginal impact, however, on school, training college or
diocesan practice.
By the late 1940s, diocesan Inspectors began to speak of the unsatisfactory
condition and circumstances of religious instruction in national schools in Ireland.137 The
methods in use were not aligned to the goals of the programme, the needs of the pupils
or the contemporary understanding of effective pedagogy. The gap resulted in a high
dependence on rote learning with little time given to explanation, scripture, the life of
Christ or liturgy – important strands highlighted in the reformed and revitalised religious
instruction programmes in Europe, the US and in several British diocese.138 The
characteristic conservatism of the Irish Catholic Church and the general absence of socioeconomic change in Irish society was reflected in few initiatives to revise practice or
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attend to teacher support until the late 1950s.139 Organisational obstacles reinforced
inactivity: diocesan independence meant 26 separate systems, most with part-time
clerical inspectors and with little coordination, and little catechetical consensus, among
them. To add to the complexity few of the diocesan inspectors had been selected or
trained for the work as it was a junior, usually undervalued clerical position and making
for short tenures in the post.140
A lay teachers’ catechetics course in Cork, 1941
One diocese, Cork and Ross, mounted the earliest, comprehensive refresher courses for
its primary teachers during the 1940s. The programme commenced with the diocesan
inspector, Fr Forde, seeking and obtaining the support of the Cork INTO branch in early
1941. Fr James Thompson, of Strawberry Hill Training College, London, modelled
classroom approaches throughout the weekend courses as he introduced the main
elements of revised approaches and content. His classroom experience and capacity to
speak “teacher-to-teacher” was adverted to in the INTO report of the first weekend
course.141 Attendance, though voluntary, was reportedly high. The courses continued
under Fr Thompson until 1944.142 Exhibitions of catechetical resource materials and the
circulation of a small publication for teachers accompanied Fr Forde’s refresher
courses.143 Fr Tynan, Limerick diocesan inspector and later lecturer in religious
instruction in Mary Immaculate training college, was similarly involved with courses for
nuns in Limerick from the late 1940s.144 Several dioceses organised Confraternities [or
Guilds] of Christian Doctrine from the 1940s onwards which provided regular ‘refresher’
lectures and discussion meetings for teachers.145 There were no refresher courses for
primary teachers in the Dublin archdiocese until 1960.
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The overall similarities with the conditions pertaining to national school secular
subjects is not surprising given the uniform, intensive initial teacher training course,
close managerial and diocesan supervision, the exacting examination and inspection
processes and the constrained teaching methods deployed. The wider picture of a
predominantly rural, traditional, hierarchical society reinforced the conservative
structures and content of education. Both state and church identified pre-service training
as paramount to standards in teaching, saw teacher aid-books and Notes as a necessary
reference point for teacher direction, saw minimal need for supplementary or in-service
training and relied on teachers’ personal patriotic and moral dedication.
A missed opportunity: a national catechetical text-book
An opportunity to mitigate the pressures on teachers, introduce new catechetical
approaches and address the emerging unease as to the efficacy of religious instruction
occurred in the 1940s when the Irish Catholic hierarchy decided to produce a single
catechism for Ireland.146 To those anticipating change, the hierarchy’s delegation of the
initial phase to Maynooth College and the subsequent reallocation of responsibility for
its development to Dr McQuaid, Archbishop of Dublin, the final national catechism was
“an adequate if unexciting production” leaving it to each diocese to support its teachers
with aid-books.147 The 1951 national catechism had revised formulae but not the
structures of prescriptiveness, methodology and examination.148 No supplementary
training was required in such circumstances beyond a proposal to prepare a teachers’
manual. As one bishop, in his review of an early draft, suggested in this regard:
The background of the teachers is so very varied, that the only way to secure a
proper course of doctrine for children in the country is to hand the teachers a book
which would serve as a companion to the catechism, chapter for chapter and
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would really be a textbook from which the children are taught… They cannot be
collected and put to train again.149
Work on the drafting a national catechism arrested the early adoption of in-service
initiatives, such as that in Cork. (McConville 1966) (McConville 1966)150 However, it
did not lead to uniformity. Within a matter of years diocesan inspectors distant from the
Dublin Archdiocese diversified and began drawing up graded pupil textbooks
incorporating ideas from Europe, Britain and the US.151
An assessment
The Catholic diocesan structures for religious instruction, established within the national
school system by the end of the nineteenth century and reinforced through the period of
complacent dominance since independence, were not susceptible to flexible
accommodation to change or a need to support teachers’ professional development
through in-service training. Through the 1940s the bishops worked on a national
catechism for national use but within the existing structures. They had little interest in
the catechetical movement then beginning to arouse some interest throughout the
country.152 There was no obvious urgency for change in Ireland and the significant
catechetical changes elsewhere were successfully ignored to the late 1950s despite an
awareness among limited, clerical interests.
Awareness of the deficits in the diocesan system and of content knowledge and
methodological concerns was known mainly by diocesan inspectors but there was no
effective national structure or forum through which to initiate a discussion. The opinions
of teachers on religious instruction focused mainly on time constraints and pressure to
memorise the prescribed material for annual examinations. Teachers, as with many other
institutions, deferred to the hierarchy on issues of doctrine, practice, orthodoxy and
belief. The special nature of the religious knowledge involved reserved all initiatives for
religion teaching to church authorities inhibiting the organisation of refresher or
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advanced courses without diocesan approval. In this almost-closed system the stimulus
for change and for supporting in-service training was fundamentally restricted.

Conclusions
The new state’s in-service training arrangements for Irish language teaching 1923-25
adapted pre-independence training practices for new school subjects and the National
Board’s cooperative venture with the Gaelic League in Irish language teacher training.
The procedure allowed the new administration to mobilise resources to mount summer
courses for 14,000 serving teachers at its peak through the use of an existing
infrastructure, the Gaelic League’s Coláistí Samhraidh, employment of the League’s
qualified pool of teachers, under the direction of an Inspectorate which had been recently
augmented by recruitment of the League’s timirí and the Board’s organisers. The
League’s multi-year graded courses, examinations and recognised qualifications were
adapted and supplemented with courses of advanced study. The endeavour was assisted
by the exceptional closure of primary schools for additional weeks each summer through
an adaptation of an existing Board regulation which had facilitated individual teacher
attendance at the League’s courses. There was no involvement of the universities or
training colleges in provision. The Department’s curriculum prerogatives were not
questioned.
Scheme changes in 1926 and again in 1929 individualised teachers’ in-service
responsibilities and were designed to efficiently facilitate teachers complete the final
stages of obtaining a bilingual teaching qualification, those who wished to pursue an
advanced Irish qualification or improve their language proficiency. The language
programmes were demanding,153 with grade examination pass rates at about 25%,
resulting in a majority of teachers taking several years to obtain the prescribed teastas
dhátheangach, a qualification which became essential in 1930 for promotion and salary
increments.154 The promotional and salary barriers were counterbalanced by
individualised course incentives, such as free tuition and extra personal leave days. The
programme of coursework and personal study followed by written and oral examination
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and inspection visits resembled teachers’ experience of Board and training college
examination regimen. The advanced grade, the Ard teastas, prepared a minority
candidates for advanced educational positions, bonus allowances and professional
development.155 Many teachers’ reactions to the 1930 circular’s personal consequences
influenced their perception of in-service training.
The consequences of not retaining the ancillary components of the preindependence teacher in-service training in the 1920s Irish language programme became
evident within a number of years. Firstly, the Gaelic League’s peripatetic advisory
service had been dropped by the National Education Office in favour of those members’
appointments to the Inspectorate where they were allocated significant in-service training
oversight and management responsibilities.156 An absence of the Inspectorate’s advisory
function was an issue of tension during the period.157 The decision to subsume and
upgrade the pre-independence Irish Organising Inspectorate into the primary
Inspectorate was a second, associated factor inhibiting an advisory function. These two
decisions were, further aggravated by a failure to sustain the Gaelic League’s preindependence supportive linguistic, social and cultural local environment. The local
Gaelic League branch network and its activities declined significantly and some coláistí
failed later in the 1920s curtailing important community and professional support
structures for teachers.158 Linguistic isolation, therefore, became a reported occupational
hazard for many teachers.159 A consequence for the language revival project, and for
teachers, was the culture of blame which emerged in the 1930s and was based on the
performance of an indifferent or lethargic minority.160 The judgmental character of the
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annual teacher inspection was stressful and cultivated an inferiority disposition. To raise
the standard of teaching, compensate for absent advisory support and to address
methodological variation the Department formalised its advice to teachers which it
promoted through Notes for teachers: Irish. This publication became a teacher training
textbook and a guide to planning and classroom practice until the late 1960s. Teachers’
experience of in-service training in the 1920s and 30s was coloured by personal
experience: it became for some teachers a positive opportunity to advance national
policy, make an individual contribution while for others, the experience became an
onerous demand with status and financial advantages.
The music and kindergarten organiser-based in-service training, which
commenced in 1940, marked a major change from the qualification-, certification- and
performance-driven training used for the Irish programme. The emphasis in the 1940s
in-service training was aimed at improving teacher skills, supporting the implementation
of the two curriculum revisions and addressing the distortions which had resulted in the
neglect of music and of kindergarten approaches. While the language revival objective
remained a priority, implementation harnessed the methods and skills of the two revised
approaches. The advantages of the adopted strategy were evident in the high level of
voluntary attendances and the acknowledgements of the overall impact on music or
infant class teaching and outcomes in various annual Department of Education Reports.
Popularity was enhanced by free, short, one-off summer courses with the incentive of
additional personal leave and absence of examinations or certification. Moreover, the inservice experiences, particularly the kindergarten courses, were participative, used
teachers as assistants and were oriented to immediate practical implementation. The
courses encouraged a collegial and social dimension and additional supports were
available in the form of advisory school visits, advisory columns in teacher publications,
and, in the case of music, locally organised, participative show-case musical
opportunities. However, the service was provided within continuing restrictions. There
were high organiser-teacher and school ratios,161 summer courses only,162 high course
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attendance figures, the absence of an in-service coordination structure or certificated
progression. Together, these made for less than universal participation and impact.
The Irish and the later music and kindergarten in-service provision highlighted
the contrasting emphases and professional contexts. The emphasis in the Irish in-service
endeavour, mirroring teacher training of its time, was academic in its content, outcomes
and assessment. Instruction in language teaching methodology was largely informal. The
mainly ‘academic’ perspective on this curriculum area is illustrated in the Inspectorate’s
admonitions to teachers to address their post-qualification deficiencies through
Gaeltacht visits, and private and institution-based study. Classroom methodology was
formalised with the publication of the 1930s guidelines or Notes for Teachers which
promoted a tried and tested methodology throughout the period.
By contrast the music and kindergarten in-service programmes prioritised
methodology through their combination of skills, knowledge and classroom
organisation. The courses were defined by an informal and less academic ambience using
many teacher-centred alternatives to lectures. Moreover, the kindergarten courses
throughout the 1940s were an important piloting phase for the new ideas and approaches
which shaped the revised Infants’ Programme of 1948 and the subsequent teacher
guidelines. Conducive external environments in the form of community music activities
and embryonic study groups and a part-time Froebel certificate course in 1955 for
teachers’ continuing professional development emerged.
The contrast between the Department of Education’s Irish and music/
kindergarten initiatives points to a dichotomy between in-service for academic school
subjects where methodologies associated with knowledge transmission were used and
the skills-based music and kindergarten subject areas where a combination of content
and pedagogical knowledge required in-service models which promoted methodological
and organisational flexibility. Another perspective on the ‘academic’ and skills-based
school subjects was that dedicated Organising Inspectorates were responsible for the
latter ‘practical’ subjects while for academic areas, teachers, once qualified, were
individually responsible for keeping abreast with these subjects through personal reading
and study. The primary Inspectorate at the time did not have a brief for the direct
provision of in-service training.
In-service developments in Northern Ireland point to a missed opportunity. The
closure of the non-denominational central training institution in Marlboro’ Street,
Dublin, denied the new Department an institution with potential for in-service functions.
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Stranmillis training college, established in Belfast in 1922 to replace the closed Dublin
training facility, demonstrated the potential and the possibilities for inter-institutional
cooperation.163 The new Belfast college became a nucleus for subsequent in-service
training initiatives coordinated by the Ministry of Education’s inspectorate, HMI, and
the cooperation of Queen’s University Belfast, local education committees and the
training colleges. This institutional base facilitated an expansion of in-service provision
in the North in the 1930s and 40s.164 In the Irish Free State, primary in-service provision
in the 1930s, following the major 1920s investment in the Irish language programmes,
declined.165 The renewed investment in music and kindergarten in-service training of the
1940s operated within existing departmental primary administrative structures without
the support of a central coordination facility or the assistance other institutions.166
Professional development through forms of in-service training and continuing
education did not feature prominently in the contemporary image of the primary school
teacher. Among the characteristic expectations, communicated through the Department
of Education’s and contemporary Catholic diocesan inspectors’ annual reports, was a
patriotism that manifested itself in both diligent teaching through Irish and the promotion
of Gaelic atmosphere and culture within the school. Through their Christian lives,
religious instruction and civic responsibility they were expected to act as models to
pupils.167 Effective transmissive teaching was founded on initial training and preparation
and on teacher interest in keeping up with educational developments through study,
enhancing their language competence and personal reading. Teachers’ acquisition of
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additional, especially university, qualifications was positively viewed, attracted
departmental bonus payments, opened up promotional opportunities, and raised the
status of the profession generally.168 Teachers’ aspirations for a university degree as the
standard primary teacher qualification increased after the second World War as teachers
sought to secure and enhance their relationship with their employers, local clerical school
managers - from the perceived hired hand to a professional equal. A degree-conferred
professional status would see off the Department’s annual inspection rating examination.
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Chapter four
Church, State and INTO contributions to in-service
education in the 1950s and 1960s
Introduction
This chapter will review three primary-sector in-service initiatives in the 1950s and
1960s and examine their contribution to the development of policy. The three represented
initiatives of the major actors in Irish primary education, the teachers’ union, the INTO,
the Catholic Church and the Department of Education. Each institution had unique
associations with primary teachers, as representatives, employers or supervisors. The
urgent post-war international pressure points, teacher demand and supply to meet
replacement or expansion within education systems, were absent in Ireland because of
wartime neutrality, high levels of emigration and delays until the late 1950s of major
economic policy changes. The account will pay attention to any similarities and
differences in the development of Irish in-service education policy in comparison with
international trends, particularly those in adjacent jurisdictions, Northern Ireland,
England, Wales and Scotland. A number of small voluntary initiatives emerged in the
1940s.
Post-war economic development and the evolution of in-service education
There were major changes to the volume, forms and purposes of in-service teacher
education and training in western countries by the 1950s. The immediate policies were
related to an urgency in rebuilding educational systems run down or crippled by World
War II. Reconstruction was accompanied by significant political and social change,
large-scale urbanisation and welfare and educational reforms. Economic development
was a major policy objective and other policies were aligned to development as the means
to achieve optimum employment and welfare conditions. These policies resulted in
significant social and economic benefits across western societies and were in contrast to
the depressed conditions of Ireland’s post-war experience. Educational reform was thus
integrated within the broad thrust of economic and social development.
The educational reform agenda in western economies, based on principles of
universal access, prioritised an expansion of post-primary education as well as
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mainstreaming vocational and technical education. Educational investment, now
perceived as a component of investment in economic planning, placed demands on
teacher recruitment, training and deployment. It also resulted in an expansion of inservice training for emergency, upgrading and conversion courses to meet the immediate
teacher supply demands.1 The character of the post-war in-service expansion was
predominantly a consolidation of existing models using existing teacher education
structures. There was little attraction, or indeed funding, for separate in-service education
policies.
The growth, development and diversity of most education systems by the 1960s
was a consequence of increased, heterogeneous enrolments in larger, complex
organisations meeting a variety of educational objectives. The OECD’s Papadopoulos
noted that an educational expansion phase was superseded in the 1960s by quality matters
in the form of curriculum reform, conditions for student and teacher learning and for
institutional management and administration.2 Diversification in school responsibilities,
organisation and role differentiation led to increased promotional opportunities for
teachers which generated new fields of in-service education and training to prepare
teachers. In some instances, existing higher education institutions stepped in as course
providers, qualifying teachers in fields such as career guidance, special education or
school administration, as part of a developing teacher education infrastructure.3 In others,
existing state education authorities provided training. Voluntary associations also
emerged.
By the 1960s, through a process of incremental, demand-led initiatives, a variety
of statutory and voluntary providers had emerged. In most cases the process was
fragmented and uncoordinated in character and initially, in most cases, without
overarching national in-service structures. There was a general expansion of higher
education which led to changes in the structures, content and control of teacher
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education.4 The place of in-service education and further training was secured within
reconfigured teacher education frameworks.5 The in-service policy environment of the
later 1960s saw several important claimants for influence and control: the state education
authority, higher education, the profession and the workplace. The field of in-service
education emerged, firstly, as a consequence of educational expansion and, secondly, in
response to the complexity of educational systems by the 1960s.
Economic development commences in Ireland
In Ireland economic, social and educational development came a decade later than most
western countries.6 Implementation of the plan for economic expansion in 1958, seen as
a watershed in Ireland’s industrial development, ushered in social, demographic and
educational developments necessary for the radical departure from the existing
protectionist policies.7 The depressed socio-economic conditions of the 1950s,
associated with political instability, policy inertia and national uncertainty, created the
circumstances for the important policy developments and changes in the 1960s.8 The
state adopted active, planned interventions to create an environment conducive to
enterprise, international trade and innovation. A repertoire of analytic, organisational and
fiscal strategies to induce and assist such change in the main economic sectors was used.
In subsequent iterations, economic planning included other sectors, including within the
Department of Education a development branch. There was an advantageous transfer of
planning and development skills, perspectives and practices across government
departments.
Generational change assisted the policy transformation and facilitated
reappraisals of the country’s social and economic situation. The appraisals, influenced
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by international agencies, and informed by the social sciences, economics in particular,
replaced existing, traditional policy-making procedures. Reviews were undertaken in
sensitive areas such as Irish language policies and debates on socio-economic issues
flourished.9 The debates were influential on a new generation of politicians,
administrators and managers who became less bound by the unquestioning partnership
of church and state, especially in health, education and welfare policy areas, which had
prevailed from the state’s foundation.10

Empirical investigation provided new

understanding for policy-formation and decision-making and became influential in
Department of Education thinking in the 1960s. Educational planning, following the
Duggan and Investment in Education reports, relied on the application of such analyses
and implementation had major effects on access and enrolment, curriculum, institutions
and administration.11 Corresponding changes occurred to teacher education about this
time.12
Professional education and training
Professional education and training of public servants with strategic planning
responsibilities became an issue among senior administrators in the 1950s.13 They, and
industrial manager colleagues, aware of the analytic and technical demands on them,
established educational institutions committed to members’ organisational, professional
and personal development programmes in the early 1950s.14 Developing expertise in the
relevant economic, administrative and other social science disciplines were the core
activities of these institutions. Other professional and educational institutions flourished
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and made important contributions in the preparation and training of members.15 The
professional training of teachers, considered a responsibility of the universities or
colleges under the control of the Department of Education, had, as yet, no institutions
dedicated to further professional development. While there was some ad hoc state aid for
emerging professional education institutions, their coordination, funding and further
development was referred to the Commission on Higher Education [1960-67].
The Commission’s perspective separated professional training, with its “training
in techniques and practice”, from the main academic and research purposes of the
university.16 The Commission, established to align the expansion of higher education
with

national

socio-economic

development

and

rationalise

the institutional

fragmentation which had developed piecemeal over time, was in major respects
protective of universities’ status. The Commission proposed the devolution of
professional education, and associated in-service training, to the professional bodies in
collaboration with the proposed New Colleges. The affected professions disputed the
report’s perceived downgrade and lobbied for professional education and training to be
included within the university sector.17 Teachers’, managerial bodies’, and teacher
educators’ lobbying efforts resulted in the referral of the case to the newly established
Higher Education Authority.
Proposals for a professional body for educators were made by a number of groups
in the 1960s. The Tuairim group advocated an institute of education in 1962, which was
echoed by the teachers’ unions, the Dublin-based Teachers’ Study Group and the
Department of Education in the mid-1960s.18 Modelled on a merging of the British
‘Institute of Education’ and the Scottish General Teaching Council concepts, these Irish
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proposals had broadly similar professional functions and responsibilities. The
submissions contained references to teacher in-service education. However, competition,
division and fragmentation among the various education interests inhibited any
coordinated effort at the time.
Early voluntary in-service initiatives
The Department of Education’s music and kindergarten courses were the main but not
the only form of in-service course available to primary teachers in the 1950s. A number
of groups promoting specific school- and curriculum-related had obtained the
Department’s approval in the 1940s. Political, Irish language or Church patronage was
an advantage and the approval conferred an EPV [extra personal vacation day]
concession to primary teachers attending courses meeting the Department’s conditions.
The National Film Institute [NFI] was among the first to benefit and its summer teacher
training courses commenced in 1945. The NFI was sponsored by the Archbishop of
Dublin and co-funded by the Department of Education.19 The Junior Red Cross, under
the auspices of the Irish Red Cross and the patronage of the ministers for Education,
Health and Defence, offered one-week summer courses to all teachers from 1948.20
Course approval gave time-in-lieu and marketing advantages to providers.21 Irish
language drama courses, promoted by Cumann dramaíochta na scol and which lapsed
during the 1940s, were revitalised by departmental approval and recommencing in
1952.22
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An initiative to allow teachers dedicate one half-day per week to subjects of their
choice, announced by the minister, Mr Seán Moylan, in the Dáil in 1953 provided a
stimulus for an increase in in-service training activities and the emergence of new
providers.23 The saor theagasc [‘free instruction’] half-day relaxed the strict curriculum
regulations without, as the minister stated, “inspection, examination or question”.24 An
inspection moratorium and teacher enthusiasm were the initiative’s main motivators. The
Circular spelled out conditions which specified teacher aptitude or training for the listed
subjects and activities but there was no coordinated provision of supplementary
training.25 Some listed activities were components in existing Departmental music and
kindergarten courses but were not central to them.26 Voluntary efforts, assisted by an
extension of 10 days to primary school holidays in 1952, established week-long courses
in music, speech and drama and various art and craft activities from 1954. The courses
were provided by the Irish Countrywomen’s Association [ICA] in their Co Louth
facility,27 the Dominican Sisters’ Froebel College and music academies in Dublin. The
courses’ costs, locations and limits on teacher participation diminished their impact to a
minority of schools.28 This was particularly the case in senior classes where various
scholarship, state and Church examinations dominated. The Department’s review of the
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“free half-day” initiative over its first years of operation reported that about 10% of
teachers availed of the opportunity and that it consisted of a limited range of activities.29
The in-service response to the minister’s initiative was muted, with limited
impact. Without coherent organised support the minister’s initiative had little impact in
most classrooms and there was little reference to the scheme following completion of the
pilot.30 Two institutions, the Froebel College and the ICA, continued the in-service
provision prompted by the scheme into the 1960s and the Froebel College established a
two-year, part-time Froebel teachers’ certificate for qualified national teachers.31 An
incentive scheme for children’s art, initiated by the National College of Art in 1954 and
sponsored commercially from 1955 continues to the present.32 The narrow
implementation of the minister’s project highlighted the limits of ministerial objectives
in the absence of institutional supports. Overall, the Department’s music and
kindergarten programmes and the efforts of the various independent in-service initiatives
were characterised by important common characteristics. Each focused on improving or
extending neglected practical classroom subjects and activities with implementation
largely dependent on teacher enthusiasm. In contrast, the Organising Inspectorates’
music and kindergarten programmes had an implementational advantage through the
vertical integration of follow-up school monitoring and advisory structures. Independent
providers were restricted to a haphazard implementation environment in the absence of
an integrated coordinating structure.
Irish in-service provision in the 1950s and 1960s was, then, in the form of discrete
training initiatives, some in response to various institutional and curricular reforms
taking place, others initiated by voluntary agencies. The Department’s primary,
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secondary and technical instruction branches organised courses separately.33 The
Churches, the employer of almost all primary teachers, were active in religious education
in-service initiatives under their separate diocesan inspection services.34 The main
university contributions to teacher in-service education were indirect and in the form of
part-time general arts degree courses.35 Specialist courses emerged in colleges of
education, a Froebel in-service certificate and special education diploma.36 The primary
teachers’ union and a range of voluntary groups organised limited provision in the 1950s
and 60s. The voluntary groups’ provision was associated with personal development,
advocacy or skills training.

The INTO enters the in-service arena
The post-war INTO policy document, A Plan for Education, updated the organisation’s
positions on teacher education and professional development. 37 The Plan reiterated a
preference for a consecutive primary teacher training model and a final year of primary
training college professional preparation following a university degree. The section on
professional development, called ‘keeping abreast’, encompassed workplace learning,
private study and reading, along with “periodic instalments of formal training in the form
of short refresher courses”, provided by the Department of Education to keep abreast
with research and developments.38 While it was neglected on publication, The Plan
“became the foundation for INTO education policy for the next 30 years” as its
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supporters rose to senior INTO positions.39 The organisation’s education policy influence
was evident in the setting up of the Council of Education in 1951 and a lengthening of
school summer holidays to facilitate teachers’ attendance at in-service course in 1952.
Other Plan priorities went into shaping the INTO in-service agenda in the 1950s.
The updating of language teaching, the education of ‘slow learners’, and children with
disabilities and the provision of refresher courses were pursued. The disappointment with
and lack of urgency to act on matters arising from the Council of Education’s report in
1954 reaffirmed the INTO’s prioritisation.40 Based on the positive responses to guest
lectures on educational psychology at Congresses in 1951-5441 the central executive set
up in 1954 “a small sub-committee to examine the question of a series of lectures and
courses on educational topics, to be given by prominent educationalists from Ireland or
from across the Channel.”42 When the lecture series proved successful the organisation
embarked on courses “somewhat on the lines of those at present run by the Department.”
43

The summer courses proposed by the sub-committee for 1955 were “intelligence tests

and history” to which the executive added a second, “Irish as a school subject”. 44 The
1955 programme was a test for member propensity for this form of teacher in-service
education.
Contemporary in-service training structures
A fragmented and underdeveloped educational context was not conducive for the INTO’s
in-service initiative. Little coordination existed between the main institutions. The
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Department of Education organised its own music and kindergarten in-service
programmes and the Ard Teastas Gaeilge. The university education departments were
under-resourced during this period and were not in a position to respond to an INTO inservice project.45 The major Catholic training colleges were similarly under-resourced
with the programmes, staffing and funding under the control of the Department of
Education while being Church managed.46 Only the Dominican Froebel College in
Blackrock organised a part-time in-service certificate course.47 Unlike the other
professions, senior managers and trade unionists who had established educational
institutions, no institution dedicated to teachers’ on-going education and training had
emerged.48 The INTO, similar to other voluntary organisations, set about the task itself.
The INTO Irish Summer Courses
Improvements to teaching methodologies were an important feature of the debate on the
Irish language revival in the 1940s and 1950s. The INTO-associated Irish School Weekly
[ISW] contributed to the debate, focusing on the efficacy of contemporary linguistic
research to teaching methodologies and on the benefits of Welsh bilingual policies.49
Others contributing to the debate included the Department of Education. It organised a
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two-week summer course on the teaching of Irish for teachers, inspectors, training
college and university lecturers in 1951, focused on research-based policy and
methodological issues.50 The Report of the Council of Education in 1954 recommended
an Irish language research and advisory section within the Department to integrate the
latest research with its language teaching guidelines.51 An INTO contribution was the
regional lecture tours on Welsh language policy and practice to teachers and the wider
public in 1954-1956 by prominent Welsh language educators.52 The topic for the weeklong summer course initiative, “Irish as a school subject” allowed for empirically
grounded descriptions and advocacy related aspirations.53
The organisation’s strategic purpose in mounting this course was to promote an
INTO language policy through member interactions, to obtain public recognition for
teachers’ and the organisation’s on-going Irish language contribution and to advocate
improvements to Irish language policy in education.54 The Irish course content 1955 to
1957 drew on research and focused on methodologies arising from the scientific analysis
of vocabulary and syntax, graded for pupils’ age and interest and used for reading and
oral language programmes. The courses also highlighted also a need for the
standardisation of the various dialects including grammar, orthography and print.55
The courses departed from standard departmental stipulations in that the morning
lecture and discussion sessions were complemented by afternoon, and occasional
evening, social and cultural activities. The cultural programme echoed that of the Gaelic
League courses56. There was a significant teacher presence on the platform representing
not only an increased language competence but illustrating teachers’ familiarity with the
research which became a basis for the INTO’s critical perspectives on policy and its
50
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execution. There was important press coverage57 and An Múinteoir Náisiúnta [AMN]
reproduced lecturers’ contributions.58
Course change with strategic intent
The Irish language summer course took a political turn in 1958. An investigation into the
teaching of Irish, initially announced by the Department of Education in 1957, prompted
the INTO to make radical changes to its course in 1958 and 1959.59 The decision reflected
INTO anxieties at the narrow-based inquiry planned by the Department. The changes the
INTO made to the structure, content of and speaker selection for a symposium-type event
sought to deflect the investigation into language revival policies onto a broad canvas. A
community-wide perspective on language restoration, in which the school played an
important but not exclusive part, was promoted by the INTO in its UCD, Dublin 1958
and UCC, Cork in 1959 symposia.60 The extra-mural perspective the INTO adopted
allowed for debate on others’ responsibilities to complement the work of the primary
school. The participation of prominent politicians, clerics, judges, academics,
administrators and business leaders sympathetic to the language restoration movement
contributed to the broader debate.61 The INTO was conscious that the extent of press
coverage had been declining by 1957.
The announcement of a comprehensive government inquiry on restoring, rather
than on teaching the Irish language in 1958 diminished the threat to primary teachers and
the INTO reverted to its original in-service courses on language teaching in 1960-1963.
This followed a positive assessment by the CEC of its Irish course strategy where it noted
that it had obtained public recognition of teachers’ commitment [to the language] and
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that several objectives had been implemented.62 The course of action undertaken by the
INTO demonstrated the political utility of summer course promotion. The final four
courses, 1960-1963, attracted declining numbers despite high-profile platform speakers
representative of television, film, voluntary and commercial organisations. The next
INTO organised Irish course was organised by its Limerick branch in 1967 where it
focused on practical implications of the modern approaches to teaching Irish and the
lecturers included teachers, inspectors and training college staff.63 A similar pattern of
increased practitioner involvement in the organisation and provision of teachers’ inservice programmes had emerged by this time in the in-service to accompany the
Catholic Church’s catechetics and the Department of Education’s Irish language reforms
which will come later in this chapter.
INTO Head Office withdraws from in-service provision
Department of Education policy changes towards Irish language teaching and its
increased attention to special education needs by the early 1960s began to blunt the
purposes of INTO head office-organised courses. By 1960 there was a shift in sentiment
towards the Irish language and important policy decisions were made by the Department
of Education.64 A departmental Rannóg Taighde [research unit], announced at the 1958
summer symposium,65 was established and it had begun collaboration with teachers of
Infants in 1960.66 This research project was to expand and ultimately result in a new Irish
language curriculum with dramatic methodological changes by the end of the decade. A
further signal of government policy change was the commitment to act on the
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recommendations of the 1963 report on the restoration of the language in a White
Paper.67
In the field of special education, a second focus of the INTO’s summer course
programme, there was increasing involvement by the state by 1960, advocacy by parents’
groups and changing societal attitudes.68 The Department had appointed inspectors with
responsibility for special education in 1959.69 This was followed from 1960 by the
recognition and funding of special schools and special classes.70 By 1961, full- and parttime in-service special education training courses were available.71 A commission of
enquiry on mental handicap was established in 1961 and its report boosted the
recognition of special and remedial classes within the regular primary school which
addressed the ‘slow learner’ and mild mental-handicap phenomenon which had
originally prompted the INTO action.72 These developments diminished a need for
further information-led courses as special education in-service training was transferred
to teacher training institutions with the relevant specialist expertise.
A changing in-service environment?
In-service provision had grown slowly through the 1950s. Increases occurred in the early
1950s as a result of increased voluntary provision largely in response to the weekly halfday ‘saor theagasc’ circular. The INTO’s contribution from 1955 comprised few courses
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but significant participation due to its lecture and symposium formats.73 These increases,
along with those contributed by diocesan inspectors’ catechetical courses, almost
doubled teacher in-service attendances to 1,600 circa by the end of the 1950s.74
Teachers’ access to courses varied. Only the Department’s courses attempted
national reach for the widely dispersed primary teacher population and initiatives
undertaken over the course of the 1950s did not significantly improve access for the
majority of teachers. The voluntary sector was small, generally Dublin-based, and
inadequately resourced or committed to extending provision regionally. Many of them
viewed provision as an add-on to the institution’s core function and this feature
contributed to an important characteristic – short duration provision restricted to holiday
time. This applied to the INTO and diocesan courses also. Two exceptions, the two-year,
part-time Froebel certificate in Sion Hill, Blackrock in 1955 and the one-year, full-time
diploma in Special Education in St Patrick’s College, Drumcondra in 1961 were
established and combined professional and academic components. Other teacher
education institutions were not funded to mount courses. Advanced full- and part-time
course opportunities, organised regionally in teacher education institutions, were
becoming common in Britain and Northern Ireland by this time where provision beyond
short, vacation-type courses was associated with significant curriculum change.75
The failure of the Council of Education to generate significant curriculum change
and the retention of the existing annual inspection, performance ratings and examinations
regimes assured minimal system change despite the flexibility proffered in the free halfday circular. Department of Education funding for additional in-service provision was
unobtainable in the face of official attitudes unsympathetic to unnecessary expenditure
not essential to curriculum change.76 Furthermore, the economic recession and financial
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retrenchment deferred innovation until the late 1950s when a range of incremental
administrative, financial and regulatory changes, initiated by a new generation of
politicians and administrators, began a process of educational expansion which brought
primary curriculum changes in its wake.77 The next two sections, one on religious
education or ‘the catechism’ and the other in the Irish language, address the development
of important curriculum changes and their implementation. The focus on curriculum
change provides an opportunity to examine them for significant policy change.

The Catholic Church and primary in-service provision 1950s and
1960s 78
‘The new catechetics’79
The changed social, economic and demographic conditions which emerged in Europe,
the US and Britain during the inter- and post-war years influenced the major changes in
religious instruction. Similar conditions emerged in Ireland in the post-war period and
became noticeable throughout the country from about 1960. The 1960s witnessed
significant changes to religious instruction which were enlivened from the middle of the
decade by the Second Vatican Council.80 As outlined in the previous chapter the Irish
Church had lagged behind other national hierarchies in adapting the objectives, content
or administration of religious education. The programmes in other countries had adopted
the new pedagogic approaches which advocated children’s understanding and active
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participation over traditional memorisation approaches.81 New institutes for the training
of teachers and catechists established in Europe and America began the process of
professionalising catechists and religious education. Irish graduates of these institutions
promoted progressive pedagogies and integrated doctrine, the staple of the traditional
catechism, with scripture, liturgy and sacred music in age appropriate and active
methodologies.82
The publication of the hierarchy’s national [‘Maynooth’ or Green] catechism in
1951,83 an exercise in standardisation for all Irish dioceses, was designed to replace
various local catechisms.84 There was limited support to accompany its introduction
because 26 separate and under-resourced diocesan inspectorates affected the extent and
quality of support, training, and direction teachers and parish clergy received.85
Innovation, confined to dioceses with dedicated, full-time diocesan inspectors, many
with catechetical qualifications, was centred on graded textbooks, ‘aid-books’86 and in a
small number of dioceses, regular teacher study groups, confraternities or guilds.87
Northern Ireland’s post-war educational expansion, structural reorganisation and
primary curriculum changes prompted innovation in religious education in the northern
dioceses in the 1950s.88 As a consequence, the functions of northern diocesan inspectors
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Michael Tynan, 'Catechetical Progress', The Furrow, 7, 9 (1956), 536-41.
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The institutes favoured by Irish dioceses and religious orders from the 1950s were in Brussels,
Washington DC, Paris, and London: Peter Mcconville, 'Qualified Catechists in Ireland', The
Furrow, 19, 1 [Catechetics supplement] (1968), pp 19, 21.
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Irish Hierarchy, A Catechism of Catholic Doctrine (Dublin: Gill & Son, 1951).
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John Mescal, Religion in the Irish Education System (Dublin: Clonmore and Reynolds, 1957)
at p 153-54. Tynan, Catholic Instruction, p 102.
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There were three titles used for this diocesan appointment: usually diocesan inspector or
examiner and, in some northern dioceses, ecclesiastical inspectors. See King, Religious
Education, pp 277-79.
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Various commercial aid-books or ‘catechism notes’ were published from the late nineteenth
century, when diocesan examinations were introduced, to provide primary teachers with
explanatory briefings of the catechism formulae. These notes for teachers preceded the
comprehensive teacher guide books which began to emerge alongside the pupil textbooks which
replaced ‘the catechism’ in the 1960s: Tynan, 'General Review of Education in Ireland', p 395,
Birch, 'Religion Teaching', p 24.
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The Cork, Down and Connor dioceses and the NFI made audio-visual materials available. The
Limerick diocesan inspector produced graded textbooks, taken up in other dioceses. Ferns and
Down and Connor published teacher ‘aid books’ and Raphoe published Irish language textbooks.
Several propriety teacher guides were available: Mescal, Religion in the Irish Education System.
88

Margaret Sutherland, 'Progress and Problems in Education in Northern Ireland, 1952-1982',
British Journal of Educational Studies, 30, 1 (1982), 136-49. Farren, Clarke, and O’Doherty,
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expanded and they became involved, through their work with the two Belfast Catholic
training colleges, in both teacher pre- and in-service training.89 By 1958, several Irish
dioceses, north and south, were organising week-long summer courses and the outcome
of these developments was that, by the end of the 1960s, there was extensive primary
teacher in-service programmes accompanying new child-centred religious education
programmes and textbooks. There was an upgrading of diocesan catechetical expertise
in the 1960s, plans to revise the religious education curriculum and extend diocesan
inspectors’ in-service responsibilities. A consequence was the transition to an advisory
role for the diocesan inspectors, an end to the annual catechism examinations, the
emergence of an in-service education and professional development policy.90
A diocesan inspectors’ association spreads good news
The diocesan inspectors adopted a leading role in transforming religious instruction in
Ireland. Through their association, established formally in 1947, they were in a position
to identify “the chaotic state of religious education” in the 1950s.91 A major objective of
the association was to introduce improvements to the existing system and to reduce its
dependence on outmoded methods of teaching. There were multiple obstacles to these
changes. The annual pupil examination emphasised memorisation of syllabus-defined
responses and its retention inhibited change. The syllabus set onerous workloads on
teachers, pupils and parents, it confirmed a conventional equivalence of religious
instruction with ‘learning the catechism’ and sustained ambivalent relationships with
diocesan inspectors.92 The system, diocesan inspectors believed, had eviscerated
‘religious formation’ to unquestioning observance and had diminished the roles and

Teacher Education in Northern Ireland, pp 58-59. The change in the age of transfer from primary
school to grammar or intermediate secondary schools at 11 had implications for the religious
education curriculum and examinations and for teacher qualifications.
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McConville, 'The Diocesan Inspector', p 720.
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King, Religious Education at p 145.
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Ibid., at p 27. The association drew its membership from about half of the 26 dioceses but few
of the inspectors were full-time appointees or had received training in catechetics: Limerick
Diocesan Archives, hereafter LDA/Tynan/Box 4 and -/Box 7/Folder 1951, ‘Diocesan Inspectors
Meetings’.
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Many diocesan authorities saw religious instruction provided through the schools as equivalent
to the schools’ function with regard to the revival of the Irish language: See Michael Tynan, 'On
Religious Programmes', Irish Ecclesiastical Record, 80 (1953), 174-85, pp 175-76.
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functions of family and parish.93 Contemporary Dublin archdiocesan surveys confirmed
views on children’s deficient understanding of religion and teachers’ views of the main
obstacles successful religious instruction faced.94 Finally, diocesan inspectors were
conscious that without the episcopal backing the means to improve the situation
remained elusive.95 Nevertheless, the association’s annual meetings contributed to a
dissemination of alternative approaches and methodologies and was a source of collegial
support for innovation as a consequence of the frustrations experienced in the 1950s.96
The innovations of early the 1950s promoted improvements through syllabus
revisions, use of scriptural narratives and child-centred methodologies associated with
the graded textbooks. The association was an informal vehicle of diffusing innovation
and for providing support for the short teacher in-service meetings, courses and materials
to disseminate the changes. In-service meetings were typically diocesan inspector-led,
focused on doctrinal and scriptural content, methodological discussions as well as
attending to teachers’ own religious formation. Innovation gathered pace through the
1950s and by 1958 a small number of one-week religious education summer courses for
teachers were being organised in teacher training and other colleges linked to revised
diocesan curriculum.97 The change envisaged had focused diocesan inspectors’ attention
on the need for updating teachers’ knowledge and enabling them adopt child-focused
approaches both of which required teachers’ religious and professional development.98
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Rogan, 'Irish Catechesis', pp 86 and 434.
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The archdiocesan teacher survey was conducted in collaboration with the Dublin branch of the
INTO which found that content overload and the pressure of the annual pupil examinations
contributed to the neglect of pupils’ understanding: Archbishop McQuaid Papers, Primary
Education – General, in the Dublin Diocesan Archives, DDA/AB/8/XXIV/B10/48, Survey of 4/5
year-old children’s knowledge [n.d., early 1950s], DDA/AB/8/XXIV/B10/51 ‘Religious
Instruction & Formation’, 1957, and Puirséil, 150 Years of the INTO, p 126.
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LDA/Tynan Papers, Box 5, ‘note’.
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McConville, 'The Diocesan Inspector'.
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The first for lay teachers was in St Mary’s training college, Belfast in 1958 followed by the
opening up of an existing one-week sisters’ course in Mary Immaculate College, Limerick, to
lay teachers in 1959: LDA/Tynan/Box5/Folder ‘1957/58’ and McConville, 'The Diocesan
Inspector', p 720. Religious congregations and seminaries organised vacation courses for sisters
and brothers as change to child-centred, inductive methods gradually spread. In Northern Ireland
teacher pre- and in-service religious education training was based on diocesan coordination and
institutional collaboration.
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F.H. Drinkwater, 'Are We Really Teaching Religion?', The Furrow, 4, 12 (1953), 679-84.
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Changing roles for primary teachers and clergy
The adapted US religious education textbooks, introduced in the early 1960s, was a
catalyst for a change of emphasis in teacher in-service programmes.99 The changes
inherent in the selection were intensified under the influence of the Second Vatican
Council. Underpinning the change was a shift from the teachers’ traditional instructional
role towards one of catechist, an expanded role which included religious education and
formation in a partnership with parish and family, the latter being promoted following
the Vatican Council-inspired changes in the 1960s. The changes propelled diocesan
inspectors into a complex agenda with limited resources, across separate dioceses and
within an existing inspection-based system. 100 The new programmes required a
deepening of teachers’ and diocesan inspectors’ religious knowledge base for the
optimum use of the new textbooks as they were based on methods more progressive than
those in contemporary Irish use, except possibly Infants’ classes. 101 The new material
used teacher presentation, explanation and pupil responses and used various follow-up
activities to elicit and maintain pupils’ interest.102 In a number of dioceses, audio-visual
libraries supplemented the textbooks.103 Changes to the selection, qualifications, tenure
and further training opportunities for diocesan inspectorates and college staffs develop
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The On our way series of religious education textbooks and teacher manuals, written for
teachers and catechists in parochial and Catholic school settings in the US, was adapted for Irish
use by the northern diocesan inspectors and published by Fallons. The series was adopted in 22
of the 26 Irish dioceses.
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The episcopal position on the retention of the existing inspection and merit grades was
reported in T.J. O’Connell, 100 Years of Progress, pp 418-20.
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Rev Peter Birch, professor of education and lecturer in catechetics in Maynooth, confirmed a
religious knowledge deficiency and was ambivalent about reconciling progressive methods with
revealed truths in religious education: “A serious problem in connection with present-day
catechetics is the provision of the non-clerical teacher with sufficient religious knowledge and
its application to current topics.” Rev. Peter Birch, 'Handing on the Faith', The Furrow, 10, 12
(1959), 760-68, p 763.
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Michael Tynan, 'Text Books in the Religion Course', The Furrow, 6, 3 (1955), pp 201-02. One
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number of catechism questions. Rev Felim Ó Briain, 'Recent Advances in Catechetics', Irish
Ecclesiastical Record, 85 (1956), 81-91, 261-271 and 335-347.
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King, Religious Education at pp 61 and 156. The dioceses of Cork, Limerick and Ossory had
audio-visual lending libraries. The National Film Institute library in Dublin had religion-themed
stock.
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from this time.104

However, diocesan autonomy resulted in fragmentation in the

accompanying teacher in-service programmes and the development of guidance
materials.105
Capturing the evolution of an in-service policy during a period of fast-moving
curriculum change allows for an examination of the interactions between the roles played
by teachers and Church decision-making institutions.106 A comprehensive archive on
religious education in-service programmes in the 1960s is held by the archdiocese of
Dublin. Detail on other diocesan activities are insufficient.107 An examination of the
Dublin archdiocesan archive allows for a close-up analysis of in-service policy and the
content, delivery, organisation, personnel and methods employed in Ireland’s largest
diocese. The archbishop, John Charles McQuaid, continued with the national catechism,
eschewing other textbooks in the 1950s and the adapted US textbook series chosen by a
majority of Irish dioceses in the 1960s. The archdiocese took an independent course and
mandated a diocesan Religious Instruction and Formation committee to develop a new
catechetical curriculum and prepare teachers in its schools to implement it. While not a
representative diocese, the archdiocese’s in-service policy-making provided an
illustration of the interaction between curriculum development and teacher education at
a time when the Department of Education was also engaging with a similar Irish language
project which will be the subject of the next section below.
The Dublin Archdiocese turns its attention to in-service provision
The organisation and execution of the Dublin archdiocese’s religious education inservice programme came under the remit of the Council of Administration of Primary
Schools [CAPS], a body established in 1958 to address all aspects of primary education
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Training became common for diocesan inspectors, training college and seminary staffs from
1956, see McConville, 'Qualified Catechists in Ireland'.
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King, Religious Education, p 226.
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Tynan commented on the fast pace of the radical changes in religious education in the 1950s
and 60s in Tynan, Catholic Instruction, p 100.
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Activity in the northern dioceses was provided by Fr. Peter McConville [Peter McConville,
'Courses in Catechetics ', The Furrow, 16, 5 (1965b), 290-3, McConville, 'The Diocesan
Inspector', and in the Limerick diocese, in the uncatalogued papers of Fr. Michael Tynan,
diocesan inspector [1943-63], and catechetics lecturer [1963-68] in Mary Immaculate College.
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management and administration in the archdiocese.108 CAPS’ Religious Instruction and
Formation sub-committee and its objectives, drawn up by Archbishop McQuaid in 1959,
were to revise the religious instruction syllabus, provide new textbooks and develop
religious instruction guidelines for teachers and parochial clergy.109 The major focus was
directed towards textbook ‘revisions’.110 There was no reference to teacher training.111
However, the sub-committee’s first recommendation was a proposal for a week-long
summer course of instruction in catechetics for Catholic primary teachers in 1960.112
McQuaid referred to this as “a course in advanced catechetics” for teachers.113
There was an underlying tension about the purposes of the Dublin archdiocesan
in-service programme. The diocesan committees, and the course organisers charged with
responsibility for the programme, saw addressing teachers’ deficiencies in religious
knowledge as the main objective. A secondary aim was nurturing of teachers’
commitment to their function in pupils’ religious formation. Though the religious
formation function was formally reserved to clerics, the Church recognised the important
role that teachers, and schools, played in achieving that objective.114 The archbishop’s
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CAPS remit included school building, maintenance and finance, the quality of [clerical]
management and education, including religious instruction, relationships with teachers and the
state and cooperation with parents. It monitored at parish level and CAPS reported to the
archbishop.
109

The Council’s and religious instruction sub-committee’s terms of reference are in
DDA/AB/8/XXIV/B24/
136 ‘CAPS: Beginnings & Correspondence’. ‘Instruction’ was the term used in the 1960s.
McQuaid was to emphasise the parish clergy’s religious formation school duty throughout his
period in office.
110

The Catholic hierarchy’s national Catechism of Christian Doctrine was the textbook for
revision.
111

Dr McQuaid had been involved in the final drafts of the 1951 national catechism, maintained
a continuing interest in religious instruction, canvassed responses on religious instruction from
various sources, including the Dublin branches of the INTO and other groups.
112

Addressing a deficiency in teachers’ catechetical knowledge was an important purpose. This
covered such areas as doctrine, scripture, liturgy, Church history and sacred music. The subcommittee reported that “… one of the facts that will govern the conduct of the organisers is that
the teachers in general don’t know that they need instruction in catechetics. To disabuse them of
this misconception without offence would be a major success for the course.”
DDA/AB/8/XXIV/B28/163, CAPS, ‘Summer courses in catechetics’, April 1960.
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Reported in AMN ‘Solemn Votive Mass in Dublin’, 6, 9 (1961), p 6,
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(Rev) William Conway, 'The Child and the Catechism [Lecture to Teachers]', The Furrow,
10, 10 (1959), 623-33. The Dublin diocesan examiners report for 1955, for instance, stated that
“teachers are, by their very vocation, instruments of divine providence, sharing with the Church
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objectives were planned to address a number of reported weaknesses. His parish and
teacher surveys had identified shallow understanding of religious knowledge by children
and, among teachers, that syllabus overload an important obstacle.115 The sub-committee
prioritised teachers’ scriptural, doctrinal and liturgical knowledge for planned courses.
The resulting depth of understanding, committee members assumed, would promote
modifications to teaching methodologies and assist pupils’ religious understanding and
commitment.116 A reduced syllabus would address the reported memorisation
overload.117 Teachers’ input into planning for the programme was constrained by the
Archbishop’s reluctance to consult with the teachers’ INTO representatives.118 His lack
of enthusiasm for even local consultation was aggravated by contemporary tensions with
senior INTO officials at the time, as much as by his aversion to lay people’s participation
in his episcopal competence in the field of religion.119 With respect to teacher education,
there was not scope within the college’s timetables for an allocation of additional time
to religious instruction especially in the situation of diocesan syllabus diversity.120 There
were to be gradual concessions to teacher participation in the 1960s as the purposes of
the courses shifted towards the practice of catechetics, methods and to encompass
teachers’ concerns.

her divine mission to go forth and ‘teach all nations’.” [p8] DDA/AB/8/XXIV/B17/94, ‘reports
on religious examinations’.
115

DDA/AB/8/XXIV/B10/51, ‘Religious Instruction and Formation’ 1957, Survey request 14
October 1956, survey report 7 June 1957. For information on the context of the survey see
Puirséil, 150 Years of the Into at p 126.
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DDA/AB/8/XXIV/B28/163, CAPS: Summer courses, 1960
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The diocesan examiners’ report for 1960 [p 7] noted that “most of the labour attached to
teaching religious knowledge seems to be spent on the accurate memorisation of the catechism”,
DDA/AB/8/XXIV/B17/94, ‘Diocesan Examiners’ reports’.
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DDA/AB/8/XXIV/B28/163 CAPS ‘Summer courses in catechetics’, in a direction to Fr Shán
Ó Cuív at the 11 April meeting, 1960. The archbishop noted that “[T]he teachers will attend and
listen to the course”. Fr Ó Cuív attended a Dublin City INTO branch meeting on 13 May to
explain the scope of the proposed course.
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Puirséil, 150 Years of the INTO, pp 124-27.
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Dr Dónal Cregan, president of St Patrick’s College, Drumcondra’s reported to CAPS on 19
October 1961 “that the catechism text was not taught as the available time was devoted to address
students’ knowledge of Christian doctrine”. DDA/AB8/ B/XXIV/F131 CAPS minutes. See also,
King, Religious Education at pp 243-4.
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Organising the archdiocesan in-service programme
Course planning was in the hands of clerics selected, in consultation with the Archbishop,
by CAPS and the in-service organising committee comprised both course lecturers and
an administration team.121 The archdiocese had particular advantages in its clerical
expertise and the lecturers were well equipped to address the challenges in training lay
teachers.122 The diocesan inspectors were excluded from any involvement until 1968.123
Despite the absence of consultation with teachers, Dr McQuaid sought the Dublin INTO
branch’s assistance in the “promotion and running” of the courses.124 Course
organisation followed the Department’s and INTO’s summer course template.125 Annual
courses were approved for “compensatory” [EPV] leave and they were free to lay
teachers of the archdiocese. Teaching brothers and sisters were excluded until 1964 when
they were accommodated at separate, parallel sessions until 1968, the year in which the
diocesan examiners were first invited to participate.126 These changes affected annual
attendances which rose from between 400 to 500 in 1960-63 to between 900 to just over
1,000 from 1964-69 as displayed in Table 5 on the next page. The Archdiocese used the
UCD venue as did the INTO from 1955 to 1969.
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Holy Cross College, Clonliffe [the archdiocesan seminary] lecturers, Fr Shán Ó Cuív, a
catechist and Fr Joseph Carroll, a theologian, were the lecturers and a number of designated
curates were the administrative assistants in this organising team chaired by a CAPS council
member.
122

Catechetical education and teaching practice was part of clerical training in Dublin’s Clonliffe
seminary with Fr Ó Cuív in charge. He also lectured in and supervised catechetics practice in the
Education Department, UCD, from 1964: see DDA/AB/8/XXIV/B10/50 ‘Religious instruction
and formation’, 1966.
123

This exclusion was to avoid any confusion in their inspection role and reporting functions and
to avoid any distraction to their intensive inspection and examination duties.
DDA/AB8/B/XXIV/B28/163 CAPS Summer courses in catechetics 1960: ‘note on the
organisation of the catechetical course’ p 1
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Ibid. ‘note on the organisation of the catechetical course’ p 1. The local Dublin branch
circulated notices, provided venue stewarding and proposed chairmen for the group discussion
each year.
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A 20 contact-hour week comprising two two-hour sessions daily with a signed register of
attendances for each session was the standard procedure for approved courses.
126

An important factor in McQuaid’s reluctance to have religious teachers attend was related to
his perception of animosity among lay teachers to religious as a consequence of the Ballina
dispute 1957-1962: DDA/B23/F133/CAPS, ‘Minutes’ 21 September 1967. For background and
Dr McQuaid’s role, see O'Connell, A History of the INTO, pp 93-120
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Table 5
Dublin Archdiocesan In-service Course Statistics for selected years between
1960 and 1971
Year

Attendance
Lay
Female
316

Total
Religious

Male
124

500 1
539
349
888
609
131
181
921
700 circa teachers at six city Autumn one-day courses.
Seven Winter county/deanery courses
1
The total attendance included teachers in private primary schools
1960
1965
1969
1971

Source: DDA/AB8/B/XXIV/F163-70 ‘CAPS Summer courses in catechetics: 1960-68’
and -/F171 ‘Autumn Seminars in Catechetics: 1970-71’
A comprehensive table of attendances 1960-1971 is contained in Table E on p 251 in the
Appendices

Changes to the course content were influenced by annual participant surveys,
informal interactions with teachers, the 1963 decision to draw up a new religious
education programme and the influence of the Vatican Council. The evaluative feedback
prompted increased attention to methodological issues in 1961 and an emphasis on
practical aspects of teaching religion intensified with the preparation and piloting of the
diocese’s new catechism textbooks in 1964. By 1966 the influence of Vatican II, already
evident in public debate, parish liturgy and the changing role of lay people, became
visible in course content.127 The shift in content from the theological to the
methodological was mirrored in a progressive increase in lay teacher participation. This
gradual process saw teacher input increase from none in the early years to near-equal
participation by the end of the decade.128 The increased participation of teachers in course
delivery caused tension as doubts about lay teacher theological competence underpinned
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DDA/AB/8/XXIV/B28 /169 CAPS - Summer Courses 1966/7. Themes for that year’s course
were ecumenism and the role of the laity.
128

The progression of lay teacher involvement commenced with groups discussion chairs and
rapporteurs from 1961 – who were proposed by the Dublin INTO branch, Miss Purcell lectured
and pilot teachers described implementation experiences from 1964, teacher respondents to
keynote [clerical] lectures from 1966 and teachers leading the practical sessions from 1968. By
1969 there were discussions on lay teacher involvement as lecturers and as diocesan advisors as
the transition from the mass-attendance course format to localised cluster meetings took shape.
These details are in contained in the DDA/AB/8/XXIV/B28/163-170 CAPS - Summer Courses
files
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some of the clerical resistance.129 Clerical reluctance was motivated also by the blurring
of a traditional boundaries of teachers’ responsibility for instruction and clerical
responsibility for spiritual formation.130
The influence of curriculum change
Gradual teacher involvement was evident in the curriculum revision process. A clerical
curriculum team, the Advisory Catechetical Committee set up in 1962, co-opted two lay
teachers in 1963, one of whom, Miss Mary Purcell, was commissioned to write the
textbooks.131 By 1964, training college catechetics staff and teachers piloting the
curriculum became involved.132 These teachers, and their peers in subsequent pilot
cohorts, became a pool from which methodological demonstrators were drawn. Unlike
the northern dioceses, there were very limited post-graduate catechetics study
opportunities available to southern primary teachers. The new catechetics qualifications
were confined to post-primary teachers where, strategically, episcopal priorities lay.133
The other dioceses, most adopting the On Our Way series, deployed a variety of
in-service approaches consistent with diocesan priorities, resources and personnel.134
None matched the sustained scale of the Dublin archdiocesan training initiative which
by 1965 was moving towards 900 attendees annually. Other dioceses’ in-service
129

DDA/AB/8/XXIV/B23/133 CAPS – minutes 1967.
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Dr McQuaid outlined the distinction in his instruction to the Advisory Catechetical
Committee: “whereas the teacher is by training best fitted to look after the religious instruction
of the children, in the strict sense, the priest on the other hand will complement the work of the
teacher by applying what they are taught to their spiritual life.” DDA/AB/8/XXIV/B23/132
CAPS Mins, 1962.
131

DDA/AB/8/XXIV/B27/160 ‘Irish Catechism 1960-1969’, 1963. Mary Purcell, 1906-1991,
was a primary teacher who taught in Kilkenny and Dublin, was editor of The Pioneer, catechist,
archivist and writer of religious biography. The other was a retired principal teacher.
132

DDA/AB/8/XXIV/B27/160 ‘Irish Catechism 1960-1969’, 1964. In all 20 religious order
schools were involved and the eight lay national schools were those whose managers were on
CAPS. The total number of teachers involved was 44 religious and 148 lay.
133

A convergence of events in the 1960s placed pressures on the Catholic hierarchy to prioritise
post-primary religious education: the growth in school enrolment, curriculum changes and
catechetical qualification requirements. At the request of the archbishop McQuaid, UCD offered
a two-year part-time post-primary diploma in catechetics and catechetics was integrated into the
H. Dip. from 1964. Mater Dei College of Education opened in 1966. Outside Dublin there were
limited opportunities for primary teachers in part-time catechetics courses in Mt Oliver, Dundalk
and UCC’s post-graduate diploma in Cork and Limerick.
134

King, Religious Education at pp 135ff. Kings’ listing of diocesan activity highlights the wide
variety of teacher in-service and advisory support provided.
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strategies consisted of summer, weekend and evening courses.135 The in-service
activities were, unlike the Dublin archdiocese, organised and led by diocesan inspectors
and, in some northern dioceses, by lay teachers introducing cascade-like in-service
approaches.136 Diocesan inspectors began adopting advisory roles. In some dioceses,
INTO branch officers assisted in organising the diocesan summer courses. 137 The
diversity of in-service models adopted by other dioceses provoked some debate within
the Dublin diocesan committees responsible for catechetics.138 Increased in-service
competition, which had emerged when INTO branches, teacher study other interest
groups offered courses on revised primary curriculum topics, contributed to an appraisal
of Dublin’s approach.139
Curriculum change at deanery level
Concern for curriculum implementation in the archdiocese’s rural schools triggered the
adoption, on a trial basis, of an alternative format in 1967.140 Attendance, not an issue
in the early years of the “advanced catechetics” courses, become an issue for the
coordinating committees with the introduction of the new religion curriculum.141
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An examination of An Múinteoir Náisiúnta and The Furrow indicated that at least seven
dioceses organised On Our Way series summer courses 1964-67. Diocesan inspectors invited the
series authors, Sr Maria de la Cruz and Fr Johannes Höfinger SJ to give catechetics courses in
Limerick, Waterford, Ennis, Dublin and Belfast, some in 1964 and others in 1966. Total
attendances exceeded 3,000 teachers. The inspectors, and local On Our Way advocates, were
viewed by Dublin as “progressives” while the new Dublin textbooks encountered resistance for
their “conservatism”: see DDA/AB/8/XXIV/B10/50 Religious Instruction &Formation, 1966
and 1967.
136

McConville, 'Courses in Catechetics ', p 291. Primary teachers who had completed advanced
catechetics courses in St Mary’s College, Belfast and Mt Oliver, Dundalk assisted diocesan
inspectors as trainers/ presenters in out-centre cluster meetings.
137

Instances were reported in the Meath, Cork, Limerick, Killaloe and Tuam dioceses in AMN,
11, 3 and 5 (1966) AMN, 12, 4 (1967) and LDA/Tynan Papers/Box5, ‘Correspondence 1960s’
138

DDA/AB/8/XXIV/B28/169 Summer Courses, 1966/7 and DDA/AB/8/XXIV/B23/133 CAPS
– minutes, 1967
139

DDA/AB/8/XXIV/B23/133 CAPS – Minutes, 18 June 1969
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Approximately 1,000 of the archdiocese’s 3,500 Catholic teachers were outside Dublin and
Dún Laoire [Department of Education, Statistical Report for 1964-65, p 10]. The archdiocese
included regionally located deaneries of Bray, Wicklow, Blessington, Fingal and Maynooth.
141

Non-attendance was raised by the archbishop’s secretary in 1966. DDA/AB/8/XXIV/B10/50
‘Religious Instruction and Formation’, 6 May 1966. By 1965 half of the religious and a quarter
of lay teachers were repeat attendees and religious sisters /nuns represented 95% of religious
attendees [DDA/AB/8/XXIV/B28/168 CAPS, Summer Courses].
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Analysis of attendance profiles pointed to a neglect of rural deaneries. The 1967 pilot
was in a rural deanery centred on Wicklow town and brought together teachers, parish
clergy, diocesan examiners and catechetics specialists.142 The catechetical participation
of parish clergy was one of Archbishop McQuaid’s strategic objectives143 and the
inclusion of the diocesan examiners, welcomed by teachers, occurred at a time of
transition from an inspecting to an advisory role.144 The advance planning for the cluster
sessions allowed for the courses to be responsive to local needs with the necessary
catechetical inputs adapted ideally to the selected themes.145 The evaluations reported
satisfaction by all parties, demands for its extension to other deaneries and high levels of
teacher attendance.146
Important modifications were made to the main summer in-service format
in1968. The sessions were now separated by grade or class taught and teachers presented
the practical sessions. Diocesan inspectors attended and religious teachers were
integrated with their lay peers.147 An important review of the summer course programme
took place in 1969 and identified the need for future provision to be more directly related
to specific needs of teachers.148 By 1970 the Dublin diocesan in-service programme
ceased the large UCD summer course format and initiated a smaller, group-based model.
The coordinated changes took place within a wider reorganisation of diocesan
catechetical structures and increased co-operation between archdiocesan Catechetical
Commissions, diocesan advisors and the in-service committee. Other groups were drawn
in and co-opted to assist as needed: college of education staffs, recent catechetics course
142

DDA/AB/8/XXIV/ B28 CAPS - Summer Courses and /B23/F133 CAPS – Minutes,
September 1967
143

DDA/AB/8/XXIV/B23/132 CAPS ‘Minutes’, 1962. The archbishop was reported as saying
that the priest’s classroom visits would “complement the work of the teacher by applying what
they are taught to their spiritual life, linking up the formal instruction in the truths of the Faith to
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graduates and primary teachers who were involved in piloting the new programme. This
greatly increased the pool of expertise and, in the process, widened lay teacher
participation.149 This development provided the capacity and resources for the transition
to the localised cluster and school-based structure adopted by the archdiocese in the
1970s.
The impact of evaluation on in-service policy change
The archdiocese continually monitored its in-service programmes using participant
surveys, organisers’ reports and course data for regular evaluation at council meetings.150
The reports influenced incrementally course purposes, content, structure and lay
contribution. They led to an important modifications: the inclusion and, later, the
integration of religious and lay teachers, the participation of diocesan inspectors, the
response to teachers in rural deaneries and making appropriate course adjustments when
the new religious education curriculum required changes of emphasis. The evaluation
authors made judicious use of participant survey comments to inform discussions and
debate on changes in direction. The evaluations of the rural deanery clusters, when they
commenced in 1967, introduced parish clergy and diocesan inspector voices to the
surveys.
The evaluations changed the inter-relationships between the council [CAPS], the
in-service organisers and the curriculum development team, now called the primary
Catechetical Commission, and the diocesan inspectors.151

Coordination was

strengthened in 1968 and the Commission proposed an outline of future in-service
development in liaison with a pool of college of education, advisory, curricular and
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teacher expertise.152 A review of the annual UCD course in 1969 raised questions about
the efficacy of the existing format and led to a decision to replicate the small, clustergroup format which had proven successful for the rural deaneries in its place. 153 The
rural deaneries’ focus on a ‘pragmatic’ approach to religion teaching, responsiveness to
local requirements, opportunities for discussion led by the pool of expertise and the high
attendance ratios were attractive to the diocesan authorities.154 This shaped the model
adopted in the Dublin city area of the archdiocese in 1970.
The new city-centred course comprised several one-day September courses
which had approved teacher release, intended to maximise attendance.155 The
archdiocese’s Mater Dei College of Education provided a change of location and
ambiance. The rural deanery courses maintained their cluster-based multi-session
evening format based on similar topics. Both approaches benefited from the involvement
of and follow-up school visits by the diocesan advisory team. The approach became the
school-based model during the 1970s when a national religious education curriculum
was developed by a Vatican-directed national Catechetical Commission.156
The Dublin archdiocese’s decade-long experiment with the centralised summer
course model was unique among Irish dioceses and with its 1969 decision to localise and
downsize provision it reverted to the practices of the less well-resourced dioceses. Its
experience emphasised the efficiency and effectiveness of a combination of short inservice sessions targeted on specific priorities and school- and advisory-led curriculum
implementation activities responsive to localised participants’ needs.
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Summary
The teacher in-service education and training programmes initiated by Catholic dioceses
for their primary teachers in the 1960s were largely uncoordinated with significant
staffing, priority and resource differences among the 26 dioceses. On the one hand,
initiatives in the northern dioceses and in the Dublin archdiocese demonstrated the
impact of episcopal interest, diocesan investment in leadership and organisation and the
utilisation of professional and institutional expertise.157 On the other hand, in dioceses
with limited resources and capacity, teacher in-service access was restricted or dependent
on external assistance. The adoption of the US catechetical textbook series provided, at
national level, a measure of progress which was supported by the coordinated efforts of
an expanding and professionalising association of diocesan inspectors. 158
The decision by various dioceses in the late 1950s to revise and modernise their
religious instruction syllabi had an impact beyond the original objective. As
demonstrated with the developments unfolding throughout the 1960s, the decision was,
in effect, transformed into a curriculum development project which led, within a decade,
to graded textbooks, modified methodologies and altered processes of diocesan
oversight. The management of the curriculum development project was largely
dependent on existing diocesan inspection structures which in many dioceses were not
designed to manage a curriculum project on this scale. The Dublin case study
exemplified the scale of coordination which management of the project required, the
resources allocated and the challenge in sustaining it. The archdiocese effectively used
the feedback which it built into its decade-long project. Its effects influenced the
development phase of the Church’s subsequent mid-1970s national religious education
curriculum.159
The introduction of new curriculum required an in-service intervention. At its
most basic level in-service sessions were necessary to inform and brief teachers, but, for
optimum implementation of the new religions education programmes, there was a need
to develop teachers’ catechetical knowledge, promote methodological flexibility and
157
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cultivate attitudinal change. The resources available to dioceses was a major determinant
of the amount of in-service access and support provided for teachers. Few opportunities
to attend advanced catechetical courses were available to primary teachers. The
implementation of the new programmes changed the roles of diocesan inspectors, led to
an erosion of the catechism examination system and its replacement by a school-based
advisory support service and, for a few dioceses, resource centres.160 The Dublin
archdiocese, which through the 1960s favoured a large, centralised, voluntary-attendance
in-service model found, when curriculum implementation became its priority, needed to
maximise teacher participation and meet teachers’ expectations. It abandoned its
dependence on this model and moved towards a school-based mode of in-service
organisation. This approach was closer to that adopted by the majority of dioceses which,
through economic necessity, had maintained a level of participation through the use of
short localised courses, organised and led by diocesan inspectorates, some with external
or lay teacher assistance. Religious education curriculum change on the scale which
evolved through the 1960s had pointed dioceses towards coordinated, practical, schoolfocused in-service structures. With the removal of the inspection system as a diocesan
regulatory tool, school-focused and school-based in-service provision by diocesan
advisory services became a vehicle of improvement.

New Irish courses for a television era
Introduction: revising ‘Notes for Teachers: Irish’
A third in-service initiative emerged within the same timeframe as the INTO and Church
projects. It was a response to the growing sense of disillusionment with the Irish language
revival endeavour which gathered pace in the 1950s and had accompanied the general
sense of political, economic and social unease prevalent during that decade. A perception
that the revival project was encountering difficulty was common to activists within the
language revival movement itself, to those charged with language policy implementation
and to the wider society.161 The decline was felt more in education given its central role
160
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in the state’s language revival strategy.162 Education had featured in most discussions
paradoxically both as a source of decline and as a means of renewed endeavour. There
were various explanations of the decline, proposals on the means to address the challenge
but an absence, at the time, of empirical data for language planning A research-based
approach to charting future Irish language policy was indicated by the government’s
decision in 1958 to establish a commission on the restoration of the language and the
minister for education’s decision to set up a language teaching unit [Rannóg Taighde]
within the Department of Education.163
In 1950s Ireland, international research on language acquisition was being
disseminated through Department of Education, INTO and Gaelic League lectures,
courses and conferences. 164 Such research, stimulated by war-time language teaching
experiences and successful bilingual initiatives, flourished in the post-war decades 165 An
emerging consensus, summarised in the 1954 Council of Education’s report, proposed a
staged introduction of age-appropriate vocabulary and syntax, linked to graded reading
schemes and the later introduction of writing and grammar shaped the emerging
consensus.166 The Department’s Rannóg commenced work on “word-lists”,
improvements to school readers and the revision of Notes for Teachers: Irish by 1960.
These tasks were to be subsumed into an expanded language project in 1962.167 Fr
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Colmán Ó Huallacháin OFM168 was formally appointed to advise and lead the
Department’s linguistic research.169
A number of language policy decisions, made by Ministers for Education Mr Jack
Lynch [1957-59] and Mr Patrick Hillery [1959-65] influenced the direction of Irish
language teaching policies.170 Critics of these decisions foresaw an erosion of teachers’
and pupils’ competence through reduced pupil exposure to and engagement with the
language and, more fundamentally, the substitution of a bilingual rationale for a language
revival policy.171 The Coimisiún Um Athbheochhan Na Gaeilge, which reported in 1963,
sought to mitigate these recruitment, training and teacher support decisions with
recommendations for teachers’ continuous language education and in-service training.172
Its curriculum recommendations were being implemented by an Rannóg.
Drawing up the nuachúrsaí: “no basic re-organisation is necessary” 173
Ó Huallacháin’s strategy did not propose radical language teaching reforms but promised
the Department research-based refinements to the existing primary Irish language
teaching methods and addressed the main teachers and Department’s concerns. The
thrust of contemporary second-language teaching reforms, based on Direct Method
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principles 174 and colloquially known as the ‘ABC method’, had been promoted by the
Inspectorate in the Notes for teachers since 1936. Ó Huallacháin’s revisions, then,
represented for users of the ABC method, changes of emphasis, structure and the
introduction of audio-visual technology rather than radical reform. He had promised
readers that the new methods meant that “[N]o basic re-organisation is necessary”, a
premise which eased its promotion among policy-makers and inspectors.175
Ó Huallacháin’s linguistic research for the Rannóg resulted in vocabulary and
syntax frequencies, morphology and phonetics for incorporation into a graded language
scheme. The audio-visual method, a derivative of the war-time audio-lingual teaching
experience, was selected by the Rannóg for the introductory piloting of the nuachúrsa
targeting the Junior grades.176 With this method the target language was learned in a
sequence of listening, repeating and memorising with, ideally, accurate native or nearnative pronunciation.177 Comprehension was achieved without mother-tongue
assistance, similar to the Direct Method, and the use of drill patterns expanded language
control though inflection, replacement and restatement. This was followed by a range of
extension activities including games, role-play and free drama.
The nuachúrsa for primary schools were developed by a number of the primary
Inspectorate and a seconded primary teacher and overseen by a steering committee, with
INTO representation.178 Teachers were given choice and flexibility within the system.
The approach was mirrored in an adult language programme, Buntús Cainte, broadcast
on national television. The new programme shared many of the existing Direct Method
attributes and, under the guidance of the primary Inspectorate, it incorporated several
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recognisable features of the existing ABC-courses approach.179 The teachers’ manual
presented a year’s programme with ready-made lesson plans, revision activities and was
accompanied by visual materials, pronunciation and song tapes and reading schemes.180
The in-service programme: “directives on some techniques” 181
The successful piloting of the initial junior standards’ scheme in 1965-66 and with a
larger pool of teachers the following year led to teacher demands for its system-wide
extension.182 Along with favourable pilot teachers’ reports, the nuachúrsaí had strong
underlying associations with existing kindergarten methods and an emphasis on oral
language skills. Moreover, its prepared lesson plans, activities and visual aids also led to
initial successes and a positive impact on junior class teachers. The momentum, which
resulted in the positive reactions, led to an extension of the programme to all standards
without evaluation, comparison and analysis.183
A number of assumptions influenced the planning of teachers’ in-service training
to accompany the nuachúrsa. Ó Huallacháin, without direct professional experience of
primary education, assumed that the “the training and standard of [Irish] teachers [was]
uniformly excellent. Many of them are native speakers.”184 Other views were more
circumspect. Recent policy changes regarding recruitment, training, immersion and
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inspection put the contemporary advantages such as quality of teacher training [for
language teaching], the existing standard of spoken Irish and the rigorous monitoring of
performance in jeopardy.185 The enthusiastic welcome during the piloting phase
generated favourable assumptions about teachers’ implementation capacities and of
readiness to adopt innovation. Finally, the nuachúrsa’s methodological congruence with
existing practice simplified the task: “[B]ecause the training of all teachers had been
according to the Direct Method it was not necessary to give them more than directives
on some techniques which give a new precision to that approach.”186 An important
methodological change was to be introduced based on untested assumptions about the
new programme, displays of enthusiasm among teachers for the innovation, using
existing linguistic competence and pedagogical capital.
The accompanying training provision for serving teachers consisted of inspectorled one-day local meetings for those involved with the specific programme being
disseminated that year.187 Nuachúrsa methodology replaced the ABC methodology in
the colleges of education from 1967. The programme designers trained both their
inspector colleagues and the teacher-trainers selected mainly from among the pilot
cohorts, who in turn assisted the local inspectors in the Buntús in-service days throughout
the country. The primary Inspectorate took on a direct in-service function. The course
emphasis was on practical training through demonstration in the use of the programme
and the audio-visual equipment. The objectives, rationale and linguistic basis of the
approach, presented by a local inspector, was complemented with demonstrations of the
five stages of the weekly programme by assisting teachers, followed by a session on
progression to reading and writing and concluding with clarification on issues arising.188
The manual and materials had been distributed in advance and teachers had been invited
to explore them before the official in-service day. A small minority of teachers had
attended advanced briefings organised by teachers’ study group or convent-based
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sessions.189 Limited ad hoc support was available through the occasional activities of
organisations such as Comhar na mBunmhúinteoirí Gaeilge, established in 1968, and
others under the auspices of Chomhdháil Náisiúnta. 190 The primary Inspectorate’s direct
involvement with this in-service programme marked a change in departmental policy.
Primary in-service provision, traditionally the preserve of a subordinate Organising
Inspectorate, had become part of the primary inspectors’ functions.191
Evaluation of the initiative did not take place at the time. The Teachers’ Study
Group and the INTO’s newly established Education Committee noted in contemporary
reviews the positive responses to the junior grade programmes.192 The nuachúrsa inservice had paid little attention to audio-visual aids per se. Both the INTO’s Education
Committee and Kelleghan and Gorman in an Educational Research Centre report,
identified teacher exposure to audio-visual [AV] use as critical to success in curriculum
innovation and recommended AV demonstrations and courses in local centres.193 Data
emerging from surveys in the 1970s threw a belated critical light on the initiative. A
number of the reports highlighted the inadequacy of the introductory course, an
underestimation of the method’s complexity and a misunderstanding of the implications
and the optimum use of the audio-visual materials provided.194
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Teangeolaíochta Éireann [Linguistics Institute of Ireland] survey, comparing teacher
views of the nuachúrsaí and the previous [ABC direct] method, also identified training
weaknesses in terms of in-service duration, use of equipment and understanding.195 A
second round of one-day in-service interventions in the late 1970s, to support revisions
to the programme, addressed whole-school planning weaknesses which had been picked
up in the primary Inspectorate’s school evaluations.
Summary
The Department of Education’s nuachúrsa in-service initiative was a response to
pressures for an updating of its existing Irish language programme and, specifically, to
make use of recent linguistic research and to employ modern language acquisition
approaches. It fitted an existing policy of incremental curriculum revision.196 While the
INTO was an important source of local educational pressure on the Department other
social, political and economic changes in Ireland in the 1950s and 60s created an
environment and momentum for progress and improvement in language education
generally and for Irish language policy in particular. In this project the Department
enlisted external expertise to assist its language research unit.
The nuachúrsa initiative prioritised universal teacher in-service participation for
the first time since the 1920s. The nuachúrsa’s alignment with the existing ‘ABC’
programme meant that a minimal level of in-service provision was deemed necessary. It
initiated the primary Inspectorate’s involvement in curriculum development, in-service
delivery and monitoring of implementation while ignoring an Organising Inspectorate’s
follow-up advisory function. The in-service strategy relied on the supplementary ad hoc
recruitment of serving teachers in an ancillary function, a task which was facilitated
through the experience gained in the piloting phase. It achieved an acceptable measure
of in-service provision to large numbers of teachers in an efficient and timely manner
while recognising teachers’ competence and expertise. Co-opting teachers coalesced
with the broad welcome and acceptance for the nuachúrsa and the requests for its
extension to all grades. The recognition of teachers in in-service organisation and
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delivery roles served to extend provision in an efficient, non-institutionalised manner.
Teacher involvement softened the centralised provenance of the nuachúrsa.
The Department was well-positioned to implement curriculum change when
compared with voluntary organisations and the Church. Its administrative, financial and
personnel resources allowed for a standardised national provision, diffusion of materials
and supply of subsidised equipment. Its inspectorate was central to dissemination though
the important advisory support functions were not specifically addressed except as a
residual addition to inspectors’ functions. It was less progressive than the Dublin
archdiocese in the use of evaluative procedures to inform curriculum development,
assess implementation and measure the effectiveness of its in-service. The project was
not wholly conceived as part of a planned language policy and its implementation was
overtaken by the review of the total primary curriculum.197

Conclusions
The expansion of in-service education was a response to state and Catholic Church
initiated curriculum changes introduced in the 1960s and, by the end of the decade, led
to modifications to primary in-service policy. The absence of major primary curriculum
changes until then contributed to a traditional, supplementary training or refresher
character to the in-service programmes. The innovations in the two core curriculum
areas, Irish language and religious instruction, were attributed a priority which had not
applied to the Department of Education’s earlier music, Kindergarten or history
curriculum revisions. The circumstances were unusual too, in that the Department and
the Catholic Church, respectively most primary teachers’ de facto and de jure employers,
set about initially revising, and then reforming, the Irish and religion curricula.
State expenditure prioritised initial teacher education in denominational colleges
of education. The teacher education policy revisions of the late 1950s and early 1960s
maintained the strategic importance of initial training.198 The examination, inspection
and rating systems operated by departmental and diocesan Inspectorates sought to sustain
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the investment in initial training and acted to ensure generally satisfactory levels of
achievement. A consequence of this prioritisation was negligible funding for additional
state investment in further teacher training or professional development. The exception
was supplementary music and kindergarten courses, which were perceived as an
extension to teacher training. A minority of teachers proceeded to graduate and postgraduate qualifications at their own expense.
The Department’s efficient summer course arrangements and conditions
provided a template for voluntary groups, the INTO and Church diocesan authorities in
the 1950s, when they organised similarly conceived in-service training and refresher
courses in support of their organisations’ objectives. The Department acquiesced with
this multi-provider environment, permitted contributions by its Organising Inspectorates
and, in negotiations with the INTO, lengthened the duration of the annual holidays in
1952 to enhance teachers’ in-service participation.199 The adequacy of the summer
course model was challenged in the 1960s when the reform of the two core-curriculum
areas, the Department’s Irish and Church’s religion curricula, commenced.
The incremental approach to curriculum revision adopted by the Department of
Education and Catholic diocesan authorities in the early 1960s did not envisage inservice interventions. The Department had issued revised history and needlework Notes
for Teachers without any accompanying in-service provision. Diocesan revisions to the
religious instruction syllabus were regular and the didactic teaching methods then in use
easily accommodated them. An incremental approach was initially adopted with regard
to the two major curriculum areas of Irish and religious knowledge. The approach
reflected contemporary curriculum assumptions of the time, that change was centrally
decided and that revisions were communicated by accepted means of circular, inspector
visits, conferences, publications and teacher-to-teacher communication rather than
formal in-service training.200 The approach accommodated voluntary in-service
participation. The transformation from a review of the Irish and religion syllabi to a
comprehensive reform of the Irish language and religious education curricula resulted in
a mismatch between existing models of in-service training and the professional
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conditions necessary for their implementation. The decisions made by the state and
religious institutions with official curriculum responsibility precipitated the need to
modify in-service policy. The alternative model executed by the INTO, its annual
refresher courses as an embryonic summer school, was insufficient for adoption as a
vehicle for a professional development approach.
The in-service provision which emerged to accompany the Irish and religion
curriculum changes was shaped by the character of the modifications introduced through
the curriculum development process. The in-service component was an afterthought
which grew in importance as the gap between design teams’ curriculum intentions and
teachers’ capacity to implement the reforms widened. The transition from modifying a
syllabus to reforming a curriculum manifested in these two initiatives, locally
represented an internationally recognised phenomenon: the importance of planned
teacher in-service training to the implementation of curriculum reform. The modified inservice approaches adopted by the primary Inspectorate in its Nuachúrsa implementation
programme and the Dublin archdiocese’s in-service trajectory in the 1960s illustrate the
alterations made by the two institutions as they adjusted to the professional ramifications
of their curriculum programmes.
A centralised curriculum design process, located control in ad hoc departmental
or diocesan teams, gradually accommodated teacher involvement. While no teachers
were involved in the design and development phases, their involvement evolved,
commencing with their co-option in piloting draft materials.201 Involvement broadened
during the dissemination phases through the co-option of demonstrator, training-oftrainer and peer-to-peer roles to teacher-practitioners within inspector-led in-service
activities. Teachers’ involvement in the curriculum dissemination and in-service phases
made an important contribution to the favourable reception of the new curricula and the
level of involvement witnessed in both initiatives was an emanation rather than an
intended component of the projects. The in-service programmes retained a training
function and their deployment on a national or diocesan scale was to advance curriculum
implementation. Specialisation flourished within the Inspectorates, a professionalisation
of relationships between them and teachers developed but there was no prioritisation by
Church or Department of formal primary teacher professional development activities.
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Confining expenditures to supplementary teacher training under the respective
inspectorates precluded associated contributions by colleges of education at a juncture
when such collaboration had become practice in adjacent jurisdictions.202
Teacher’s awareness of the utility of in-service training activities increased in the
post-war decades. There was a progressive increase in attendance at summer courses, an
important measure of teacher participation, with surges in 1955, with the INTO courses,
and in 1960, with the Dublin archdiocesan and other dioceses’ courses. Approximations
of average attendances indicate between 5-8% of teachers in the pre-1955 period,
between 10-12% in the second half of the 1950s and attendances rose to approximately
15% when Catholic dioceses entered the field in the 1960s.203 Attendances at the
nuachúrsa one-day in-service courses involved all teachers between 1966-69. By the end
of the 1960s, teacher attendance at short summer in-service courses provided by the
Department and diocesan authorities had become common and in the main urban areas
there were, in addition, INTO branch, study-group and a small number of fee-paying
courses. Attendance at in-service courses was becoming routinised, based on mainly free,
incentivised, summer provision, strongly associated with the implementation of revised
and new curriculum initiatives.
One INTO contribution was an acceleration of policy decisions with regard to
special and remedial education and revision to the Irish language curriculum. While the
CEC’s refresher course initiative failed to elicit any change in departmental in-service
policy, its utilisation of local branch organisation capacities for its courses between 19551964 encouraged branches’ interest in responding to local teachers’ professional
interests. The growth of branch involvement in in-service courses nourished local study
groups, provided a local in-service infrastructure to assist the dissemination of new
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curriculum knowledge and methods, contributed to the status of in-service education and
enhanced teachers’ roles in its provision.
The Department’s and Church’s curriculum implementation-related in-service
initiatives prepared the ground for an evolution of an in-service policy. Accessible inservice training for a majority of teachers to accompany the generally welcomed
curriculum changes provided a rationale and cultivated overall goodwill. The recruitment
of practitioners - teachers, inspectors and college lecturers, to various in-service training
functions highlighted the importance of teachers’ knowledge and experience in the inservice training programmes and stimulated local innovation which was manifested in
local INTO branch and teacher study group projects and activities. Increased teacher
involvement fostered cooperative relationships with the Inspectorates with responsibility
for curriculum change. The emerging emphases pointed to a teacher-centred trajectory.
However, there were no initiatives taken towards institutionalising in-service education.
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Chapter five
In-service training, professional development and the
introduction of a new primary curriculum:
policy in practice 1969-76
Introduction
This chapter will investigate primary professional development and in-service education
and training during the new curriculum implementation period 1969 to 1976. It will
examine the degree to which the Department of Education’s outline plan was
implemented and the role played by an In-service Committee which it established to
coordinate the in-service demands placed on the Department. The contribution made by
the In-service Committee’s main representatives will be examined, including the
Committee’s advocacy of teacher centres. The establishment and early development of
teacher centres is charted, the emergence of a continuum in teacher education concept is
noted and the chapter concludes with a review of the mid 1970s curriculum
implementation surveys to investigate an assessment of the in-service activity to that
point.
By the end of the 1960s in-service education and training had become a
permanent feature in teacher education policies in western countries. The development,
a consequence of the post-war educational expansion and reform which accompanied
industrialisation and modernisation policies, was promoted by international bodies such
as the OECD.1 The achievement of the post-war education system objectives required
increased state investment in a reformed and broadened curriculum for both student
development and the labour force training for modernising economies. This entailed
restructuring school systems and ensuring a supply of qualified teachers to meet the new
demands. The social, technical and educational objectives created new roles and
functions for teachers which were not addressed in initial teacher education, could not
be realised through traditional learning ‘on-the-job’ and, therefore, required formalised
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induction, in-service training and professional development. In-service training had
evolved and expanded in response to these professional challenges.
National structures emerged in some states to coordinate and administer the range
of in-service courses which arose in response to the fast-changing circumstances.2 Such
structures were frequently associated with national educational planning bodies
established to manage the implementation of governments’ education policies.3 Other
countries continued with existing in-service procedures adapted in ad hoc and short-term
ways. Few states established new dedicated in-service education institutions but many
experimented with coordinating structures and institutional partnerships to efficiently
make use of existing institutions. Such advisory arrangements allowed for consultation
among teacher education institutions, state and local administrators and teachers’
associations, the coordination of participation and in-service innovation to meet
emerging demand. In Britain and Northern Ireland, jurisdictions with which Irish
educators were familiar and regularly emulated, teacher education was institutionally
similar to Ireland but because of their decentralised education administrative structures
and recent education legislation, regional in-service administrative structures had been
set up. The in-service advisory committees brought together academic, state, local
administration and the teaching profession into coordination and administrative
structures.4 In other states the historical, legislative and institutional legacies influenced
the character of institutionalisation and the structures set up to coordinate and administer
the in-service phase of what was being recognised as a continuum in teacher education.
The changes to curriculum, pedagogy, school organisation and student
interactions introduced role, task and responsibility changes for teachers. While these
subject areas indicated new directions for initial teacher education the professional,
interpersonal and attitudinal changes demanded of the existing teaching force presented
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a challenge for the traditional models of in-service education and training. Among the
new forms of in-service education to emerge during the 1960s were award-bearing
courses of variable lengths in specialist disciplines and responsibilities, teacher
involvement in school-based curriculum and organisational change projects,
comprehensive advisory support services and practical workshop approaches.
Many of the earliest English teachers centres, for example, were sites of Schools’
Council or local authority curriculum development projects.5 Workshop approaches
promoted the use of new technologies in modern language and science teaching. The
school as workplace became a venue for cooperative and team learning activities.6 These,
and other in-service activities responded to personal, professional, school, career
mobility and education system demands and the emerging patterns of provision
contributed to the concept of a continuum in professional teacher education which was
widely accepted in the 1970s and was endorsed in the influential British James’ Report
of 1972.7
Economic development and increased higher education opportunities changed
the occupational environment for well-qualified school leavers. This affected teacher
recruitment and retention with implications for the effectiveness of the education
provided. The decade of education expansion with its competition for teachers
demonstrated that there were relationships between teacher supply and professional
status, the standing of initial teacher education, career mobility and relative incomes.8 As
these connections became clearer to policy-makers labour market competition raised the
importance of teacher retention and highlighted the holistic nature of teacher policies.
This placed in-service education and training in a critical position in states’ teacher
policies. The availability of In-service education and training, its relevance to teachers’
personal and professional development and its importance in innovation and in achieving
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government education policies gave it a new importance. The teacher education reports
and surveys during the 1970s confirmed its position on the continuum.
Ireland experienced similar education expansion, school restructuring and
curriculum reform as elsewhere, though the process commenced somewhat later, in the
early 1960s.9 The most radical change to the education system was the introduction of
‘free’ post-primary education nationally in 1967, which would have an unprecedented
impact on economic development, social mobility and cultural change.10
In relation to reform at primary level, the subject of this thesis, the main Irish
primary education reforms took place in the second half of the 1960s. Minor piece-meal
improvements to primary education had taken place in the first half of the decade while
the main focus of political and Departmental attention was the expansion and reform of
post-primary education beginning in 1963.11 The implications for the primary
curriculum, its policy of incremental curriculum revision, for primary-post-primary
curriculum alignment and the status of the primary certificate examination became
obvious. The other major deficiencies in primary education were highlighted in the 1965
OECD-sponsored investigation, Investment in Education.12 Its findings on the quality of
school buildings, and the impact on teacher deployment of the wide distribution of many
small rural schools prompted a school rationalisation policy, directed at improving
accommodation while making more efficient and equitable use of the primary teaching
force. The building and amalgamation programme converged with contemporary
improvements in school design, introduced from 1965, which expanded the space and
facilities for modern teaching approaches, libraries and additional subjects.13
Planning began to play an important function within the Department of
Education.14 The establishment of a Development Branch and the inclusion of
9
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‘education’ as a component in national planning strategies from 1964 signalled an
adoption of rational planning approaches in the short term. While the impact of planning
was manifested in post-primary educational expansion, some of its influence was
mediated within the Department though the preparations in 1966 for an education White
Paper to set out government education policies. The impetus the preparatory process
generated within the Primary Administration Branch [PAB] and the primary Inspectorate
continued after the abandonment of producing the White Paper in 1967 and it formed the
foundations for the radical overhaul of the primary school curriculum.15 Planning for
implementation took place within a more integrated context than the earlier curriculum
revisions to history and Irish. The decisions to locate responsibility for school building
and furniture design and for school amalgamations within the Department’s new
Building Unit and setting up an audio-visual unit contributed to the inspectorate’s
curriculum planning.16 The general economic buoyancy of the period, the government’s
commitment to improving pupil-teacher-ratios and the Inspectorate’s adoption of direct
responsibility for teacher in-service education enhanced the Department’s capacity to
outline a fairly comprehensive plan for curriculum implementation.17 The oil crisis of
1973-74, its impact on national economies and the budgetary retrenchment which
followed in 1974-75 severely damaged the phased implementation.
The changes taking place in Irish primary schools in the 1960s contributed to
creating an environment conducive to curriculum change. Opportunities for curriculum
innovation and methodological discretion followed the changes to the teacher inspection
regime,18 announced following agreement in 1959 and a minority of teachers availed of
the latitude which this provided to introduce additional subjects or innovative
methodologies which the Department’s annual reports of the period highlighted.19 The
many minor building, resource, syllabus and regulatory reforms prompted other small15
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scale innovations. The new school libraries stimulated project work, assembly halls
facilitated physical education and music activities and school educational tours were
encouraged. Pupil activity, as outlined in the previous chapter, was integrated into the
new religious education and Irish language curriculum changes in the mid-1960s. The
general welcome given to these two curriculum initiatives and the extent of in-service
participation pointed to an openness to and capacity for change among a significant
proportion of teachers. These programmes contributed to an arousal of parental interest
and involvement in primary schooling which had been largely absent from Irish primary
education. The Department’s curriculum implementation strategy was largely based on
the readiness for change which it perceived within the system and its objective was, then,
in the words of Mr Tomás Ó Floinn, assistant secretary, Primary Branch, “to create the
conditions so as to enable it [the new curriculum] to move into the schools of its own
momentum.”20
There were changes within the two-year primary teacher education course in
preparation for the planned curriculum change. The late 1960s witnessed the
appointment of curriculum subject specialists to college staffs and equipping resource
areas to advance curriculum adaptation. Many of the specialists held post-graduate
qualifications and were in a position to assist the primary Inspectorate prepare for the
introduction of the new curriculum.21 The Commission on Higher Education in 1967 and
the Higher Education Authority in 1970 recommended an extension of primary teacher
education to a concurrent three-year degree course. Following dissension among
interested parties over a degree validating institution, negotiations between the colleges
and universities resulted in university degrees and three-year concurrent courses in
1974.22 Expectations among serving teachers of opportunities to upgrade to a BEd degree
were not realised until the 1980s.23
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A new curriculum
A readiness for change
A readiness among primary teachers to adopt progressive pedagogic approaches
gradually materialised throughout the course of the 1960s. It was part of an emerging
professional environment, conducive to debate on policy, curricular and pedagogical
aspects of education, which flourished in the 1960s and 70s. The removal of the
regulatory constraints on teachers with the revision of the inspection and ratings regimes
in 1959 was an important juncture in primary schools’ methodological innovation,
curriculum and class organisation flexibility in the next decade.24 The sources of
innovation were attributed to intervention of the new Infants’ programme, in-service
courses, the free half-day initiative and the activities of teacher study groups. The
Inspectorate encouraged methodological innovation in the higher grades in the 1960s and
change was boosted through revisions to the programme of teacher education in 19623.25 A readiness for change was demonstrated in the general welcome given to the new
Irish language and religious education curricula in the mid-1960s. These developments
were facilitated by the increased classroom space in the revised school building
regulations introduced in 1962 and with the 1963 revisions to the initial teacher education
programme. These changes in the professional environment went some way towards
contributing to conditions advantageous to introducing and implementing a new
curriculum.
The primary curriculum changes occurred within a broad national policy agenda.
The educational reforms introduced in the 1960s, reinforced though the findings of
OECD Study Team report, Investment in Education, included, as well as the
democratisation of post-primary schooling, a broadening of the post-primary curriculum,
creating an opportunity for a more extensive overhaul of the primary curriculum than
had been envisaged at the start of the 1960s. The curriculum debate focused attention on
the purposes of primary education, the aims, content and pedagogy of the curriculum and
an examination of the of progressive, child-centred approaches then imbuing primary
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practice in Britain and Northern Ireland.26 The primary Inspectorate’s curriculum
reforms built on tendencies conducive to progressive approaches which it had observed
within the system already.27
The broad policy agenda placed limits on primary curriculum development and
in-service policy. The primary, secondary and technical branches of the Inspectorate
operated independently within the Department of Education inhibiting curriculum
alignment and policy coordination between the primary and the two post-primary
branches. Policy coordination, under the new Development Branch within the
Department, was directed at second-level and further education, deflecting attention from
primary-post-primary alignment. The challenge facing innovation by the primary
Inspectorate was in mobilising resources within a context of Departmental
compartmentalisation.
Comprehensive curriculum reform replaces incremental subject revision
Nevertheless, the primary Inspectorate was well placed to chart new curriculum
directions. Specialisation among that body had been encouraged in the 1960s, annual
conferences of the primary Inspectorate commenced in 1961 and the Organising
Inspectorate had upgraded to inspector grade, enhancing the body’s specialisation. There
was increased inspector familiarity with modern primary curriculum theory and practice
through the development and dissemination of the nuachúrsa Irish programme,
involvement in the summer training courses to upgrade Junior Assistant Mistresses to
trained teacher status and through curriculum-focused study visits abroad.28 As observed
in the previous chapter’s section on the Irish nuachúrsa, the Inspectorate had been
temporarily augmented by serving teachers’ co-option as trainers.
By 1966, the subject-by-subject approach to primary curriculum revision had
become one of a comprehensive overhaul.29 The full curriculum review, originally part
26
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of a planned education White Paper which had not proceeded, was sustained by the
primary Inspectorate. While the Inspectorate controlled the drafting stages, an extensive,
structured consultation process ensued along the lines used by new Development
Branch.30 Separate inspector sub-committees contributed to a ‘working document’,
compiled by a ‘new curriculum steering committee’ and disseminated to the various
education interests for consultation and feedback in October 1968.31 Initial responses to
the draft were generally positive with reservations concerning school accommodation,
furniture and equipment, class size and the timing and the pace of its implementation.
The formal responses highlighted preparing serving teachers.32
Curriculum in-service: “careful planning for the work of the school”33
The Department’s ‘new curriculum steering committee’, charged in late 1967 with
oversight of the implementation, included consideration of an in-service programme as
a component of its planning agenda.34 No detail on an in-service proposal was tabled at
the new curriculum consultative meeting with the educational interests in October.
Preparation for implementation was mentioned at the meeting only in general terms and
references to training were recorded as “regional conferences for inspectors would be
held, and conferences of teachers, with a view of familiarising inspectors and teachers
with the new approach.”35 Teacher and school management interests submitted their
responses to the Department before Easter 1969, when the Minister, Mr Brian Lenihan,
traditionally addressed their annual conferences.36
The minister announced in-service courses and the preparation “of hand books
and notes for teachers” as a major contribution towards the implementation of the new
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curriculum. More specifically, he announced that summer courses for principal teachers
had “been given priority because of the key role the [they] will play in the
implementation of new curriculum.”37 The minister set out the rationale for this decision
as premised on professional responsibility for planning and co-ordination under the
supervision of the principal teacher. The new curriculum offered teachers freedom in
curricular and methodological choices related to the local context. The remaining
components of the ‘re-training’ support programme were outlined at a principal teachers’
summer course held in in St Patrick’s College, Drumcondra in 1969.38 The updated retraining strategy now comprised:39
•

Departmental courses for all principal teachers, followed by courses for teachers
provided by other institutions,

•

District demonstration schools [ionaid curaclaim] as venues for the professional
development of local trainers [or oilteoirí] and for principal and teacher visits and,

•

The provision of a teacher’s handbook

•

The supply of appropriate equipment and resources.

This strategy was to be accompanied by a range of in-service vacation courses of the
various providers approved by the Department.40
The strategy was intended as a school-focused one. The important function of
principal teachers in steering and co-ordinating the implementation in schools was
evident in the minister’s INTO Congress address, a lecture by assistant secretary, Tomás
Ó Floinn, an Irish Times interview given by Departmental officials and in Séamus de
Buitléar’s 1969 Oideas article.41 An attendee at the 1969 Drumcondra principal teachers’
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course pointed out the participants’ surprise at a divisional inspector’s “heart stopping
announcement” of their new managerial functions in curriculum leadership, planning and
co-ordination. Subject specialisation among staff and in recruitment was recommended
also.42 The expectations echoed the curriculum leadership functions being played by
headteachers in many British primary schools during the 1960s.43
These new curricular and organisational responsibilities were a significant
change to the existing functions of principal teachers who were appointed “to administer
the system efficiently within clearly prescribed rules and regulations determined by
church and state”.44 A challenge for the majority who were teaching principals, was how
to achieve this while having full class teaching responsibilities themselves.45 The priority
on the principal teachers’ courses was familiarisation with curriculum content,
methodological change, the use of activity and concrete materials rather than curriculum
leadership issues. The one-week residential courses continued in the summer of 1970
and, during 1970-71 school year, for the principal teachers of one-to-three teacher
schools.46 The proposed increase in managerial responsibility of principal teachers was
to be re-iterated in subsequent Departmental documents, including the new handbook,
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Possibilities', Oideas, 50 (2003), 10-39, p 11.
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There were approximately 3,600 teaching and between 400-500 administrative principals in
1969-70, Department of Education, Statistical Report 1968/69 – 1971/72, p 9. The principals’
in-service programme 1969-1971, catering for 1,500, initially ignored about 2,000 principals of
one-to-three teacher schools. Ó Floinn ['New Curriculum', p 8] saw implementation in small
primary schools “an impossibility”, possibly explaining the omission.
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The courses were organised in July and took place in colleges of education in Drumcondra, the
Church of Ireland, Rathmines and Limerick. The provision for the principal teachers in one-tothree teacher schools was arranged following INTO representations on their exclusion from the
initial departmental plan. They were offered shorter briefing sessions during the school year.
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Primary School Curriculum, and circular 16/73 on duties and responsibilities of principal
and promoted teachers.47
“Lighthouse” and “missionary” centres 48
From Autumn 1969 ‘Demonstration schools’ were being selected by the Inspectorate
where new curriculum content and methodologies were to be piloted and monitored with
the advice and support of the district inspector.49 The pace of this implementation stage
was moderated firstly, because time was needed for inspectors’ training and
opportunities to travel abroad to observe the new methods in action.50 A second stage
focused on the identification, selection and induction of prospective ‘early adopter’
principals and teachers as the nucleus for the demonstration schools. School participation
was accompanied by limited departmental grant-aid towards necessary equipment and
resources.51 Demonstration and pilot schools, distributed across the 48 inspectoral
districts, aimed to exemplify implementation in typical school settings, provide feedback
which would, through the inspectors, inform the curriculum steering committee. An
anticipated 600 demonstration schools by the 1971-2 school year would be venues for
observation and peer-to-peer learning through pre-arranged, inspector-approved
principal and teacher visits.52 This strand of the implementation strategy presumed that
pilot school experimentation, observation visits and collegial discussion would provide
the momentum to advance adoption of the new curriculum, motivation to attend short in-
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Department of Education, 'Primary School Curriculum', (vol. 1; Dublin: Stationery Office,
1971) at 'Organisation: the principal and the curriculum', p 21.; Department of Education,
Circular 16/73, ‘Posts of Responsibility - Duties and Responsibilities’, 1973
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The Irish Times, ‘Primary curriculum: change will be slow’, 9 August, 1969, p 11
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‘Minute of the In-service Steering Group Meeting November 1970’, INTO, CEC Report for
1970-71, p 80
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Sr Marian Walsh noted that inspectors’ familiarity with new child-centred curriculum
approaches was though visits to schools in the UK, US and some European countries: Walsh,
'The Implementation of the 1971 Curriculum', p 51.
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Centres]', (Department of Education: Unpublished lecture 6 January, 1971). Department of
Education, Circular 20/71 ‘New curriculum – pilot schools’, 1971.
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service courses, be a spur for the setting up or expansion of existing local study groups
and of guidance on the acquisition of concrete materials for active learning.53 Walsh, in
his study of curriculum implementation, concluded that the achievement of this particular
strategy fell short of ambition.54
The training-of-trainers or oilteoirí component of the primary Inspectorate’s plan
addressed a number of strategic aims. It would stimulate curriculum subject
specialisation among primary teachers, enable local demonstration schools become
“lighthouse” and “missionary” centres of peer-to-peer dissemination

55

and provide

locally a cohort of “lecturers and demonstrators” to lead or assist local study groups in
curriculum development and provide courses to others.56 Teachers were nominated for
specialist training as trainers by inspectors and the training courses commenced in June
1971 on completion of those for principal teachers. The trainers “will be well equipped
to radiate the message and spread [it] in ever widening circles,” the new minister, Mr
Pádraig Faulkner, promised delegates at the 1972 INTO Easter Congress.57 The
Department’s oilteoirí courses comprised intensive, three- and later two-week,
residential courses across each curriculum subject area. The training continued in
summer 1972 and 1973, but during teachers’ own holidays.58 The additional “lecturers
and demonstrators” emerging from the courses would augment the hard-pressed
Inspectorate, training college staff and other lecturers in continuing the extensive range
of short new curriculum-related lectures, workshops, weekend and summer courses.59
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The chief inspector’s lecture to the Child Study Association in early 1970 as reported in AMN,
14, 9 (1970), p 23.
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NA/Taois/GIS/1/149, Mr P Faulkner, Tralee, 4 April 1972, p 2
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NA/Taois/GIS/1/149, Mr P Faulkner at the INTO Tralee Congress, 4 April 1972, p 2: He added
that the trainers “will be well equipped to radiate the message and spread [it] in ever widening
circles.”
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There were 50 teachers approximately in each of seven curriculum areas selected, two from
each district inspector’s area in each year of its operation. The training of trainers’ courses
continued in 1972 and 1973: INTO CEC Report for 1973-74, p 37 and CEC Report for 1974-75,
p 22. The 1972 and 1973 courses took place during teachers’ holidays unlike the nuachúrsa
training courses which took place during the school year and 1971 three-week residential oilteirí
course which took place in June. See also, De Buitléir, 'New Primary Curriculum', pp 10-11..
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They would be available also to carry out in-service activities being organised by the
INTO, teacher study groups and, when established, local teacher centres.
Others groups’ in-service training perspectives
The Dublin based Teachers’ Study Group’s critique of the draft new curriculum,
published in advance of the 1969 Easter conferences,60 highlighted many of the
departmental in-service priorities but recommended more active interventions in support
of specialist curriculum areas and an advisory support structure for principal teachers in
their new curriculum leadership function.61 The Study Group placed a similar emphasis
on whole-school implementation but called for more systematic and comprehensive
training in subject content and methodologies rather than the dependence on ad hoc
voluntary provision which the Department envisaged.
The INTO promoted a novel suggestion along with a reiteration of its short- and
long-term course proposals. Its President, in his 1969 Easter Congress address, proposed
the idea of teacher centres “to maintain [teachers’] interest in the curriculum”. 62 Centres
were an INTO committee’s recommendation for training in audio-visual technology,
now extended to function “as an incubator for ideas, an information centre, a workshop
– and not least, a social centre.” 63 This description encompassed some of the in-service
activities which the Inspectorate attributed to its demonstration schools or ionaid
churaclaim. The teacher centre concept was to be pursued by the INTO in its formal
response to curriculum working document.64
A national curriculum day
The teachers’ handbook and the supply of appropriate equipment were the final strands
of the Department’s re-training strategy. The handbook was published in two volumes,
in Spring and in Autumn 1971 and equipment grants were extended to all primary
60

Day (ed.), Reports on the Curriculum. It was published in March 1969.
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The TSG added mathematics to a music, PE and art peripatetic training and advisory service
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Southbank Teachers' Centre, Leeds', Visual Education, 10 (1968).
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‘Report from the Education Committee’ in AMN, 14, 14 (Sept 1970), p 9.
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schools.65 The handbook was intended as a means of in-service preparation, a digest of
methodological approaches and a manual for implementation combined with chapters on
its underlying philosophy and directions for its whole-school implementation.66 While a
whole-school approach was the Inspectorate’s preference, spelled out in the handbook
and in a subsequent circular, the administrative, organisational and leadership changes
to manage implementation were omitted from the in-service components. Principal
teacher and staff preparation for collective curriculum decision-making was not built into
the in-service planning and decisions on curriculum implementation were as much the
individual teacher’s as whole-school decisions. An opportunity for school-based
discussion, conceded by the Department in response to INTO pressure, was the national
curriculum day on 5 November 1971 to assess the professional challenges which lay
ahead. In many instances, the meetings were organised on a local INTO or Conference
of Convent Primary School branch basis and the Department assisted in arranging
speakers if required.67 An outcome was that a majority of teachers met to discuss
implementation, not as staffs which would have met the school-based criterion which the
Department envisaged, but in larger fora.68
In a significant way the curriculum day arrangements highlighted the different
understandings of the change process held by the Inspectorate and teachers’ associations.
The Department had planned its curriculum implementation primarily as a schoolcentred change process, mediated through collegial discussion and focused on teachers
as staff members. The demand for an unplanned national curriculum day meant that the
Department conceded control over the day’s organisation to local agency where the
dominant perspective was on implementation as individuals attending a professional
body or study group meeting. In many such meetings, curriculum implementation was
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The Department’s teaching aid/equipment grant allocation rose to £425,000 by 1974 but the
allocated amount was never planned to meet schools’ needs. The Minister, Mr P Faulkner, told
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equivalent to individual implementation. The Department had prioritised a schoolcentred strategy but without adequate preparation for school-focused administrative and
organisational adjustments.
The Department’s In-service Steering Committee: “Endeavouring to cope with the
enthusiasm of teachers”69
The ad hoc provision of short summer courses by several agencies was to prove
insufficient to meet the demand generated by the reception given to the published draft
curriculum. This provision was intended to complement the Department’s programme of
information briefings, principal teacher and oilteoirí training and visits to curriculum
centres. Along with at least 40 summer courses in 1969, evening and weekend lectures
and courses were organised during the 1969-70 school year, making demands on the
Inspectorate and college of education staff as speakers. Teacher attendances at summer
courses in 1969 and 1970 were in the order of several thousands and were to reach nearly
half of the primary teacher population in the early 1970s.70
The level of demand was such that, even before the official 1971 launch of the
new curriculum, the Department was “endeavouring to cope with the enthusiasm of
teachers for instruction and information on various aspects of the New Curriculum”. This
precipitated the Department into “active consideration … to put [in-service courses] on
a regular and formal basis so that as many teachers as possible may be enabled to avail
themselves of refresher courses at reasonable periods.” 71 To realise this the Department
proposed in May 1970 a committee representative of the Department, the INTO “and
other interested parties, e.g., the training colleges”. This Steering Committee first met,
under assistant secretary [primary branch] Tomás Ó Floinn, on 10 November.72 The
inaugural meeting of the primary In-service Committee included university
representatives but without representatives of school management authorities or the post69

Tomás Ó Floinn, Assistant Secretary Primary Branch in a letter to INTO general secretary,
May 1970: AMN, 14, 10 (1970), p 5
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INTO, CEC Report for 1973-74, p 37. Many other courses and lecture series were organised
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lecturer in Mary Immaculate Training College over eight weeks in spring 1969, organised in a
Mercy Sisters’ school hall.
71

Tomás Ó Floinn, letter to INTO May 1970: CEC Report for 1970-71, p75-76
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Minute of the Steering Committee meeting, in INTO CEC Report for 1970/71 pp 77-82. This
memo represents an accessible record of the meeting.
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primary sector.73 A major task for the committee was the rationalisation of the available
resources and personnel to meet the unexpected, and unplanned demand.
Department’s long-term aspirations
The Department revealed long-term policy aspirations. One was a structure coordinate
in-service training and a second was the regular release of teachers for further in-service
studies. The Committee chair, Mr Ó Floinn, referred to future in-service training “as a
continuing process” and that such training would become “a permanent organised feature
of our educational system” based on co-ordination, collaboration and the pooling of
institutional resources. The chair indicated the universities’ contribution to the future
development long-term courses.

74

The Minister, Mr Faulkner, elaborated on the long-

term plan when he promised a framework for teachers’ ‘refresher course’ release every
seven or eight years at the INTO Easter congress early the following year. 75 However,
the over-riding objective for the In-service Committee was to address the immediate
provision of in-service courses. 76
A degree of urgency pervaded the INTO minute of the first meeting. The
Department and the INTO agreed on the need to address the high demand for information
and training among teachers. This resulted in the prioritisation of short courses, a
temporary deferral of long courses and the establishment of a small working party to
expedite planning and make proposals on planning a permanent structure, “even of a
loose nature” for “a continuing structure for in-service training”. 77 The colleges’ inservice contribution was conditional on funding and their participation would remain
voluntary. The discussion and decisions applied to the primary sector only.
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examination of the INTO teacher centre proposal was assigned to the in-service working
party.
The small, representative working party agreed the first phase of the training of
trainers/oilteoirí programme which began in June 1971 on completion of the third phase
of the principal teachers’ courses in Spring of that year.79 The working party researched
the teacher centre proposal and completed its report, following a study visit of teacher
centres in Wales and England by two of its members, in summer 1971.80 The working
party identified annually the in-service priorities which led to the allocation of resources
and it was examining study leave arrangements when committee activities ceased
following the oil-crisis in late 1973. INTO reports on in-service decisions point to the
central role of the working party rather than the Steering Committee, indicating a focus
on implementation rather than the long-term policy consideration of the parties.81

Teacher centres
The origins of the teacher centre idea
The genesis and development of teacher centres requires a brief description to
contextualise the concept before considering institutional transfer and its adaptation to
Irish circumstances. It is generally agreed that teacher centres developed initially in postwar Britain for a variety of purposes. Some were related to curriculum development,
others to teachers’ social needs; some were part of university Institutes of Education,
others to support raising the school-leaving age initiatives; some to assist primary
curriculum in-service courses and others as bases for Local Education Authority advisory
teacher service. In most cases centres operated from a motley array of surplus
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deceased participants. A third working party member, Br S.V. Ó Súilleabháin, also researched
and wrote on teacher centres: see S V Ó Súilleabháin, 'Teachers Centres: Theory and Practice',
Oideas, 10 (1973), 13-17.
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the award of EPV days and travel expenses in the INTO, CEC Report for 1973-74, p 40.
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accommodation.82 Through the 1960s a convergence occurred focused on their suitability
and appropriateness for localised in-service training and curriculum development
initiatives, as meeting places for teacher study groups and venues for use of and training
in new audio, visual, reprographic and other equipment. This led to their diffusion
throughout the UK by the end of the 1960s. By the mid-1960s a teacher centre was
attached to Queen’s University Belfast Institute of Education.83
While the original stimulus for the centres’ establishment differed, the patterns
of use had coalesced around a cluster of common activities by the late 1960s and this
concept of teacher centre was to experience a decade of significant growth in the UK and
elsewhere. A major attraction, during this period of rising teacher professionalisation,
was teacher centres’ relative autonomy and responsiveness to teacher-directed
professional development.84 They were complementary to academic, award-bearing,
university or training college in-service courses and in some instances teacher centres
were located within tertiary institutions. However, in the effort to maximise accessibility
most teacher centres were of a dispersed, ad hoc variety, offered a range of what larger
centres could provide, were located in convenient venues, mostly surplus space in
schools and colleges.85 Teacher centre management usually represented the various
educational interests, and were usually teacher-centric.86
The Northern teacher centre initiative
Teacher centres became part of teacher in-service structures in Northern Ireland [NI] in
1969. A Working Party on the provision and organisation of in-service training to
implement the Northern Ireland Advisory Council’s 1968 primary curriculum revisions
made recommendations for a permanent in-service committee to, firstly, coordinate the
provision of courses and for liaison among various providing bodies. Secondly, the
82
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Working Party directed the extension of the existing teacher centres to cover all regions
where there was viable, sustainable teacher interest.87 This proposed network, including
two existing university-based centres, would facilitate and localise existing Ministry of
Education in-service training provision [then largely based in the colleges of education
in Belfast], the courses provided by the local education authorities and those of other
groups. Support for schools participating in the Schools Council curriculum projects
under the Northern Ireland Schools Curriculum Committee would transfer to the teacher
centre network.88 The size, function and location of the 12 planned centres took account
of the distribution of schools and teachers, and the location of the various curriculum
projects. Centre management was through committees of teachers with nominated higher
education, central and local government representatives.89
The INTO Education Committee used Northern Ireland and British in-service
reports to draw up its in-service training recommendations in 1970. 90 Teacher centres
were a component along with its proposal for a coordinated programme of short- and
long-term in-service courses involving cooperation among the various providers.
Teachers centres: a permanent structure, “even of a loose nature”? 91
The in-service working party submitted a report on teacher centres to the Department in
1971.92 The report formed the basis of negotiations between the INTO and the
Department and the subsequent Minister’s 1972 announcements.93 The Department
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moved quickly to identify criteria, locations, accommodation in November 1971.94 The
proposed functions replicated those which had been advanced by the INTO,95 placed
centre management and overall direction firmly in the hands of locally elected teachers
and suggested procedural guidelines and legal templates.96
A blueprint was envisaged for the centres’ development. Mr Faulkner, the
minister announcing the teacher centre decision in the Dáil in 1972, contemplated an
eventual 30 while his successor, Mr Richard Burke foresaw up to 40 fulfilling the core
social, workshop, meeting and display functions.97 A pre-existing teachers’ study group,
accommodation, outside-school opening hours and part-time voluntary staffing would
allow centres respond to local priorities and, in the words of the working party report,
“develop its own personality”.

98

Centres were independent of the Department and

managed by elected serving local primary and secondary teachers.99 The involvement of
local inspectors was restricted to advisory roles and without active participation in centre
management, operation or direction.100 No structured network was planned to link
centres together or vertically connect them the In-service Steering Committee, colleges
of teacher education, or the Inspectorate. Centres’ formal relationships were with its
members and the Department of Education’s Primary Administration Branch to whom
centres reported annually.
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By contrast, these structures differed from centres in Northern Ireland and Great
Britain where the links between centres and the HMI, local education administration,
colleges of education and university education departments were institutionalised. 101
The Northern centres’ in-service programming combined local and central components
which, following consultation, was budgeted and funded.102 The Republic’s teacher
centre autonomy came at a cost: the absence of an integrating administrative framework,
formal connections with teacher education institutions, professional associations or the
Inspectorate. There was, therefore, only indirect access to potential in-service policy
making networks.103
Centres for all teachers?
The Department of Education foresaw the teacher centre initiative achieving a political
goal. Tensions between the teacher unions, which were of serious concern to the
government from the late 1960s until a resolution in the early 1970s, had affected other
aspects of the Department’s education policy.104 Local collaboration on areas such as
curriculum and educational development generally and in-service training activities in
particular was seen as having the potential to re-establish working levels of trust between
the teacher unions, school management authorities and the Department.105 This resulted
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in changes of emphasis in the discussions on setting up centres, which, up to this point,
had been conducted between Primary Administration, the In-service Steering Committee
and the INTO. Discussions were expanded in 1971 to include the post-primary sector
which had been in separate discussions on establishing centres for various subject
associations.106
The legacy of teacher centres’ primary sector origins was evident through the
1970s. Centres’ provenance was rooted in primary-oriented in-service purposes,
institutions and structures, negotiations were largely conducted among primary
education agencies, administrative and financial relations were with the Primary
Administration Branch and identification of the majority of initial centres was associated
with primary-oriented study group venues.
A centre of curriculum innovation and development or a venue for courses, lectures
and seminars?
It was not clear how between 30-40 anticipated teacher centres integrated with the
primary Inspectorate’s school-centred scheme. Centres could provide venues for active
study groups’ activities, oilteoirí-led in-service lectures and workshops, local curriculum
initiatives and resource centre. Established in-service course providers would continue
the delivery of short- and later long-term courses coordinated by the in-service Steering
Committee. There was, therefore, uncertainty with regard to centres’ involvement in the
provision of in-service courses and the use of the terms curriculum innovation,
curriculum development and curriculum implementation in official statements left study
groups and centre management committees unclear as in the execution of the local
responsibilities.
and later as vehicles “where primary and post-primary teachers are afforded an opportunity of
becoming familiar with each other's work and with each other's difficulties”, see Dáil Éireann
Debates, 2 March 1972, Education estimates debate, vol 259, cols 887 and 2030 respectively.
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A post-primary Education Centre Association [ECA] was formed in early 1971, to represent
subject associations and to pursue the establishment of a centre with the Department to provide
accommodation for the associations’ educational, administrative and social objectives [See The
Irish Times, ‘Moves for national education centre’, 14 December 1971, p 14].
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with the Department’s on-going teacher centres preparations. Following negotiations, the ECA
agreed to support the proposed teacher centre concept in January 1972 and by March had
abandoned its own education centre objective [See O’Reilly, ‘Teachers’ Centres’, pp 60-64 and
p 74].
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The uncertainty is illustrated in iterations of centres’ functions which are outlined
chronologically.
•

The INTO recommended in 1969 that each teachers’ centre would function as a
“centre where teachers might attend courses in specific subjects organised by
appropriate authorities.”107

•

The In-service Steering Committee’s working party June 1971 report perceived the
function “to arrange courses on the subject of curriculum development.”108

•

The Minister, Mr Faulkner, spelled out centres’ functions in his 1972 Dáil education
estimates speech. With regard to in-service courses the centres were “to provide a
meeting place for courses of study of the school curriculum.” 109

•

At the Easter conferences in 1972 the minister spoke of the centres as places where
curriculum change and development was “more fully appreciated by teachers who
have an opportunity … to meet and discuss the problems and difficulties” and “to
plan, organize and attend lectures, demonstrations and even short courses.”110

•

Mr Faulkner, in his description of the Department’s oilteoirí initiative in 1972, noted
that these “lecturers and demonstrators” would be available to teacher centres to
advance “curriculum development” work. Oilteoirí training had commenced in June
1971. 111
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•

S. B. Ó Cléirigh, in an authoritative article in Oideas in 1973, pointed to the curricular
function of centres as “courses, lectures and seminars to plan, co-ordinate and
manage the implementation and development of curriculum.” 112
The challenge of a ‘curriculum development’ ideal, envisaged as an important

teacher centre objective, was acknowledged by an early teacher centre director, Mr Kevin
Hurley. Despite the efforts made by various groups to promote a ‘curriculum
development’ approach to the work of teacher centres, by the mid-1970s the centres had
“became more involved with a form of in-service training than with controlled
experimentation in the curriculum.” 113 Prof. S.V. Ó Súilleabháin feared that teacher
centres, in their responses to teachers’ in-service demands, could “show a rather narrow
preoccupation with the techniques of teaching” rather than opportunities for professional
development.114
Curriculum development was, however, a novel activity in Irish education.115
The recent primary Irish language and religious education curriculum reforms exposed
primary teachers to the implementation stages rather than to curriculum design or
development. As a consequence, content, methodologies, and classroom organisation
with regard to pupil activity and concrete materials were the priorities in in-service
programming and underpinned teacher centres’ functions. Centres provided venues for
teacher discussion, materials’ preparation and local curriculum initiatives, without
provision for curriculum leadership or expertise, recognised in the post-primary
curriculum development projects centred in Dublin and Shannon and in the Northern
Ireland exemplars. No full-time staffing, curriculum expertise or institutional links to
such expertise was envisaged in the original teacher centre model. A corollary was the
112

“Cúrsaí, léachtaí agus seiminéir a bhaineann le chur i bhfeidhm agus le forbairt churaclaim a
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Group and INTO Education Committee. He recounted an Educational Research Centre [ERC]
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uncertainty about centres’ responsibility for in-service course activity. It was a symptom
of a structural inadequacy.
Autonomy and the development of centres’ “own personality” 116
Teacher centre autonomy, a principle pursued by the INTO,117 was more extensive in
Ireland than in other jurisdictions where institutional relationships, either with
educational administration or with teacher education or both underpinned centres’
activities. Northern Ireland, for instance, had followed the British pattern with links to
university Institutes of Education, the Department of Education and local education
authorities. Coordination was effected by a representative in-service committee.118 The
constitution of Irish teacher centres precluded such coherence and, in fact, accentuated
centres’ isolation institutionally and inhibited until later in the 1970s the emergence of a
coherent network of centres.119 The centres’ primary sector foundations bound them, in
the eyes of post-primary bodies as essentially a primary phenomenon. The consequences
of the financial retrenchment that followed the 1973 oil crisis brought centres’
representatives together to collectively lobby the Department for financial relief.120
Twelve centres were established by the end of 1972 and between one and two in
each of the following years making a total of 21 when the 1980 White Paper was
published. The existence of teacher study groups largely determined location and, as a
result, distribution was idiosyncratic. There was meagre funding and centres’ part-time
status placed onerous demands on voluntary personnel. The differences in local centre
programmes and activities was attributable to location variables such as teacher density
and heterogeneity, proximity to higher and teacher education institutions and the level of
innovation within the local education community. The composition, enthusiasm and
professional experiences and perspectives of the management committee members also
contributed to activity.
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There was an absence of centre summer courses until the late 1970s.121 The
Department made selective use of some centres for short audio-visual summer courses
122

and for two years from 1973, part-time primary remedial courses in Limerick and

Cork teachers’ centres.123 The menu for the generality of centres comprised, therefore,
lectures and meetings, access to reprographic equipment, exhibitions and short evening
or weekend courses. Centres were acceptable to the Inspectorate, becoming places “to
create the conditions so as to enable it [the new curriculum] to move into the schools of
its own momentum.”124 The retrenchment which followed the mid-1970s financial crisis
was a turning point for teacher centres.

The mid-1970s and curriculum implementation surveys
“Adequate provision is made for all aspects of the curriculum.” 125
Evaluations of curriculum implementation took place in 1975 by the Educational
Research Centre, the INTO, the Conference of Convent Primary Schools [CCPS] and the
Inspectorate. Separately, Comhairle na Gaeilge, Institúd Teangeolaíochta Éireann and
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the INTO Education Committee examined progress from distinct vantage points.126
Interestingly, in-service education was not central to the evaluations. The four main
curriculum surveys reported measures of concern for achievement and teacher capability
in the teaching of Irish, PE, Music, aspects of Mathematics and art and craft as set out in
the new curriculum. They reported moderate levels of child-centred activity, group and
project methods being adopted and highlighted the challenges teachers reported in
meeting the needs of children with learning difficulties, especially those in areas of social
and educational disadvantage. Comhairle na Gaeilge’s report re-iterated its concerns for
teaching Irish.
A national debate on implementation took place in December 1976, based on the
published surveys. The INTO had pressed the Department to facilitate a second national
primary Curriculum Day to enable teachers review the surveys and where “the benefits
of the experience and opinions of teachers … be fully availed of.” The meetings were
organised locally by the INTO.127 There were no published reports of the individual
meetings. However, branch reports were submitted to the INTO Education Committee.
It produced a synoptic report in 1977.128 This report echoed the surveys major finding
that in-service training was but one factor among many affecting curriculum
implementation and change.129
In-service impact
While in-service training was not the main focus of the surveys, some insight may be
gleaned about its impact and function. The INTO teacher-based survey and the Education
Committee’s Curriculum Day synoptic report pointed to an inadequacy in the in-service
126
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training available to teachers.130 In-service training received only passing reference in
the convent principals’ and the unpublished inspectors’ surveys.131 The Institúd survey,
presenting data on the Irish language curriculum only, revealed that for a majority of
primary teachers, in-service training had been too short and had been insufficient.132 The
Educational Research Centre’s survey identified a positive relationship between the
extent of implementation in a school with the principal teacher’s commitment to the new
curriculum values and beliefs.133 A consequence of the surveys’ omission was an absence
of data on whole school in-service approaches, on regional or course content imbalance,
or any information on the Department’s in-service plan. The general disarray of inservice provision which was to follow the mid-1970s financial retrenchment combined
with the demise of the In-service Committee was an obstacle to any revision of the inservice strategy followed by the Department since 1968.
The surveys’ in-service findings must be placed in the wider context of the many
factors impinging on curriculum implementation. The curriculum surveys pointed up that
in-service training was but one contributory support among the many factors affecting
implementation and change. The surveys identified much greater teacher concerns at that
point: the pupil-teacher ratio, classroom size, layout and furnishing, resources and
equipment available and, for teachers of older pupils, the lack of curricular alignment
with the post-primary curriculum. These issues shaped the main priorities which the
teacher organisations pursued with the Department of Education, particularly following
budgetary retrenchment.
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In-service education in the mid-1970s
“A plan of development for INSET”? 134
A perspective on mid-1970s provision for Irish primary in-service education and training
emerged from a European Communities’ commissioned survey of in-service education
in the nine member states in 1975-76.135 It reported that in-service training remained
largely traditional, dependent on voluntary out-of-hours activities and that there was “no
clear distinction [is] drawn between the courses organized by the Department of
Education and those which are organized by other bodies but approved by the
Department.” 136 Evening, weekend and week-long summer courses were the common
mode of delivery and pertained to all the in-service providers, with teacher centres
increasing regional access, though the activity was largely confined to evening and
weekend activities. Finally, Belbenoit noted the absence of a coordinating body to
promote “a plan of development for INSET linked to a general strategy of expansion of
the education system”. 137 The primary In-service Steering Committee no longer
functioned at the time of his investigation.
In 1973 the Department of Education standardised its primary summer course
approval procedures and published annually a spring list of all approved summer
courses.138 Few statistics are available for annual in-service course attendances but those
that exist indicate that attendance reached 55% of primary teachers annually by the mid1970s dropping to about 40% by 1979.139 The INTO data, using departmental data for
1979, provided a breakdown among the various summer course providers: the INTO
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provided for 50% of teacher attendances, the Department accounted for just under 20%
and the remaining third was shared among the colleges of education, various voluntary
organisations, teachers centres, and individuals.140 Using the 1979 data,

average

attendances at individual INTO courses was approximately 240, those of the Department
90 and others 40, though an average was approximate as some courses would have
capped a maximum attendance or be of limited interest.141 Heightened interest in
educational organisations’ conferences, courses, lectures and exhibitions throughout the
school year and across the country.142
The financial cuts to the Department’s in-service funding following the budgetary
retrenchment in 1974 disrupted the In-service Committee’s coordination. The
Department cut the number and funding of courses, stalled the expansion of teacher
centres and ended the Inspectorate’s specialist training of trainers’ residential courses.143
The decision precipitated the demise of the primary In-service Steering Committee. The
Committee had facilitated an expansion of specialist courses to address cognitive,
behavioural and social disadvantages. The primary Inspectorate were responsible for the
training-of-trainers programme and the remedial, reading and disadvantaged area courses
were shared among the Inspectorate, the colleges of education and voluntary
associations.144 A separately identified priority, communication technologies, was
identified by the Department’s audio-visual unit, and courses were offered through
teachers centre.145 Other non-prioritised curricular areas were haphazardly provided
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for.146 The teacher unions made their disquiet with the in-service education cuts known
at meetings with departmental officials.147
An innovative ‘training of leaders’ programme 148
The training of trainers, remedial and specialist reading courses began a process of
modifying the “traditional” in-service approaches which Belbenoit had observed. 149 The
courses broadened teachers’ interaction with knowledge and skills, integrating theory
and practice through discussion, and in the case of the remedial and reading courses,
child observation studies and practitioners’ classroom-based assignments. The
cooperative, active learning environment cultivated through attendance at these courses
was conducive to the formation of teacher networks, locally at teacher centre level, and
in national associations such as the Association of Remedial Teachers in 1974 and the
Reading Association in 1975.150 The new associations, along with the existing National
[later Irish] Association of Teachers in Special Education, established in 1969, promoted
professional development through conferences, research and its dissemination and, with
it, a broadening of teachers’ appreciation of in-service training and professional
development in specialised, and to many, peripheral areas of professional
responsibility.151
For a majority of in-service participants, summer course access was uneven with
course venues largely determined by college, INTO branch and voluntary organisation
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locations.152 Voluntary attendance was maintained. The new teacher centres initially
confined course activities within term time and only gradually offered summer
courses.153 Courses offered by In-service Committee representative institutions, the
Inspectorate, INTO, colleges of education and Department-sponsored courses were free
and only a minority of teachers paid fees to the small number of voluntary groups. There
was no financial provision for any addition beyond the full- and part-time special
education and remedial award-bearing courses available to primary teachers at the time.
Teacher participation in other professional courses was optional.154 The remit of the Inservice Committee had not ventured beyond this point when its responsibilities ended in
1974.
Principals’ curriculum leadership
The curriculum premise on which the 1969-1971 principal teachers’ courses was
overtaken by the administrative and organisational changes which principal teachers
encountered in the early 1970s. There was an intensification of internal school
administration with increases in staff involvement in curriculum and organisational
planning, changes to the school inspection regime,155 the management of accommodation
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and resources 156 and cooperation with external agencies.157 The changes required a set
of knowledge, skills and aptitudes among principals as denominational school
management authorities, the Department of Education and teachers generally presumed
participation in decision-making and consultation forums.158 The accumulation of new
responsibilities, Sugrue noted, “may have continued to be manageable for administrative
principals, [but] for teaching principals, with full teaching responsibilities along with a
growing list of managerial duties, the position was already becoming increasingly
problematic.”159 This intensification was not met with matching official in-service
training, administrative, advisory or practical support.
The Department’s school-centred in-service implementation strategy, premised
on internal instructional leadership, was partly executed through its training-of-trainer
subject specialisation programme and setting up its school-based ionaid churaclaim.
Preparation of principals for administrative and organisational changes was not
prioritised by the In-service Committee.160 In the absence of departmental support for
primary principals, ad hoc principals’ study groups emerged in major urban areas where
increasingly lay principal teachers predominated. The groups organised a variety of
activities for their membership in the form of lectures, short courses, peer-to-peer
learning and early forms of mentoring-type support sessions. Due to strong INTO
156
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opposition, the groups’ activities were conducted discreetly.161 In response to local
pressure, the Blackrock teacher centre organised short primary principals’ summer and
evening administration courses with departmental support from 1976 and these were
succeeded in 1979-80 by Drumcondra teacher centre’s certificated evening course.162
Irish in-service education and training shared a number of important in-service
features with other EEC member states in 1976. They included teachers’ voluntary, outof-school course attendance and provision by multiple agencies.
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Belbenoit noted

important omissions in his survey of Irish in-service education: an absence of an advisory
coordinating structure or provision for long, award-bearing courses. Modifications to the
traditional model were emerging and Belbenoit instanced the innovative oilteoirí or
‘training of leaders’ programme and the establishment of teacher centres. The disruptive
effects of public finance cutbacks on the development of structures or the advance of
innovative approaches were not foreseen. New voluntary primary associations, built on
teacher participation in specialist areas had emerged to advance members continuing
professional development in the form of conferences, workshops, research and advocacy.
The temporarily-stalled debate on a teaching council indicated the place of inservice education and training within contemporary thinking.164 Its position had moved
from being one of “refresher” courses to one that acknowledged its importance for
curriculum, organisational and technological change. In-service education planning and
coordination was a proposed as component of a future teaching council’s responsibilities.
Acknowledgement of that function was evident in the primary In-service Steering
Committee chair’s statement at the inaugural meeting in 1970. In the interval no
movement towards setting up a council had taken place, the oil-crisis precipitated an
economic recession, disrupting the national finances and in-service developments were
interrupted.
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Conclusions
The primary Inspectorate’s new curriculum steering committee envisaged an in-service
blueprint to accompany its draft curriculum. Its main components were announced
incrementally in official and ministerial statements from Easter 1969.165 There was no
consultation on in-service training with main interest groups until November 1970, when
the In-service Steering Committee, first mooted by the Department of Education in May
that year, was established to coordinate the system’s in-service resources. By that time
the initial principals’ training was concluding, setting up of the ionaid churaclaim was
proceeding and the specialist training-of-trainers had yet to commence. The INTO and
the Dublin-based Teachers Study Group had previously recommended in-service
strategies to the Department.
The inspectorate’s blueprint incorporated experiences which it had gained
through the Nuachúrsa training strategy in the mid-1960s and it was informed by
inspectors’ foreign study-visits to modernising primary systems, particularly Britain.166
These sources highlighted the importance to the spread of the progressive practices of
diffusion through formal and informal teacher networks, the influence of principal
teachers, inspectors and advisory services, formal courses, conferences and local
projects.167 A similar diffusion pattern had been observed by the Inspectorate in the
1960s when the Infant methodologies permeated teaching and classroom organisation of
the junior grades. 168 The Inspectorate’s in-service blueprint, aimed at creating a school
165
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environment conducive to curriculum change, included those dimensions perceived as
important to curriculum implementation: school-based curriculum leadership, specialist
peer support, exemplars of best practice supplemented by guidelines and subsidised
resources. The in-service proposals of the INTO, a proponent of subject advisory
services, and the Dublin-based Teachers’ Study Group, advocates of advisory support
for school leadership structures, were along similar lines.
The implementation of the main in-service components was incremental and
disjointed. The schedule of training of inspectors, principal teachers and trainers was
dependent on a limited pool of expertise within the Inspectorate. The internal expertise
determined the pace at which the subsequent principal teacher and trainer groups’
attended summer training courses and it enforced a linear character on its in-service
schedules over the following years. It was a major undertaking for the primary
Inspectorate alone and contributed to the belated decision to call for a rationalisation of
the education system’s resources through the establishment of an In-service Steering
Committee.
Some fragmentation arose as a result of the devolution of responsibility for the
local dimension of the in-service plan to district inspectors. This was in addition to their
existing responsibilities, and related to the ionaid churaclaim. Each inspector was
responsible for multiple ionaidí or centres, the co-ordination of teacher in-service visits,
the selection of and liaison with trainers and advisory functions. The capacity of
inspectors to manage this additional array of initiatives was aggravated by an unforeseen
volume of demand on them to arrange lectures and courses following national publicity
in 1969 and rising teacher interest in the curriculum changes. The establishment of
autonomous teacher centres in 1972 creating alternative focuses of teachers’ attention
dissipated whatever impact the ionaidí achieved, adding to local fragmentation. The
school-centred locus of implementation espoused by the Inspectorate was affected by the
emerging fragmentation, the organisation of the national curriculum day, and the
development of teacher centres. Separately, diocesan religious education in-service
training, had by the mid-1970s, adopted school-focused approaches with advisory
support, now enhanced by the recruitment of lay teachers to diocesan advisory teams and
teacher access to specialist part-time religious education diploma courses.
An In-service Steering Committee, established in response to mounting inservice demands, became a forum for negotiations between the Department and the
INTO and the implementation of each parties’ preferred in-service priorities, insofar as
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was possible within the budgetary constraints. The Committee’s stated objective, to
rationally and efficiently coordinate an agreed in-service programme ensuring an
appropriate subject area distribution, was constrained by budget limitations, the absence
of a secretariat necessary for effective coordination and the Committee’s neglect to
survey schools’ and teachers’ in-service needs. A laissez-faire policy, associated with
the remaining in-service activities not endowed with Committee funding, did little to
achieve coordination and contributed to continued course and regional fragmentation
and, for a number of institutions, a reliance on course user-fees. A one-term study-leave
proposal to allow serving teachers attend courses was an issue under consideration by
the Committee when it, and progress on any in-service development, stalled following
the budgetary disruption arising from the 1973-74 oil crisis which precipitated the demise
of the Steering Committee. The importance of this embryonic in-service forum to the
INTO was illustrated by the organisation’s reaction to the Committee’ demise and the
combined campaign of the three teacher unions to establish an advisory committee when
the financial crisis eased and the 1977 general election loomed.
The teacher centres institutionalised the activities of existing ad hoc study groups
and endeavoured to integrate contributions of local post-primary teacher union branches.
Local effort, a determining criterion for recognition, also set the pace and location of
centre establishment and this, along with the subsequent financial crisis, resulted in fewer
centres than the 30-to-40 which the Department had anticipated.169

The centres’

negotiated autonomy resulted in institutional isolation. By contrast with teacher centres
in Northern Ireland, the detachment was due largely to an absence of a national in-service
body, a national programme of in-service or established institutional links with the
Inspectorate, In-service Steering Committee or teacher education colleges or
departments. Even the city-based teacher centres co-located with colleges of education,
were not institutionally integrated with teacher education but facilitated informal
cooperation, especially following the appointment of full-time centre staff.170 The
absence of direction on centres’ contribution to the implementation of the new
curriculum dissipated effort and added to the fragmentation of in-service provision
169

There were 16 centres by the end of 1975, 18 in 1976 and 20 in 1977 [O'Reilly, 'A Study of
Teachers' Centres', pp 78-79.].
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Blackrock, Drumcondra and Limerick teacher centres were located on college of education
campuses. Full-time directors were appointed to the Dublin centres in early 1975 while the
centres serving Cork and Limerick waited until 1978.
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emerging at the time. The foundations of a network of teacher centres, stemming largely
from a need to lobby the Department in the face of the financial cuts, resulted an ad hoc
association, the Joint Committee of Chairs and Directors of Teacher Centres [Cumann
na nIonaid Mhúinteoirí], emerging in 1975.
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Chapter six
In-service education in the decades of recession: 1975-1987
Introduction
This chapter begins with an examination of the impact of the educational budget cuts on
in-service education and training in 1974. The effect of the cuts on in-service provision
and the disruption of a trajectory towards a teacher education continuum is described and
a report of a representative Committee on In-service Education in 1983, recommending
a national in-service structure, is analysed. The influence of two institutions, the primary
Inspectorate and the INTO, in promoting in-service frameworks to respond to the
changing primary education environment of the 1980s is considered within the
recessionary context of the decade. The final sections of the chapter survey changes in
in-service practice by exploring the institutional effects on teachers centres and the
primary Inspectorate.
The economic crisis
Changes to the management of national economies, arising from dissatisfaction with
post-war economic arrangements, became an important driver of political and economic
change in many western nations. Radical economic reforms, pursued by leaders such as
Margaret Thatcher in the UK and Mr Reagan in the US, implemented major policy shifts
towards market-based economies with reduced functions for the state in industry or
services.1 The policies resulted in decisions to privatise public utilities, reduce taxation
and reform public services on the one hand and facilitate trade liberalisation, deregulation
of markets and the removal of constraints on the labour regulations on the other. The
label neoliberal was applied to this combination of policies largely as they were a
reassertion of mid-twentieth century laissez faire principles. The social and welfare
dimension of the policies affected education, an important state public service, and new
forms of funding, administration and accountability were applied to educational
1

Desmond King and Stewart Ward, 'The Political Economy of Neoliberalism: Britain and the
United States in the 1980s', in Herbert Kitschelt et al. (eds.), Continuity and Change in
Contemporary Capitalism (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1999), 371-97.
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institutions to mirror in them private sector management practices, performance and
norms.
Ireland’s oil-crisis financial position, similar in its effects to many western
economies, was not arrested through the economic recovery plan implemented by the
new Fianna Fáil government 1977. The policy’s failures were compounded by a second
oil crisis in 1979 and the country entered the 1980s significantly indebted accompanied
by a high measure of unemployment, taxation, political and industrial relations
instability.2 At the same time, the financial demands on the exchequer to maintain public
services at politically acceptable levels, imposed budget restraints. In education, the state
was hard pressed to maintain existing volume of service and manage the investment
necessary to respond to demographic changes.3 The economic recession, which
continued through the 1980s was an important backdrop to educational priorities and
planning, budgets and expenditure and innovation.
Although Ireland’s economic situation did not lead to an endorsement of the new,
neoliberal economic policies by government, there was an alignment with specific
neoliberal policies through pragmatism and opportunism rather than any explicit
ideology.4 The adoption of such approaches in Irish education, where they occurred, was
more in evidence within government departments and in further and higher education
than in the primary or post-primary sectors.5 A wariness of government responses and
decisions emerged, especially in situations where cutbacks were considered or where
proposed initiatives were denied. The economic and social tensions accompanying a
decade-long recession were a catalyst for the renewal of the partnership approach

2

Diarmaid Ferriter, The Transformation of Ireland 1900-2000 (London: Profile, 2004), p 670.
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Neil Collins and Terry Craddan, 'Ireland’s Bureaucratic Traditions', in Neil Collins, Terry
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Administrative Reform (Dublin: Gill and Macmillan, 2007), 11-29, p 26, Kathleen Lynch, Bernie
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Carelessness and Gender (Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2012), p 7.
5
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adopted in 1987.6 The approach, as applied to education, provided a basis for addressing
the strains which had arisen in relations between state, teacher unions, school managerial
authorities and teacher educators as a result of the cutbacks.
Teacher education
The transition of primary teacher education from monotechnic training institutions to
affiliated or incorporated status with universities was consolidated during the 1970s. 7
The universitation process was accompanied by course changes which advanced practice
to one based on equipping student teachers with the knowledge and skills to exercise
professional discretion through the application of education theory and research,
particularly the study of educational psychology, curriculum studies and pedagogy to
school circumstances.8 This conceptualisation of teacher education underpinned lifelong
professional learning, provided a rationale for induction, in-service education and
continuing professional development and developed professionals’ capacities to adjust
to changing social, curriculum and institutional circumstances. 9 The interdependence and
cooperation of state, universities, school workplaces and the profession, necessary for
creating and maintaining coherence in teacher education policies, came under pressure
following the changes in UK and US education policies in the 1980s.10 Delegating
teacher education responsibilities under market-type criteria, ushered in with neoliberalstyle policies, disrupted the coherence which had been established during the 1960s-70s.
Competition and market pressures became dimensions of teacher education during the
1980s. In-service education and training were not immune to these pressures and its

6
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status, which became enhanced during the 1970s, was tenuous in the 1980s as an inservice market-place emerged, in the UK for instance, for the services of now-privatised
advisory services and institutions.
Policy-making environment
The policy-making environment in Ireland through the 1980s was overshadowed by the
consequences of economic recession rather than state neoliberal ideological advances.
The tensions between government and education interest groups were related to
constrained financial budgets and unfulfilled aspirations rather than enforced
adjustments to market, performance and accountability pressures. The government
counter-balanced the education partners’ dismay and resistance to the educational cuts
with consultation and partnership, adopting corporatist approaches to policy-making.11
Various multi-lateral tensions among educational interests gradually dissipated: there
was an abatement of state-Catholic school management tension and increased inter-union
cooperation, enhanced by new leadership, and agreement on common education policypositions. The policy-making process was informed by increased Irish state and
educational bodies’ participation in international bodies and cooperation with
educational interests in Northern Ireland, part of an initiative to address cross-border
tensions arising from the Troubles, received a boost in 1981 from both British and Irish
governments.12 Finally, increased Irish empirical and advocacy-based research
contributed to policy debates.

11

The teacher unions pursuit of in-service training objectives through the use of the ILO’s
[International Labour Organisation] ‘Paid Educational Leave’ convention [C140 of 1974] at the
national wage negotiations in the late 1970s achieved recognition for trade union in-service
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The fallout of the 1975 education budget cuts
“A climate of cutbacks … and directives to prune all ‘unnecessary’ outlay of
monies”13
The 1974-75 education budget affected the Inspectorate’s in-service courses and the
Steering Committee’s funded in-service activities. The cessation of the primary Inservice Steering Committee meetings inhibited future in-service planning. The
establishment of teachers’ centres stalled and a moratorium was placed on the
appointment of full-time staff in centres. The budgetary cuts affected a minority of
teachers but in-service participation was clustered around agreed priority areas which
represented important policy initiatives to the Department, teacher unions, colleges of
education or school managements. 14 The consequent teacher unions’ criticism of stateprovided in-service training focused immediately on abandoned priorities but in the
longer term, the level of discontent coalesced around a need for permanent in-service
structures to negotiate policy, plan and coordinate courses with adequate funding. The
election of 1977 and a pre-election commitment to bring forward an education policy
document provided the teacher unions with an opportunity to press for government inservice concessions and to pursue an advisory institution for coordinated implementation
structures.
In the short-term a reversal of some in-service cuts was successful. The
Department, which maintained its support for the two institutionalised Dublin-based
remedial teaching programmes,15 restored two other remedial training courses in
Limerick and Cork the following year, 1976-77.16 However, despite lobbying, the
disadvantaged areas’ reading programmes did not survive. The fate of the ad hoc inservice activities demonstrated that within a policy vacuum institutional status and
effective lobbying could secure a retention of prioritised programmes. By contrast, it was
not lost on the INTO the extent to which in-service institutionalisation had been a
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bulwark against an erosion of provision in Northern Ireland during the 1970s financial
crisis.17 Teachers centres, facing freezes or reductions in departmental support, curtailed
activities or found alternative funding to continue in-service activities. Several teacher
centres opted to charge for courses and services with consequences for programming and
relationships with schools and teachers.18 The implications of the decisions are examined
below.
Lost advisory structure
The abrupt demise of the In-service Steering Committee marked an end to consultation
and the limited coordination. As a result, discussion on the implementation of future inservice developments under consideration by the working party were suspended. Among
the items shelved was teachers’ study-leave, an in-service BEd and an in-service
administrative structure, matters which were of interest to the colleges and university
departments of education.19 Specific institutional objectives were pursued separately in
an ad hoc manner.20 The restoration of consultative structures for in-service planning
was a continuing issue for the teacher unions and it became central to the INTO and TUI
disputes over in-service provision with the Department by the end of the 1970s.21
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The impact on quantity and range of in-service provision
The reduction in departmental in-service funding increased in-service fragmentation.22
In the absence of Steering Committee coordination and funding, the Inspectorate
continued organising courses but on a reduced basis, some institutions sustained course
activity by charging fees while others ceased altogether. In the case of the INTO,
branches continued to organise summer courses until 1979 when the organisation’s ban
on arranging courses came into effect.23 The teacher centres which decided on charging
fees began organising summer courses. With an end to the limited coordination by 1975,
arbitrary decisions by diverse institutions resulted in a fragmentation of content, location
and duration, of courses and their relevance to identified priorities.24
The responses of the institutions, voluntary associations and individuals that
continued to organise in-service activities largely failed to meet the complexities which
arose from the developments within schools and the primary system generally. The
growth in primary school size, organisational complexity and forms of democratisation
had implications for the collegial and classroom dimensions of teachers’ work.25 Recent
changes intensified these processes and prompted representations by teacher unions and
school management authorities on the effects of the changes on school communities.26
Survey and evaluation data of the late 1970s identified deficiencies in implementing a
number of curriculum areas and the challenges presented in educationally disadvantaged
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settings. 27 An absence of support structures for newly qualified teachers, graduating
with BEd degrees from 1977, became manifest in the local ad hoc induction initiatives
and the calls for complementary in-service structures.28 Addressing the gap between the
limited, uncoordinated in-service provided and the emerging needs of the system, which
became clear by the end of the 1970s, faced those preparing the white paper.

Critical appraisals of in-service education policy
“A systematic approach to INSET” 29
Far reaching appraisals of in-service practice and policy were undertaken by the INTO
and the primary Inspectorate in the late 1970s. The INTO appraisal was in response to
the inadequate in-service provision following the budget cuts, the collapse of the InService Committee and a revised policy agenda which emerged from an INTO Education
Committee review of in-service education. The Inspectorate’s appraisal was part of a
broad internal review of its functions and was concurrent with a Department of the Public
Service analysis of personnel requirements of the Inspectorate.
The INTO policy goal was to promote a representative institutional framework
for the coordination and administration of teachers’ short- and long-term teacher inservice entitlements with the appropriate terms, conditions and incentives. Movement on
these aims had been a work-in-progress with the In-service Committee and they were
confirmed by the implementation of the James’ and LeLièvre reports’ recommendations
in Britain and Northern Ireland respectively.30 The INTO strategy comprised maximising
27
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pressure on the Department to collaborate with the main interest groups to re-establish
consultative in-service machinery as a forum to agree policy and to set up appropriate
structures for national delivery.31 In this strategy the INTO had the post-primary teacher
unions’ support.32
A report on in-service education to the INTO 1980 annual congress, referring to
comparable European practice, contained detailed proposals for a national framework for
policy implementation.33 Its proposal was for a state-funded, representative in-service
agency to advise and coordinate in-service education and training provision nationally.
Local coordination and implementation was delegated to regional representative groups,
associated mainly with existing [and anticipated] teacher centres. The INTO report, Inservice education and training of teachers, shaped the organisation’s white paper inservice submission and informed its proposals to the Committee on In-service Education
from its inception in June 1980.
The Collins’ report on the Inspectorate
The primary Inspectorate’s review of its functions, the unpublished Collins’ report,
crystallised, in Coolahan’s words, strategic thinking within the primary Inspectorate at
that time.34 It represented its contemporary assessment of and proposals for
improvements to primary education. The importance within the report of school-centred
teacher in-service training and professional development was a re-iteration of the primary
Inspectorate’s curriculum strategy of a decade earlier. The report highlighted the
Inspectorate’s concern for structured coordination of in-service education and for teacher
involvement through whole-school approaches and the co-option of practising teachers
to its in-service courses and activities. Collins recommended an internal departmental
unit to coordinate in-service activities.35 A significant enlargement of the primary
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Inspectorate in 1981 allowed for the phased implementation of several of the report’s inservice recommendations.36
The two appraisals differed in emphasis. A major objective of the INTO report
was the establishment of an institutional structure to optimise teacher voluntary
participation in in-service education courses while the primary Inspectorate’s aim was
in-service activity for improvements in the quality of education and collateral
professional development opportunities. One proposed a national agency to coordinate
long- and short-term course range, access and participation while the Inspectorate’s unit
was focused on the coordination of state-funded, short-course provision with a focus on
the school-as-a-unit. The INTO objectives envisaged contributions by the colleges and
university departments of education while they played a minor in-service role in the
departmental prospectus. Both reports pointed to a need to respond to in-service
priorities, the involvement of teachers in in-service education and to socio-cultural
environmental changes impinging on schools and critical for school improvements while
differing with regard to detail.37
A devolution strategy evolves
The Collins’ focus on whole-school approaches affirmed the Inspectorate’s 1969
curriculum implementation strategy. The initiatives unfolding in the second half of the
1970s, planned with this school-based orientation in mind, increased the devolutionary
tendency. The trend towards collegial and school-centred responsibility for curriculum
and organisation was evident in other institutions’ approaches. Most dioceses had
adopted advisor-led school-based in-service approaches to religious education. Remedial
teacher training courses recommended collaborative, whole-school alternatives over an
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exclusive dependence on pupil withdrawal.38 The experience gained through the
extension of the Rutland St project to infant classes 39 and the Inspectorate’s structured
interventions to assist special school staffs in curriculum planning and development
reinforced the policy of whole-school approaches.40 The importance of whole-school
policies, curriculum collaboration and parental cooperation were advanced to address
educational disadvantage and disability.41
In-service activities in support of school and staff development was occasional
and fragmented. Approaches to school planning were incorporated into the Inspectorate’s
one-day course for the revised nuachúrsa in-service programme, underpinned its courses
for special schools, the pilot cúrsaí foirne for primary staffs of the late 1970s and when
introduced formally in the 1980s. The growing awareness of the impact of schools’
policies and practices on educational outcomes was manifested in the in-service
strategies adopted by the Health Education Board and its influence on the Curriculum
and Examination Boards’ curriculum reform implementation planning.42 These, and
other ad hoc initiatives, went some way towards acknowledging the degree of change
taking place within primary school workplaces which required focussing on teacher and
staff professional development models to complement the existing standard short, offsite in-service course model.43
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Official reports and in-service aspirations
The 1980 White Paper and Fine Gael education policy statement
The long-awaited White Paper was published in late 1980.44 While the absence of a
coherent education policy statement in the paper disappointed important education
interests, in-service education was endorsed.45 A White Paper chapter entitled “Inservice courses for teachers” focused on courses to support changes in curriculum,
methodologies and on “special problems” while deferring consideration of an in-service
policy and tasked a recently established representative committee on in-service education
with identifying in-service “priorities areas” and “to make recommendations to the
Department.” 46 This committee had been established in June 1980 by the Department of
Education following representations by the INTO immediately after its 1979 congress
decisions.47
The Department of Education sanctioned a representative committee “at the
highest level” in March 1980 yet it was June before it met.48 Its focus, the “priority areas
of in-service training”, remained closer to the operational concerns of the defunct
primary in-service committee than that of an advisory and coordinating body envisaged
in the 1974 Teaching Council report or sought by the teacher unions. The working party,
with its existing remit, was incorporated into the White Paper, then in the final stages of
preparation, and represented a commitment to a future in-service policy.49
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Fine Gael, the main opposition party, issued its education policy document in late
1980. The document influenced the coalition programmes for government following
elections in 1981 and 1983 respectively. It was also positively disposed towards teachers’
professional development.50 The party’s in-service proposals were framed by its main
educational reform proposals – a curriculum and examinations board and administrative
decentralisation. The document’s proposed review of teacher education and the
devolution of responsibilities to schools would shape its in-service education agenda:
training for curriculum change, support for school-based teacher cooperation to “break
down the isolation of the teacher”

51

and an advisory service for school-based training

and development.52 Fine Gael’s in-service proposals acknowledged teacher union
demands for in-service release and a return to discussions on a teaching council.53 The
document received no press or teacher union coverage at the time.
Both the White Paper and the Fine Gael policy statement recognised the
importance of in-service education and training for curriculum and organisational
change, to address emerging social issues and a need for coordinating structures. Implicit
in the purposes envisaged for in-service education was a range of content, models and
the locations to provide in-service. The emphasis on workplace in the Fine Gael
document differed from the White Paper’s emphasis on short courses. The concurrence
with the aims of the teacher unions, school management authorities and teacher education
institutions which made the in-service proposals uncontroversial as the Committee on
In-service Education embarked on its deliberations.
The In-service Education Committee, 1980-83
The work of the Committee on In-service Education from June 1980 to April 1983
spanned an inauspicious period of political, industrial and economic turbulence.54
Continuing concern with the state of the public finances overshadowed all coalition
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government decision-making and the minister for education in the second coalition
government, Gemma Hussey, was engaged in the preparation of a major education policy
paper based on the coalition government’s policy priorities.55 While the cost of a national
in-service agency was the main reason for its deferral, the minister prioritised a
curriculum and examinations board and decentralisation over a review of teacher
education and was apprehensive of teacher unions’ influence.56 The publication of the
in-service report was delayed until after the government’s educational policy document,
A programme for action in education, was published on late 1984. In the interim the
main recommendations of the In-Service Committee were leaked in newspaper reports
which highlighted a costly national agency and regular study leave for all teachers.57
The Report of the Committee on In-service Education provided a rationale, a
costed framework and an implementation strategy for a comprehensive national inservice policy based on identified priorities.58 The organisational framework was
premised on a reciprocal commitment by the teaching profession to participation in
lifelong learning, fostered in the initial and the probationary phases of teacher education,
and enabled throughout their careers by structured opportunities coordinated through the
national agency. The professional needs-based programme was centred on system,
school and individual teacher data elicited annually by central and regional levels. The
in-service programme, utilising the resources and personnel of existing institutions and
voluntary associations, would range from an entitlement of paid study-leave of 12 weeks
every five years to short courses in local centres, schools or through distance learning
technologies, all enhanced by inducements and awards. The report proposed a structured
partnership between the Department, teacher education institutions and the profession
represented largely by the teacher unions. The report upgraded the 1970s primary
committee, incorporated the lifelong learning thrust of the 1974 Teaching Council report,
gave recognition to the involvement of teacher education institutions, established
procedures to identify in-service needs and allocate funding. The projected cost of the
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proposed agency meant a 34-fold increase in the 1983 in-service budget.59 The report
retained benchmark status for the promotion of in-service policy for the next decade but
it had minimal contemporary effect due to the adverse financial situation which persisted
until the early 1990s. Official abandonment of an in-service agency was formalised by
the 1983-87 coalition government education plan.60
The Programme for Action in Education 1984-1987 and in-service initiatives
The coalition government’s plan, the Programme for Action in Education 1984-1987
[Programme], was proactive and set out educational developments for implementation
during the target period.61 The Programme proposed to continue existing in-service
practice, identifying priorities while eschewing a national agency. Financial constraint
was not the only reason for ignoring the recommendation and the continued focus on
short in-service endeavours. The government’s education agenda, curriculum and
examinations, decentralisation and a review of teacher education, presented sufficient
potential for tension among competing interests especially in circumstances where state
finances were restricted. The minister proceeded with the Curriculum and Examinations
Board [CEB] and preparation of a green paper on decentralised administration in 1984,
anticipated struggles for influence and control with the education partners, and, as the
Programme intimated, the Department “await[ed] the experience arising from [their]
establishment.” 62 The CEB had no in-service functions and Coolahan pointed to the
internal tensions with regard to the Inspectorate’s positions on the issues as curriculum,
examinations and in-service provision in finalising the Programme and framing the CEB
terms of reference.63 It remained to the Programme’s in-service section to promise
increased funding for specified in-service priorities drawn from submissions and
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departmental policy proposals. The postponement of an in-service agency meant that any
infrastructure for coordinated in-service provision was deferred.
The Programme signalled separate in-service initiatives to address the arts, Irish
language and educational disadvantage priorities previously identified in the White Paper
and the In-service Committee’s report. This prioritised departmental in-service funding
was largely restricted to the Inspectorate. The existing ad hoc, multi-provider model of
“courses organised by the Department, by various professional organisations or by the
teachers themselves in association with the teacher centres” would continue with an
increase in funding announced by the minster in the Dáil Debate on the Programme.64
The implication was that ad hoc, uncoordinated approaches should continue, focused
largely on short course interventions. An absence of funding reinforced a
commercialising tendency. Among the Programme’s initiatives were the small-scale
primary pilot curriculum development projects in micro-computers and science. An inservice role for the colleges of education was under consideration within the Department
and was prompted by the reductions in student-teacher intake which began in 1980.65
The Programme’s ambivalence towards in-service education in higher education
was noticeable. Its indecision in the use of surplus college of education staff and
accommodation contributed to uncertainty about colleges’ futures.66 The Department’s
view on the reallocation of teacher education became clear gradually: in its refusal to
fund in-service BA or masters programmes,67 an approval of part-time college-awarded
diploma courses, premised on tuition fees and no increase in college payroll costs in
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198468 and in the decision in 1986 to close Carysfort college of education.69 A part-time
BEd, agreed with UCD was available in the Carysfort and Drumcondra colleges of
education from 1985.70 These institutional in-service decisions, similarly evident in the
post-primary sector,71 inclined departmental policies towards a separation of higher
education from funded teacher in-service education and a laissez faire attitude to the
commercialisation of post-graduate professional development.

The Programme in action
A boost for the primary Inspectorate’s in-service strategy
Increased in-service funding enabled the augmented primary Inspectorate implement the
in-service strategy as outlined in the Collins’ review.72 A focus on curriculum and
organisational planning, central to school evaluation in the revised inspection circular,
guided the advisory functions of the Inspectorate in what was promoted as a team-based
process.

73

Whole-school approaches were implemented across a range of in-service

initiatives. “Seminars for the entire staffs of [special and ordinary] schools [cúrsaí foirne]
… with a view to the encouragement of team-work and cooperation in teaching and
planning” took place from 1982.74 These courses, first introduced on a pilot basis in the
late 1970s, proceeded in ordinary schools following agreement with the INTO on the
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terms and conditions.75 Cúrsaí foirne were not extensively available and formed a small
proportion of the primary Inspectorate’s in-service workload.76 The strategy’s
dependence on a school’s staff foregoing some holiday time, INTO monitoring of its
operation and its ad hoc features contributed to a low-take-up. As a result, the main
strategy which the Inspectorate used to prepare the schools for the circular’s revisions
were one-day principal teachers’ courses conducted by district inspectors. There were,
in addition, some ad hoc teacher centre contributions to the initiative using of local
expertise.77 The support programme to implement the whole-school character of the
circular was limited in comparison to its equivalent curriculum support strategy in
Northern Ireland. There, the shared expertise of the Inspectorate, teachers centres, local
advisory staffs and seconded teachers cooperated to support schools’ planning and
implementation capacity.78
Secondly, the increase in in-service funding for the Inspectorate’s programme
resulted in a significant increase in the number of courses arranged. By the mid-1980s
the Inspectorate was organising approximately 40 courses annually in approximately 15
subject areas with between 2,000 and 2,500 participants. This represented about onequarter of total primary teacher attendances.79 The recruitment of practising teachers as
course lecturers and trainers, recommended in the Collins’ report, was a factor and
candidates were recruited largely from the earlier mid-1970s training-of-trainers
programme or recent graduates of university and college of education in-service
programmes. A proportion of the courses were organised in conjunction with teachers
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centres allowing those centres maintain a no-fee policy.80 Courses in school
administration were an additional area in the Inspectorate’s programme and a school
planning module was incorporated on all its curriculum courses. The organisation of
these departmental courses remained informal, they were not coordinated with those of
other agencies or providers and their administration was handled personally by
inspectors.81
The primary Inspectorate widened its sphere of influence on in-service education
through its involvement with an increasing range of curriculum projects and its
representative functions on a growing number of external bodies, keeping it informed of
initiatives across the broad landscape of Irish primary education. Along with the
Inspectorate’s formal representative roles on such bodies as Bord na Gaeilge and the
CEB’s subject committees, there was significant engagement with the Computer
Education Society’s [CESI] growing provision of computer courses for primary
teachers.82 A similar collaborative approach emerged through the in-service programmes
for schools in disadvantaged areas developed in conjunction with the four full-time
centres in Dublin, Limerick and Cork.83 Finally, members of the Inspectorate played
leadership roles in the primary pilot projects in computer and science.
In-service and the pilot primary science and computer projects 1984-86
Primary science and micro-electronic computing were topical issues in the early 1980s
and there was a perceived need for an interim response because there was no specific
80
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curriculum for either subject area and the CEB’s brief was firstly for post-primary
curriculum proposals. The pilot projects proposed in the Programme for Action signalled
departmental commitment and aimed to establish content, assess and develop classroom
materials, produce guidelines and advise the Department on accompanying teacher inservice programmes.84 Project responsibility was diffused: members of the Inspectorate
selected and advised the teacher participants and coordinated the projects, which were
monitored by committees representative of the Department’s Curriculum Unit, INTO
and primary school management. The involvement of college of education and university
education department staff was informal and project-specific.85 Teacher participation
was less on a school basis, as proposed in the Programme, than an individual teacher
basis.86
The projects’ influence on teacher in-service programming was indirect and
mediated through project-associated institutions. The major in-service impact in the field
of primary computers was through CESI and teacher centres’ activities and in primary
science, by Mary Immaculate College of Education [MICE], Limerick. The increasing
public enthusiasm for computer activity also affected the popularity of primary computer
in-service activities. CESI’s primary teacher in-service courses and its Primary
Education Group [PEG] predated the departmental pilot.87 Many of the pilot computer
project teachers were, or subsequently became, members of CESI and contributed to the
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significant expansion in computer summer courses from 1984.88 The dynamic interaction
of inspectors, project participants and CESI membership and cross-sector alliances
influenced CESI, teacher centre and others’ computer courses and led to computer
software and materials-sharing networks, workshop and advisory meetings throughout
the year.89 Diploma-level computer courses gradually were opened up to primary
teachers. By 1981 two Dublin-based courses facilitated primary teacher enrolment.90 A
1982 evening computer course in MICE’s computer centre was the foundation of its 1985
primary computer diploma course which integrated curriculum and computer software
development within course participants’ classroom-based assignments. 91
The pilot science project had failed to excite teacher responses to the same degree
as the computer initiatives.92 There were obstacles to primary science which included
the low profile given to science in recruitment to and in primary teacher education, and
its status within the colleges of education.93 Science was not a specific primary
curriculum subject and teachers’ general apprehension about curriculum overload in a
predominantly subject-centred pedagogy, the cost of science equipment and the
availability on in-service education were considerable obstacles.94 A MICE collegeorganised replication of the departmental pilot science project from 1985, the Primary
88
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School Science Project [PSSP], differed in a number of critical ways from the original
departmental project with important local in-service effects. The PSSP focus was on a
whole-school approach which involved, on a phased basis, all classes and a whole staff
capturing the challenges met by the generality of teachers in a science innovation. It
adopted a curriculum development strategy which integrated in-service with
professional, staff and materials development. The project was extended with the
Department’s support for 1987 and, later, from 1988 to 1992, with a seconded teachercoordinator appointed to lead the project.95 The PSSP was incorporated into the college’s
new Curriculum Development Unit in 1986.96 A curriculum development in-service
model, used in the PSSP dissemination within the region, differed from the fragmentation
which characterised the traditional short summer course format. The PSSP model was
not adopted by the Department on cost grounds.97
The immediate beneficiaries of the two pilots were the project participants. The
pilots shared a modus operandi conducive to a form of professional development which
was promoted by the post-primary curriculum development units in the 1970s, the health
education and transition year projects in the 1980s.98 Under the primary Inspectorate,
pilot project participants mapped, reported and consolidated findings on the exploration
and experimentation of agreed tasks at occasional plenary meetings each year. Between
meetings, issues arising were discussed at self-managed, regionally clustered group
meetings.99 In several respects, the pilot projects illustrated the professional development
opportunities which accompanied curriculum development involvement and which
motivated some original teacher centre promoters’ aspirations. The small project size,
95
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under-resourcing and weak institutional connections diluted the impact. Echoes of
unfulfilled early teacher centre aspirations were evident in this experience.100
The CEB’s post-primary Junior and Senior Cycle curriculum recommendations
pointed to a subject-centred orientation in the forthcoming curricular framework.101
While the framework acknowledged a role for school-based curriculum innovation and
development, the CEB’s successor, the National Council for Curriculum and Assessment
[NCCA], appointed by the Fianna Fáil government following the 1987 election, was
charged with introducing a new Junior Certificate curriculum. The subject-centred
curriculum, drawn up by representative subject committees, had implications for the
nature of post-primary teacher in-service education planned for its dissemination. The
centre-to-periphery curriculum structure adopted suited the continuing financial
constraints and an in-service approach which focused on providing teachers with the
necessary knowledge and skills for classroom implementation. An alternative schoolbased curriculum innovation and development approach, based on contemporary Irish
curriculum development experience referred to above, required a comprehensive inservice programme as outlined in 1987.102 The subject-centred framework was crucial as
it was replicated with the establishment of 12 primary curriculum subject committees
with similar objectives and timescales in 1991.
The primary science and computer project evaluations were not published. The
projects’ wider in-service influence was dependent largely on the dissemination activities
of institutions associated with and sympathetic to the projects’ goals rather than the direct
diffusion of the projects’ implementation guidelines, materials and support. The different
experiences of the primary computer and the science projects demonstrated the crucial
importance of system, school and teacher interest in the targeted area. While such interest
was necessary to disseminate innovation and enhance in-service education and
professional development it was insufficient for extensive implementation. The interest
in primary computer activities developed independently of the Department’s project, was
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founded on investment by CESI, teacher centres, teachers, schools and parent
committees; progress was reported in contemporary documentation.103 These, and other
reports, highlighted the inadequacy of fragmented policy approaches.

Teacher centres’ consolidation
A teacher centre network proposed
The importance of the existing teachers centres as an embryonic national network for
local coordination and organisation of in-service education and training emerged in
INTO and departmental thinking at the end of the 1970s, in the Committee on In-service
Education’s report and in the Programme of Action.104 What had been intended originally
as 30 to 40 venues for study group meetings, ‘curriculum development’ activities,
lectures and workshops emerged gradually as a network over the decade 1975-85.105 A
number of factors assisted development of a network. Firstly, there was a
professionalisation of teacher centre administration through the appointment of four fulltime directors whose regular meetings from 1978 focused on cooperation in in-service
programme planning and collaboration. Secondly, a Joint Committee of Chairmen [sic]
and Directors of teacher centres, an ad hoc national body representing teacher centre
management committees, emerged to lobby for adequate financing, staffing and resource
requirements.106 The ad hoc directors’ meetings expanded in 1980 to include an
interested minority of part-time directors which furthered partnership, initiated directors’
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training and were conducive to developing of a sense of professional solidarity.107 The
participation of part-time centres increased with the formalisation of cross-border teacher
centre cooperation.
Charging course fees, introduced new challenges and opportunities for teacher
centre leadership.108 The challenge was of designing and developing courses, a third
factor in the emergence of a network, to meet locally identified in-service demand,
identifying, training or encouraging local expertise and assessing provision against both
educational and financial criteria. Directors’ meetings provided a collegial context for
training in course development and successful activities were replicated in other
centres.109 Course development was further enhanced through interactions with Northern
Ireland Association of Teachers Centres, contacts which were officially encouraged
under the Anglo-Irish Inter-Governmental Conference.110
An association is established
The intensification of meetings with the Department from 1982 and planning crossborder functions from 1983 forced the Joint Committee and directors’ groups to appraise
the existing ad hoc decision-making and communications arrangements.111 A review
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Drumcondra TC, Annual Report, 1981, p 7
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The challenge of designing courses specific to local demands evolved when centres
experienced a reduced response to the regular “one-off” and “hit and miss” lecture and seminar
approach which featured for much of the 1970s [Drumcondra TC Annual Report, 1979, p 3]. By
1981-82 the discourse on course planning in full-time centres’ annual reports included terms
such as ‘course development skills’, ‘developmental’, ‘coordinated’ and ‘quasi-entrepreneurial’
[Blackrock Teachers Centre Annual Report, 1983, pp 4 and 13].
The change in discourse was contemporaneous with routine directors’ meetings, visits to
centres in Northern Ireland and the commencement of ad hoc director training. A result was an
increase in the number of planned, multi-session part-time courses, some of a year’s duration.
Fees made a significant contribution to the change: the 300 hours of in-service provided in
Drumcondra in 1978 [all covered by the departmental grant] had grown to 30,719 hours delivered
in 1983 when 57% of centre income was generated through service and tuition charges.
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Visits to Northern centres were recorded from 1981, Blackrock and Drumcondra TCs’ Annual
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Planning for Department-sanctioned annual North-South teacher centre conferences
commenced in 1983 with director-training as a core component. Co-operation North, a charity
to promote reconciliation in Northern Ireland, was the co-sponsor with the Dublin Department
of Education.
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resulted in a constituted Association of Teachers Centres [ATCI] in 1986, providing for
an executive, representative of full- and part-time centres and of directors and committee
members, in a federal-type structure. This arrangement “protected the essential
autonomy of centres” while creating the operational and cooperative pillars of a
network.112 The institutionalisation marked the point where a network identity was
accepted by all centres along with limitations on centres’ autonomy. As the sense of
network strengthened communications functions flourished with the Department of
Education, its Northern counterpart and other in-service providers.113 From 1986 the
Department of Education’s Primary Administration Branch [PAB] used the new
association’s AGM as a platform for regular consultation on financial, administrative and
developmental matters.114
The Programme’s decision to postpone the establishment of a national in-service
council on financial grounds had consequences for the proposal to strengthen the teacher
centre network.115 The institutional vacuum meant that while a network was maintained
through a combination of departmental grants and course fee-income, expansion was
largely ignored.116 Teacher centre resources and distribution were inconsistent, four had
full-time directors, few had adequate accommodation or equipment and a minority levied
charges which led to an unevenness in the quality of the courses and the range of
technology, library and other resources available.
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Carrick-on-Shannon TC, Annual Report for 1985.
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An in-service partnership flourished between Limerick and Ennis teacher centres and the
Limerick MICE In-service Department, and the Cork teacher centre with CESI and UCC through
the Ionad Ríomhaireachta na Scol, Cork Schools’ Computing Centre [Ó Dubhghaill, 'Mary
Immmaculate College and in-Service Education', Moynihan, 'Computer Education: Ireland', (]
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Teacher centres were funded through, communicated with and reported annually to the PAB.
The PAB attendances coincided with its administrative changes to the ‘Guidelines of financial
assistance for teachers centres’ which reflected policy changes arising from Ireland, 'Serving the
Country Better: A White Paper on the Public Service', (Dublin: Stationery Office, 1985). There
was on-going regular cooperation locally with district and divisional inspectors.
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Teacher centre departmental funding barely kept pace with inflation: The increase in teacher
centre funding was from IR£80,000 in 1980 to IR£181,000 in 1990 – an increase of 126.25%
when the Consumer Price Index from Jan 1980 to Dec 1990 was 128.7%: see Table G on p 253
in the Appendices. There was one additional part-time teacher centre recognised in 1985: in the
west Dublin area.
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Further retrenchment: 1987
The Programme for Action’s impact on in-service provision was discernible in a number
of major areas of activity. The primary Inspectorate became more prominent by the mid1980s. The increases in the departmental in-service budget enhanced the Inspectorate’s
capacity to provide for approximately one-quarter of primary summer in-service
activities. There was some coherence to the Inspectorates’ in-service strategy and the cooption of practising teachers benefited in-service provision and capacity building. The
Programme facilitated the re-emergence of college of education participation in inservice provision. However, unlike the funded, pre-oil crisis phase, colleges’ courses
were self-sustaining, of longer duration and college-awarded. Without a coherent
institutional framework such certificated courses remained college-centred and a
consolidating teacher centre network remained under-utilised.
The emergence of college of education, university, teacher centre and voluntary
organisation courses by the early 1980s was sustained by tuition fees which reflected a
market-place where quasi-commercial criteria determined course continuance.117 The
courses normalised payment for non-departmental courses, confirmed multi-agency inservice provision and, in the absence of a national coordinating body, allowed
fragmentation and uneven distribution of access to remain characteristic features. Inservice priorities were determined in various ad hoc approaches and responses were
determined by access to departmental resources, the motivation of teachers and inservice agencies or financial sustainability. The situation reinforced a separation between
state, school and individual responsibilities for on-going professional development and
the absence of a national framework compounded the fragmentation of responsibility,
funding and priorities.
The financial pressure on educational expenditures came to a head following the
1987 general election.118 The additional education cuts proposed by the government
caused concern for existing school conditions, threatened future improvements to
education and prompted significant opposition. Coolahan feared for arbitrary and
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Exceptions included recognised remedial and special education courses; in-service education
and activities funded by the Health Education Bureau and the European Communities Transition
Year project.
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Mary O'Rourke, Just Mary: A Memoir (Dublin: Gill and Macmillan, 2012), p 46ff.
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unplanned decisions and expressed concern for consequent unintended consequences.119
At the time there were a number of primary initiatives pending: a whole-school approach
to remedial teaching, locally agreed school codes of discipline and curriculum changes
signalled by the CEB.120 The state’s contemporary financial predicament made state
funding of in-service education and professional development a challenging objective.

Conclusions
The depressed state of the Irish economy frustrated educational aspirations expressed in
official, political and civic society reports, surveys and documents during the period of
recovery from the oil crisis and the 1980s.121 Demographic, political and salary pressures
determined a significant proportion of the education budget and therefore restricted
expenditure on discretionary policy areas, including in-service education and training.122
The promise of an in-service policy, predicated on the establishment of the representative
In-service Committee, failed because of the state’s straitened circumstances and the
education priorities of a coalition government formed before the submission of the report
of the In-service Committee in mid-1983.
The retreat in the 1984 Programme for Action in Education from a national
structure to advise on and coordinate in-service education had consequences for the
institutions involved. For teacher education policy, a vehicle to establish the continuum
from initial preparation to a framework of career-long professional development serving
the system, the schools and individual career advancement was deferred. In-service
contributions by the colleges of education were conditional on a review of teacher
education which was complicated by a plan to rationalise the colleges’ facilities and
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resources in face of the decline in the student teacher intake and the pressure for tertiary
education facilities and accommodation. Any colleges’ in-service initiatives were
decided at institutional level, were cost-neutral and, as a consequence, market dependant.
The in-service education proposals in the Programme were inadequate to address
the growing fragmentation in content, duration, location and timing of courses available
to teachers. The priorities-based approach, favoured by and reiterated in departmental
statements since the 1970 primary In-service Steering Committee, neglected one based
on a comprehensive response to teachers’ professional and training needs. The
Programme’s narrow definition of in-service purposes failed to encompass schools as
emerging in-service clients.123 The restricted funding available precipitated a shift in the
cost burden of in-service participation. In the space of ten years, 1977-1987, the
proportion of the approximately half of primary teachers paying to participate in summer
courses annually had gone from about one-third to two-thirds.124 The convergence of
choice and personal expense for a majority of primary teachers reinforced a perception
of in-service education as an individual responsibility largely disconnected from state or
school purposes. The focus and impact of the departmental pilot primary science and
computer projects did nothing to remedy the perception.
The planned coherence between knowledge, skills and attitudes learned and
practised in initial teacher education and the school-based practices which trainees and
newly qualified teachers experienced during practicum and on first appointment did not
materialise in the manner anticipated. The factors necessary to create an adequate degree
of coherence, inherent in the Inspectorate’s 1969 strategy, were a coordinated in-service
programme, implemented within a whole-school setting with the assistance of subject
specialists from its training-of-trainers initiative. Its implementation was curtailed by
insufficient funding, inhibited by inadequate planning, coordination and appreciation of
curriculum change and disrupted by the mid-1970s financial cuts. The White Paper and
Programme for Action, in addressing immediate, short term in-service priorities and
deferring a review of teacher education, continued the neglect of the broader issue of
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Primary school boards of management were, in any case, inadequately funded and in-service
education expenditure was beyond schools’ means.
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In 1979, over 4,800 [66%] of the 7,250 summer course participants enrolled on courses free
at the point of delivery. By 1987, the percentage had declined to 25%: 2366 of the 9300 attendees:
calculations based on data in I.N.T.O., 'In-Service Education', at p 157. Ireland, ‘PERB Report’,
p 25.
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coherence and continuity in teacher education. The reports continued to perceive inservice education as a discrete, additional phase, focused on deficiencies and largely of
relevance to individual teachers. The eschewing of a national agency was the neglect of
a coherence principle.
The primary Inspectorate’s in-service programmes were a major beneficiary of
the Department’s funding decisions. The increase in staffing in 1981-82 allowed the
Inspectorate implement important in-service education innovations which were
highlighted in the internal Collins’ review conducted in 1980. A renewed emphasis on
whole-school approaches featured in the in-service strategy

and the co-option of

practising teachers facilitated an expansion in the quantity of short summer courses,
curriculum development projects and cúrsaí foirne which the Inspectorate organised
annually in a number of schools. In the absence of a national in-service policy there were
no corresponding changes to the primary school system’s administrative and regulatory
arrangements to enable teacher release from schools, to flexibly organise school-based
in-service activities or to arrange collaboration with other institutions. The structural
lacuna affected the Inspectorate’s in-service planning as it was equally bound by the
conditions determining teachers’ in-service participation. The limitations on the
Inspectorate’s provision pointed to the need for a framework of multi-institutional
cooperation. In its absence, competition with other providers for short summer and
evening courses in a confined market emerged where the Department’s free provision
had become an important advantage.
The INTO in-service policy objectives, pursued through the Committee on Inservice Education – for which the organisation had tactically withdrawn from direct
delivery of in-service courses from 1979, were stymied by the Department’s decision to
ignore the Committee’s recommendations. A forceful pursuit of teachers’ in-service
policies, put in abeyance through the worst of the recession in the mid 1980 when major
education retrenchment took place, was reactivated through the 1987 Primary Education
Review. In the interim, the INTO maintained its in-service ban and its absence there was
a growing commercialisation of in-service education.
Teachers’ in-service fees played an important function in the expansion of college
and university teacher education institutions’ in-service provision in the 1980s. Feeincome allowed for self-sustaining growth in the longer, college and university-validated
in-service courses. This development displaced the 1972 departmental study leave
proposal and reiterated in the 1983 Report of the Committee on In-service Education.
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Proposals to establish part-time in-service degree and diploma courses for primary
teachers, initially stymied through a lack of departmental approval and institutional
resources, were conceded for a part-time in-service BEd and diploma courses after 1984,
on a self-financing basis. The development facilitated voluntary participation which
emphasised individual choice, personal expense and professional or career motivation.
The restructuring of full-time MEd degrees to enable part-time enrolment followed the
increased cost of substitution and the modularisation and accessibility of Trinity College
In-service Division’s diploma courses led to a sustained growth in post-graduate inservice participation from the mid 1980s onwards.125 Elsewhere, the sustainability of
study leave concessions was being questioned and its availability in Britain and Northern
Ireland was declining by the mid-1980s.126
The consolidation of autonomous local teacher centres into a coherent network
was achieved in the absence of institutional intervention. A convergence of internal and
environmental factors created an impetus towards centre cooperation which resulted in a
capacity to act in a coordinated manner and to formalise an association of teacher centres
by 1986. The initial collective concerns of the centres, the material and resource
restrictions arising from the mid-1970s budget freeze, gave way to the inter-centre
professional cooperation of the early 1980s. This transition, facilitated by full-time
secondments of teachers to four centres by 1978 and North-South teacher centre
conferences became a catalyst for a professionalisation of centre management which was
reflected in programme innovation, dissemination of practice, the professional training
of directors and a nucleus for the development of a network. The addition of locallygenerated income facilitated curriculum innovation and training-of-trainers within these
centres which, when disseminated to other centres, reinforced the efficacy of network
cooperation. The institutionalisation of the network facilitated corporate agency and
facilitated cooperation with teacher education institutions and involvement in northsouth cooperation with Northern Ireland’s teacher centres association.
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Chapter 7
An in-service policy process 1987-95
Introduction
This chapter firstly examines the contribution of three reports, a representative body
convened by the Department of Education, external organisational consultants and the
report of the invited OECD team on teacher education. The interim arrangements put in
place by the Department to deliver on-going in-service commitments forms a second
section before reviewing the in-service proposals of the 1992 Green Paper and the
reactions. The establishment of an INTO in-service unit and the consolidation of a
teacher centre network are subject of the following two sections before concluding with
an exploration of the 1995 White Paper and the immediate aftermath.
Social Partnership and the economic crisis
A new Fianna Fáil minority government introduced changes to the economic policy
architecture in 1987 to respond to the growing economic crisis.1 A major feature of the
strategy was its corporate character where the policies adopted were the outcome of
negotiation and agreement among the main economic actors: the state and employer,
worker and farming organisations.2 The inclusive features of the strategy balanced
various trade-offs, postponing salary, welfare and public service demands while awaiting
the pay-off of policies promoting foreign direct investment, raising employment,
increasing revenue and stabilising the national finances. 3 The negotiations resulted in
various national ‘social partnership’ agreements among the major economic interests,
commencing with the Programme for National Recovery [PNR] 1987-1990. The
1

The Fine Gael opposition party was committed not to oppose economic reforms proposed by
the Fianna Fáil minority government which were in the national interest.
2

Rory O’Donnell, 'Ireland’s Economic Transformation: Industrial Policy, European Integration
and Social Partnership', (Working Paper No. 2; Pittsburgh, PA: Center for West European
Studies, University of Pittsburgh, 1998).
3

A template was outlined in National Economic and Social Council, 'A Strategy for Development
1986-1990: Growth, Employment and Fiscal Balance. Report No. 83', (Dublin: The Stationery
Office, 1986).
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partnership model evolved into a process of multilateral socio-economic commitments
by the state, economic interests and civil society and became a method of economic
governance into the future. The partnership model extended existing consultative
arrangements in state policy-making to include commitments by the parties within the
final partnership document. The principles and procedures underpinning economic
management permeated non-economic policy areas and were illustrated in the invitation
to the representative partners to participate in a comprehensive review of primary
education made by the new minister for education, Mary O’Rourke.
Mary O’Rourke’s concessions in establishing the various representative bodies
which aimed at mitigating the effects of financial retrenchment, were also focused on
urgent education policy issues. The education cuts announced by the new government in
1987 exacerbated conditions in an attenuated education system, brought into tactical
partnership parents, teachers and school management bodies to oppose them and
contributed to ongoing industrial conflict with teachers. The establishment of committees
on the primary system and on the primary curriculum were to assuage opposition to the
education cuts and, in the process, propose policies for implementation when economic
circumstances allowed. The new minister generated a sense of momentum when she
directed, through the establishment of the National Council for Curriculum and
Assessment [NCCA] in 1987 as a successor to the interim CEB, the implementation of
the Junior Certificate curriculum recommendations of the CEB.4 The two primary
representative committees contributed to a process of addressing the contentious cuts
within the wider framework of a national response to the economic crisis. The
consultative approach went some way towards addressing political and educational
apprehensions of the consequences of the arbitrary and unplanned education cuts.5 The
primary education and curriculum reports, published in 1990, served as a pathway
intended to reverse recent retrenchment and held out the promise of the incremental
implementation of the recommendations.6 The emphasis on consultative approaches to
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Legislation to establish the CEB on a statutory basis was introduced but following the election
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Coolahan, 'In the Shadow of the Guillotine', Dáil Debates, M.D. Higgins, Education Estimates
Debate, 16 June 1988, vol 382, cols 779-783.
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education policy development mirrored the social partnership procedures adopted in
social and economic planning and development throughout the 1990s.
European dimension and national planning
Improvements to the education system, intended to contribute to national economic
recovery, featured in important contemporary institutional reports.7 Investment in
technical and vocational education, modernisation of school curricula and raising school
retention levels were prominent among the inputs and incentives, available from
European sources to prepare member states for the competitive environment of the
Customs Union and Single Market, were incorporated into national economic, and
educational, planning. European Structural Funds addressed infrastructural, training,
social and regional disparities. Social partnership approaches complemented national
planning and the processes were assisted with European subsidies. The Department of
Education, a recipient of European Social Funds throughout the 1980s, broadened its
involvement from 1989 and envisaged Structural Fund benefits to future primary and
post-primary education policy planning.
Mary O’Rourke established a comprehensive policy development process which
encompassed the specific initiatives contributing to national development planning.
Initiated in 1989, she foresaw the process leading to consultative papers and legislation
and was contemporaneous with the preparation of government’s social partnership
programme, national development plan and allocation of the European Structural Fund.
The Programme for Economic and Social Progress [PESP 1991-94], the second
partnership programme, contained important education components negotiated by the
teacher unions, the allocation of European Social Funds to teacher in-service training and
the Regional Development Fund to building a network of teacher training centres. The
policy preparatory phase drew on the PERB and OECD reports and resulted in a green
paper in 1992 which “aroused enormous interest”.8 The interest of the education sectors
was sustained through a consultative process and its various papers developed an
7
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educational policy framework which would be incorporated within legislation. The
drafting of the national and the departmental education plans in the early 1990s was
premised on a gradual economic recovery.
Educational planning took place within a complex environment informed by a
range of Irish and European agencies. The international voice in Irish educational
planning had expanded throughout the 1980s. It included invitees such as the OECD
study team and the Inspectorate’s involvement with the Conference of School
Inspectorates in Europe first convened in 1985.9 The affiliation of Irish educator groups
to Europe-wide professional associations facilitated the advance of alternative
perspectives and reference points in the policy-making process. Widely promoted
school-based curriculum strategies spread internationally in the 1980s to address
efficiently and effectively various obstacles to successful curriculum implementation.
The efficiency of the strategy appealed administratively in the recessionary 1980s
through accountability and cost-effectiveness arguments. For such proponents, schoolbased in-service strategies reduced costs of external course attendances and aligned staff
development programmes with school improvement and performance objectives.
Professionally-oriented arguments, on the other hand, argued that in-service
effectiveness was enhanced in contexts where schools exercised control of their inservice and staff-development budget and programme. Each position was based on
realistic school in-service budgets which was not the case for Irish primary school boards
of management. Despite this, the phenomenon emerged within the sector.

Three Reports: 1990-91
The Primary Education Review Body’s recalibration of primary in-service policy
The Primary Education Review Body [PERB] report promised more than it delivered
with regard to in-service education and training. The position of the state’s finances
constrained immediate PERB commitments while offering improvements later. An ad
hoc designated person “with responsibility for coordinating” could take the place of an
immediate representative advisory committee determining in-service priorities.10 The
9
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allocation of resources for schools’ and teachers’ in-service education needs would
restricted, in the short-term, to priorities within “a clearly defined policy for those inservice courses sanctioned by the Department.”

11

The report signalled additional

resources, on a phased basis, to induction and in-service education.12 For the time being,
the PERB report deferred any extension of initial teacher education for financial reasons
and in deference to an imminent OECD study.13 A Primary Education Policy Unit was
established within the Department to oversee implementation of the PERB
recommendations.14 The PERB recommendations fed into the preparation for a Green
Paper which had been announced in November 1990 before the report’s publication.15 A
number of decisions, including the commissioning of “a study on future in-service
training needs of teachers”, were announced in a ministerial statement in early 1991,
where the increases in in-service funding allocations under the second social partnership
agreement, PESP, were also announced.16
The PERB report proposed changes to primary in-service education. It indicated
the withdrawal of the Inspectorate from direct in-service delivery and that in-service
functions would be allocated to schools which would give teachers, principals, Boards
of Management and parents a meaningful stake in content identification and related
planning, choice and delivery.17 In light of the withdrawal of the Inspectorate from inservice delivery, investment in expanding the network of teacher centres, involving the
colleges of education, implementing school-based in-service proposals, all with the
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participation of “an available pool of experienced and well-qualified persons”, presented
a challenge.18
The PERB report’s school-related in-service proposal was arguably aspirational
especially in light of the inadequacy of existing school-funding and expertise.19 Schoolbased planning was becoming established in primary schools and the PERB saw the
potential in making use of an annual six residual, discretionary days for planning time
along and in-service arrangements. The discretionary days proposal was contentious and
it was resisted by the teachers’ representatives.20 By late 1991 the uncertainty with
regard to a school-based or subject-centred curriculum approach was decided when the
NCCA established primary curriculum committees to revise and plan for 1994
implementation. This decision, in setting a curriculum trajectory, affected the character
of professional development and primary in-service programming required.21 The PERB,
and its companion primary curriculum report, commenced the primary sector’s period of
policy analysis, consultation and synthesis which culminated with the White Paper in
1995.
The legacy of a post-primary in-service initiative
The NCCA’s implementation programme to accompany the new Junior Certificate
curriculum adopted an in-service model for a time of recession. 22 The programme,
agreed with the minister in December 1988, was in response to pressures from concerned
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post-primary school management authorities, teacher unions and the NCCA. 23
Implementation required planning for teacher orientation, school reorganisation and
materials and equipment. The negotiated proposal included delegation of responsibility
to the existing representative structures within the NCCA to agree the main programme
elements: content and materials, an in-service schedule with attendance and release
arrangements, all subject to the ultimate approval of the Department.24
Seven NCCA subject committees formed the core of the planning structures.25
Each committee, comprising NCCA, teacher union, inspector and subject association
representatives, designed and planned the in-service programmes.26 A training-oftrainers approach was adopted where the ‘trainers’ comprised committee members and
teachers selected and nominated by the committees. The Department’s Post-primary
Administration Section undertook the logistical and administrative arrangements for the
national schedule of meetings, school closures and payment disbursements in 1989.27
These administrative responsibilities were subsequently devolved to teacher centre
clusters in 1990.28 The strategy influenced subsequent NCCA curriculum in-service
programme structures and provided an administrative template for CHL Consultants. The
approach reflected the minister’s in-service policy which she stated at a meeting with the
OECD survey team in Paris in 1989.29
There were structural and resource handicaps to this austerity-enforced strategy.
There was no comprehensive curriculum or professional development plan, multi-annual
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financial commitment or coordinating agency. 30 The state’s annual budgetary cycle
resulted in uncertainty and scheduling delays. This first nation-wide in-service
programme identified also an underestimation of the in-service administrative workload
and cost. Nevertheless, its management and representational features were favoured in
an important CHL Consultants in-service recommendation.
CHL Consultants focus attention on in-service delivery structures
CHL Consultants, appointed in advance of publication of the PERB and OECD reports,
were commissioned by the Department of Education to advise the NCCA on structures
for future in-service developments. There was an immediate need for administrative
procedures for disbursing departmental and other in-service funding. Additional inservice funding had been secured through the Programme for Economic and Social
Progress [PESP]31 and the minister, Mary O’Rourke, was negotiating for European
Structural Funds [ESF]

32

in support of the teacher in-service training programme to

implement reformed curriculum.33 Equally important was a need for a scheme to identify,
agree and administer in-service priorities, suggest optimum methods of in-service
delivery, especially in view of the NCCA primary curriculum reforms.
CHL’s analysis reflected its organisational background. Its report provided an
alternative, commercially-oriented perspective to those of educationalists. CHL’s
conclusions on existing in-service efficiency and effectiveness were based mainly on
stakeholder interviews in the absence of evaluations based on in-service priorities,
objectives, or outcomes against which to assess impact.34 Through highlighting a need
30

Sandra Ryan, 'Report of the Evaluation of in-Service Provision for the Junior Certificate',
(Dublin: Educational Research Centre, 1990), Loretta Ní Cheallaigh et al., 'Teacher Education’.
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Ireland, 'Programme for Economic and Social Progress [PESP]', (Dublin: Stationery Office,
1991) at para. 69 (g), p 32.: Ir£0.5m in 1992 and £1m in 1993 and subsequent years.
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Dáil Debates, Written Answer #266, vol 393, 14 November 1989. ASTIR, December 1990, p
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The ESF strand within the revised scheme was the Human Resources Operational Programme
[HROP].
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European Structural Funds had administrative implications which required systematic
programme planning, monitoring, evaluation and reporting, see: Bradley, John 2002 National
development plans and pre-accession structural Funds: learning from the experiences of Ireland,
Romanian Journal of European Affairs 2, 2 pp 5- 21. pp 14-16
34

CHL Consulting, 'Review of Professional Development in Ireland', (Dublin (unpublished),
1991), pp 20 and 4
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for specificity with regard to training models and objectives the CHL consultants sought
to improve in-service planning, coordination, evaluation and outcomes.35 With regard to
financial efficiency, CHL benefited from the financial and participant data made
available to it which allowed for a rigorous economic analysis of the efficiency and
effectiveness of existing expenditures on in-service provision.36 The inclusion of direct,
and estimates of indirect and imputed expenditures in the financial calculation, provided
CHL with criteria to assess various in-service course, staff and professional development
approaches.37
Financial criteria were the basis for CHL’s advocacy of local coordination of
national and school-based in-service priorities. Such an approach increased the efficiency
and effectiveness of state in-service investment. CHL’s preferred administrative
structure was an NCCA-based coordinating unit. National initiatives, mainly under the
NCCA, were separated from remaining in-service activities which required school-based
or individual, voluntary participation. Induction was effectively ignored and the report
presumed long-term award-bearing courses to continue as heretofore without additional
departmental support.
CHL’s proposed administrative structure
CHL’s evaluation of institutional possibilities reveals the importance of the features
associated with each one. The options it examined were:
•

a national independent in-service agency similar to that recommended in the 1984
In-service Committee and by the recent PERB reports, which CHL discounted
mainly on cost grounds;

•

an in-service unit within the Department of Education, which CHL discounted
mainly on organisational efficiency and the inadequacy of advisory representation,
and

35

Ibid., p 99ff.

36

CHL arrived at an estimated total annual expenditure of IR£10.4m, the figure which formed
the Irish Times’ headline for the report by John Walshe, ‘Report asks if teacher courses are
wasteful?’, on 21 June 1991, p 11.
37

Indirect expenditure included fixed and inputs by personnel such as the Inspectorate. The
imputed costs included school and student ‘lost tuition time’ consequent on teacher absence or
release, school closures. The imputed costs represented 60% of the IR£10.4m: CHL Consulting,
Review, p 28.
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•

an organisation embedded within the NCCA which, over time, evolved to become a
separate agency.38

Consideration of a representative advisory structure was not specifically addressed
except insofar as it was incorporated within the proposed NCCA-based structure. In the
meantime, an ad hoc in-service unit was set up within the Department of Education in
late 1990.39
The CHL administrative structure would allow existing and new in-service providing
institutions obtain approval to deliver programmes locally if they met prescribed
conditions.40
Its proposals would rationalise the allocation of departmental resources,
accommodate mandatory national curriculum participation, monitor levels of
participation and evaluate effectiveness. Encouraging school-based involvement would
broaden reach and maximise access. CHL’s local delegation, market-based procedures
and combination of national and local priorities, bore resemblances to the reforms to inservice which were taking place in Britain and Northern Ireland.41
By the middle of 1991 there was evidence of an increased interest in in-service
policy. The Standing Committee of Teachers’ Unions and University Education
Departments had affirmed an agreed in-service policy and published their May 1991
Seminar Proceedings.42 The OECD report on education was launched by the Minister on
20 June 1991 and on the following day, details of the CHL report appeared in the Irish
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Ibid., pp 63-66
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Gleeson attributed the decision to transfer in-service coordination from the NCCA to the
Department to the prospect of imminent European funding: Gleeson, Curriculum in Context:
Partnership, p 290.
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Times.43 The CHL report was never published but copies were circulated informally. In
September, the NCCA established its own in-service sub-committee, the ad hoc inservice unit was formally established within the Department of Education and the teacher
unions sought representation on its primary and post-primary sub-committees. 44 The
main elements of a green paper draft were revealed also in September in the
newspapers.45 In Autumn 1991, the NCCA primary committees to develop new and
revise existing curricula for implementation in 1994 were set up.46 The INTO executive
initiated a strategy to reverse its 1979 ‘ban’ on in-service provision.47
The OECD offers a perspective on in-service education
An OECD study team, invited to review teacher education, studied it within the Irish
educational context which involved an analysis of the complexity of teachers’
workplaces, careers, professional responsibilities and declining recruitment.48 The
OECD’s report conceptualised teacher education as professional preparation and
continuing education for those taking responsibility for the broad range of professional
activities necessary for its recommended reform of Irish education. Its proposed
autonomy for school communities would give purpose, relevance and coherence to the
existing range of in-service provision, create collaborative opportunities among schools
and for research and developmental initiatives between schools and teacher education
43
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institutions. Its school-based approach subsumed collegial responsibility for
performance review, development planning, school self-evaluation and professional
accountability. The approach utilised the system’s existing professional expertise and
stimulated future professional learning and development. The report’s perspectives on
teacher professionalism were based on the collegial professional practices reflected
recent OECD thinking on professionalism and its contribution to educational
improvement.49
There were a number of points of divergence between the OECD team and the
Department of Education with regard to teacher in-service education. Many were
revealed at the Paris review meeting in 1989, mentioned briefly above.50 The Minister
for Education’s preference was for consultative over advisory bodies in the policymaking processes and she was reluctant to concede responsibility and control to a body
independent of her Department.51 The minister was also reluctant to proceed with
decentralisation to the extent proposed, was non-committal on an induction programme
and expressed her commitment to the existing limited, centralised, curriculum-led inservice programmes. The minister reiterated a retention of institutional separation of preand in-service education and foresaw contractual challenges in changes to teacher
evaluation and mandatory in-service participation.52 There were policy differences on
decentralisation, school devolution and teacher evaluation between the Irish delegation
and the OECD team in 1989 but which were reversed in the Green Paper several years
later. However, the Department’s positions on the locus of control of in-service
education, consultation structures and its institutional separation from institutions of
teacher education were reiterated in the PERB and CHL reports published subsequent to
the Paris meeting. The OECD perspectives on teacher education gradually influenced the
policy-making sphere.53
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The Department of Education’s In-service Unit
An interim in-service structure
There was an accumulation of in-service programmes being prepared in 1990-91 which
required interim in-service structures. The demands arose from PESP in-service
programme,54 the decision in early 1991 to introduce the revised primary curriculum by
September 1994 and the transfer of the administration of the Junior Certificate in-service
programme to teacher centres. Procedures for the disbursement, monitoring and
oversight of public monies to in-service institutions was required following the
withdrawal of the Inspectorate from in-service delivery.55 The Department of Education
drew on the PERB and CHL proposal of an interim arrangement to facilitate a transition.
The Inspectorate’s withdrawal enabled it to coordinate state-funded in-service education
programmes and provided a rationale for setting up of an internal In-service Unit in 1991.
To meet public accounting criteria the internal Unit, comprising members of the
Inspectorate, provided appropriate departmental machinery for approval of submissions
and funding allocation decisions from Autumn 1991. The Unit, announced by the new
Minister, Noel Davern, in January 1992, was not listed in The State Directory.56 It
appeared to have been an ad hoc arrangement and the Unit was charged with liaison and
coordination tasks as well as the funding allocation responsibilities.57 The establishment
of this unit implied that CHL’s recommendation of an NCCA-based central coordinating
agency had been rejected in favour of a unit under the Inspectorate and internal to the
Department. Several reasons arose: Gleeson, as mentioned above, referred to imminent
the European funding.58 An NCCA unit would have required an increased budget. The
Unit, staffed internally on a part-time basis, minimised costs as the duties were an
54
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addition to inspectors’ responsibilities. Its advisory structure included the NCCA as the
only external representative. Management bodies and teacher unions sought
representation on the separate primary and post-primary advisory committees without
success.59
The Unit’s functions
Revised standardised procedures and new criteria for the approval and funding of various
in-service submissions were developed promptly by the new internal In-Service Unit.
These applied to the 1992 primary summer course applications.60 The Unit placed
pressure on teachers centres to rationalise in-service course communications with it and
direct them through the Association of Teachers Centres [ATCI].61 The Unit’s primary
sub-committee’s request of ATCI to develop short courses to fulfil the Department’s
PESP in-service obligations in late 1991 was an unanticipated departure by the
Department which indicated a change in procedure while at the same time signalling the
pressure on an essentially part-time Unit.62 The departure embodied new procedures
which were to characterise the Unit, and its successor: it delegated course design,
development of materials and training of trainers to ATCI while reserving final approval,
monitoring and funding courses decisions. 63 There were other noticeable signs of change
throughout 1992: approved courses were free
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and there was an increase in their

Council of Teachers’ Unions Education Conference report, Tuarascáil, 3 (1992), p 3
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number, in participation levels and in the number of teachers involved as trainers.65 The
new procedure strengthened the INTO’s removal of its in-service provision ban.
There were disadvantages to the In-service Unit’s operation and structure. The
Unit operated in constrained circumstances: it was an interim measure with part-time
Inspectorate involvement, no allocation of administrative staff, a limited budget,
competing in-service demands and a bias towards the NCCA Junior Cert in-service
commitments.66 There was an absence of consultation with teachers’ representatives on
in-service matters making for asymmetric in-service prioritising.67 The procedures
introduced a transactional character to in-service organisations’ relationships with the
Department. Teacher access to and participation in in-service activities was affected by
the existing regional distribution of teacher centres and other in-service bodies with
consequences for those regions without such.68 The Unit introduced changes to the
Inspectorate’s functions when they were the subject of an external review.69 In summer
1992, the primary Inspectorate replaced its intensive involvement in in-service course
provision with systematic in-service course inspections.70
A revised primary curriculum forecasted
The appointment of representatives to the NCCA primary syllabus committees in 1991
brought to the fore the need to advance planning for an in-service programme to support
the revised primary curriculum.71 There was uncertainty within the NCCA as to where
65
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responsibility for in-service preparations lay: with the NCCA or the Inspectorate.72 The
setting of September 1994 as a target date to introduce the revised primary curriculum
and the preparation of an in-service consultation paper by the NCCA contributed to the
in-service pressures on the Department.73 The NCCA paper recommended initial
curriculum information days for all primary teachers over the next two school years,
1992-94.74 It envisaged that this phase of the programme would provide feedback with
which to design and plan a follow-up programme to accompany implementation within
the schools. Such a plan would avoid the implementation difficulties, and teachers’ and
schools’ dissatisfaction experienced with the Junior Certificate in-service programme in
1989-92. The scale of the undertaking, magnified by the generalist orientation of primary
teachers, prompted the INTO to propose a collaborative, partnership approach.75 There
was little evidence that teacher education institutions were included in the Unit’s, the
NCCA’s or INTO’s curriculum in-service planning.76 In the event, progress on the
primary curriculum revision stalled and there were changes in ministerial priorities,
postponing planning of an in-service programme.77
In summary, the 18 months between publication of the PERB report and the
Green Paper in mid-1992 saw a number of decisions regarding in-service education
structures which featured as the Green Paper’s in-service policy position. An internal
administrative In-service Unit, least favoured by the teacher unions, higher education
and the OECD report, was selected to ease operational, financial and administrative
pressures on the Department. Its structures by-passed the representational opportunities
which an NCCA-based unit would have offered and its operational criteria, procedures
and devolved relationships with in-service providers were foreshadowed in Minister
O’Rourke’s contributions at the 1989 Paris meeting with the OECD review team. They
72
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were reiterated in the PERB report. The character of the Unit’s relationships did not
envisage systematic delegation to university or college teacher education institutions.
The Department’s in-service decisions contributed to changes in the INTO’s future
course of action.
Implications for primary teachers: the INTO seeks partnership
A number of developments were of concern to the INTO following the PERB publication
in 1990. The absence of representation on an in-service structure located within the
Department of Education dismayed the teacher unions which had concluded national
social partnership negotiations increasing in-service funding.78 The In-service Unit’s
devolution procedures excluded organised teacher representation and involvement, and
to the INTO, this stymied teachers’ involvement in course design, organisation and
delivery.79 The INTO’s continuing ban on involvement in organising in-service courses
was a major, self-inflicted obstacle and a proposal to lift the ban failed at Congress
1991.80 The NCCA decision in 1991 to commence revision of the primary curriculum
and initiate consultations on an in-service strategy reinforced the INTO’s decision to
rescind its in-service ban as a prelude to participation and collaboration in the enterprise.
Perspectives on in-service education within senior ranks of the INTO were
shifting. The understanding of school planning had moved from a product
conceptualisation represented as ‘the school plan’ [an Plean Scoile] in departmental
circulars, towards an iterative, collaborative and developmental process comprising
review, implementation and evaluation.81 The school development planning approach
saw the devolution of responsibility as an opportunity for, and the school as a site of,
teachers’ professional learning, development and autonomy. School planning then, as
highlighted in the PERB report, was perceived a vehicle to assist in the implementation
of a revised primary curriculum.82 The 1990 INTO education conference and 1991
78
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Congress resolution on school planning had called for departmental guidelines and the
PESP report envisaged support structures for their implementation.83
Senior INTO personnel promoted an understanding of a “new” teacher
professionalism which was centred as much on workplace practice as it was on traditional
qualifications-based foundations.84 This conceptualisation viewed the teacher both as
agent and subject in professional development and in-service activities and it
underpinned the organisation’s in-service policy agenda. The promotion of collaborative
school development planning, the recruitment of teachers to advisory curriculum and
planning support services, representation on decision-making forums, collaboration with
the teacher education institutions on induction and in specialist programmes were aimed
at increased influence and control in professional development.85 They represented the
organisation’s ‘partnership’ operational objectives. The Green Paper did not envisage
such partnership.

The Green Paper 1992
The Green Paper in-service education proposals
The Green Paper proposed replacing the existing three-year concurrent initial teacher
education programme with a consecutive model, integrating an additional, part-time
induction year into the proposed two-year teacher education programme and augmenting
these phases with access to structured in-career training, development or education.86
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The extensive education changes proposed in the Green Paper justified the proposed
national in-service education expansion.87 The coordinating structure was the existing
In-service Unit with the in-service rationale was one drawn from the OECD report. The
Unit also planned to coordinate school-based in-career demands through various local
and national agencies “on the basis of agreed criteria and guidelines.”88 This enabled
school-based staff courses to come within the ambit of the Unit’s procedures for the first
time.

89

It was within the school context that the Green Paper re-iterated the

developmental potential of the six “remaining” school days extending to possibilities for
“curriculum development and school planning as well as special closures.”90 The change
to initial primary teacher preparation was controversial while the explicit commitment to
a teacher education continuum of initial, induction and in-service education was
welcomed. 91
An obstacle restricted the development of in-service proposals as envisaged in
the Green Paper. Minister Séamus Brennan dropped a major component, intermediate
administrative structures, from his Green Paper iteration.92 The omission went some way
to explain the absence of detail on local in-service coordination. John Walshe revealed
that earlier drafts had envisaged County Committee in-service structures.93 These
missing structures would have coordinated locally the administration of in-service,
communicated with the In-service Unit, facilitated local teacher representation, have
responsibility for infrastructure such as teacher centres, management of teacher
secondments and advisory services. With the dropping of an intermediate administrative
tier, the Green Paper’s sole remaining coordinating structure, the Department’s In-
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service Unit, remained, but was inadequately equipped until 1994 for the additional
responsibilities now falling to it.94
There were consequences to the omission. Teacher representation on local inservice committees would have mitigated the decision not to establish an interim national
advisory agency while discussions on a Teaching Council continued.95 The remit of the
Department’s Internal Unit, focused on the “co-ordination and direction [of] the work of
the Department in relation to teacher in-career education”, did not guarantee funding of
others’ priorities or cover adequately schools’ in-service needs.96 In-service applicants
experienced contract-based regulatory procedures for the delivery of an approved service
“on the basis of agreed criteria and guidelines” to designated clients. The process
introduced an element of competition rather than cooperation among in-service
providers.97 Commercial considerations featured in institutional in-service planning and
decision-making. The mechanism was used effectively at primary level by teacher
centres and, in 1994, by the INTO to manage the organisation’s systematic national inservice provision. The in-service short-comings were the subject of the post-publication
consultative process and the National Education Conference convened in 1993.
The National Education Convention and the policy consultation process
The National Education Convention’s [NEC] comprehensive consultation process in late
1993 was an important catalyst in clarifying and elaborating the teacher education issues
raised in the Green Paper.98 It resulted from a change of government and a new minister
for education in early 1993.99 Its 1994 Report formed an important component of the
policy-making process and contributed to the drafting of the 1995 White Paper.
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The NEC Report was fortunate “that the case for in-service teacher education no
longer need[ed] to be made” and it focused its attention on the other dimensions: the
advisory and administrative structures, in-service content and modes of delivery, the
integration of in-service teacher education with teacher career aspirations and in-school
management.100 It presumed progress on the teaching council discussions.
The NEC Report addressed the structural lacunae and disparities in the Green
Paper’s in-service proposals. Implementation of a teacher education continuum required
“a coordinating body for strategic planning” to ensure coherence in the planning of the
initial, induction and in-service stages.101 The Report, noting the intermediate tier
coordination issue, recommended a local structure for in-service activity, school support
and advisory services, employment of seconded teachers and a regional-tier
inspectorate.102 Teacher centres’ pivotal role was recognised and the network’s separate
representation on its proposed agency was advanced.103 The Report identified also a need
to formalise and strengthen the relations between schools and teacher education
institutions in pursuit of the proposed cohesion and continuity.104
The NEC Report, emphasising the importance of in-service education, pushed for
greater latitude in content, duration and modes of delivery than the Green Paper provided
for. As a result, the Report favoured flexible definitions of the centrally directed inservice programming focused on priority- and needs-based content and the inclusion of
elective professional in-service choices and award-bearing courses in future in-service
planning. The Report envisaged diversity in the range of strategies being adopted for
teacher professional development and in making suggestions in that regard, mentioned
distance learning and the professionalising opportunities provided through the collegial
processes involved in school development planning.105 The Report also addressed the
absence of discussion on incentives and rewards in the Green Paper. The NEC
represented an expansive view of in-service training and professional development to the
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Green Paper’s narrower perspective. An area of contrasting in-service perspectives was
the NECs’ exposition on school development.
Schools’ in-service roles
The NEC examined school planning as an organising principle for devolved educational
management. Its detailed examination resulted in a restatement of professional
perspectives of school organisation to replace the business-oriented view which
underpinned the Green Paper’s proposals on school operation. The NEC Report
broadened the Green Paper’s performance emphases in ‘the school plan’ to encompass
the consultative, collegial, developmental and professional processes necessary for
school development planning and improvement. The broadened perspective revised the
context for the new professional and career opportunities for teachers professional and
collegial learning within schools and local advisory services.106 Placing the school, and
school development planning, at the centre of a professional development environment,
would stimulate investment in post-graduate in-service education.107
The NEC Report reflected a broad consensus on in-service education and
referenced both the 1984 Committee on In-service Education and OECD reports in its
support. Its breadth was in contrast to the restricted Green Paper’s in-service strategy.
The NEC’s syntheses of the responses and the consultation process on induction, inservice and school development planning pointed up how an underestimation of the
complexity involved could impair implementation.108 The NEC Report addressed the
gaps between the Green Paper’s in-service policies and the capacities of the institutions
and professionals to fulfil them and suggested realistic means to bridge them.

An INTO In-service Unit
The INTO’s change of direction
Senior INTO officials’ perception that the Green Paper drew many of its components
from the world of business strengthened the school-focused direction of the
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organisation’s in-service reaction. Its Green Paper responses contained critiques of its
business-oriented building blocks: planning, management by objectives, annual reports
and monitoring performance through testing and appraisal.109 An INTO assessment of
school devolution as proposed in the Green Paper foresaw it as a potential encroachment
on teachers’ professional autonomy and appropriation of teacher in-service education
and training to improve school achievement in corporate objectives and performance to
the exclusion of professional development objectives.
The INTO’s awareness of the Green Paper’s in-service lacunae influenced the
policy direction in which the INTO adopted in the following two years, 1992-94. The
organisation did not await the White Paper but responded to events and to perceived
government intentions. The gaps identified by the INTO largely mirrored those the NEC
identified and the union’s course was based on three interlinked lines of action:
•

the promotion of school development planning,

•

establishing union-based structures for members’ in-service participation, and

•

seeking in-service partnerships with the Department and other providers in in-service
delivery.110

The character of school planning process evolving within primary schools diverged from
the Green Paper’s ‘business plan’ approach. An INTO approach presumed collegial
responsibility for a process of planned school development.111 The INTO viewed the
Green Paper’s approach as ‘managerialist’ with various performance and accountability
measures.112 Teacher responsibility for school development planning, the INTO argued,
could provide them with opportunities to engage in professional and staff development,
assist in identifying in-service needs, provide a focus for in-service programmes either
externally or internally arranged and become a basis for an advisory support service.113
In circumstances where the possibility of increased state regulation and control of
education was of concern, professional control of school planning offered a buffer in
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defence of professional autonomy.114 In the absence of official school planning
guidelines, the union planned the design and development of its own school planning
support materials and training-of-trainers programmes along the lines of those developed
by teachers’ centres and the primary Inspectorate.115
An independent administrative structure
The omission of local in-service education structures or the teacher centre network in the
Green Paper alerted the INTO to an apparent centralising tendency.116 In late 1992, senior
INTO officials learned that the future position of the teacher centre network was under
departmental review.117 The INTO emphasised the centres’ autonomy and teacher
management.118 There was some uncertainty about future in-service capacity and local
infrastructure, particularly with an impending revised primary curriculum scheduled for
September 1994.119 The union was sceptical also about the capacity of the Department’s
Internal Unit to administer such an in-service programme.120 These factors formed a
major aspect of the background to the INTO in-service policy debate which took place
following the 1993 Congress resolution.
The 1992 INTO Congress in-service resolution set in train an in-service policy
review process which culminated in the removal of the ban on the organising in-service
courses and activities in 1993. A survey of members followed and an Education
Committee in-service education report formed the basis for the November educational
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conference.121

Central to the conference discussion was in-service policy

implementation which was followed up with a commitment “towards the creation of new
and imaginative opportunities for teachers to engage in a wide variety of in-service
activities”.122 The Tuarascáil conference report unambiguously spelled this out: the
INTO planned to become “a major deliverer of in-service courses and programmes.”123
A proposal to set up an INTO in-service administrative structure was approved at the
1994 Congress.124 These decisions coincided with the release of European Social Fund
resources to the recently established In-Career Development Unit [ICDU] as part of the
National Development Plan [NDP], The INTO’s recognition as an in-service provider
was formalised at an initial meeting of the ICDU’s primary advisory committee.125 In
May 1994, the INTO was in a position to utilise the ICDU’s ‘contracting for’ in-service
procedure and engaged in course design and training of trainers and published its plan
for union-delivered courses in July 1994.126
Seeking partnership
School planning and an INTO in-service structure were components of an overarching
agenda of establishing partnership approaches, pending the establishment of a Teaching
Council.127 One form of partnership was the pursuit of curriculum in-service
collaboration with the Department and the NCCA.128 The INTO pursued partnership
arrangements with other providers, particularly the colleges and university departments
of education. Despite the goodwill established through the Standing Committee of
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Teacher Unions and University Departments of Education such partnerships faced
institutional challenges.129 The absence of a national in-service forum inhibited
cooperation and existing fora, in the form of NCCA subject committee and the separate
ICDU primary and post-primary advisory committees, did not provide an appropriate
platform for inter-institutional collaboration.
By 1994 the INTO had made progress on two of its three in-service agenda items:
it had established an internal in-service structure for course design, training of trainers
and, with the Department’s contracting procedure, had secured funding. Its school
planning initiative was subsumed within this structure and its materials and trainers were
available to work with schools and teacher centres.
The National Development Plan boosts in-service education
The Department of Education announced important in-career developments in the
context of NDP 1994-1999 at a conference it convened on 14 February 1994. The NDP
incorporated funding from the European Social Fund [ESF] Human Resource
Operational Programme [HROP] for “a comprehensive retraining for teachers … to meet
the social and economic development needs identified in the Green Paper”. 130 The NDP
specified a ‘training of trainers’ approach which largely set the parameters to ICDUplanned in-service education and training initiatives. The new ICDU was formally
announced at the conference.
The enhanced level of funding allowed the ICDU to lift many of the restrictions
under which the much-criticised, centrally-directed, ‘blitz’ approach of the Junior
Certificate in-service programme.131 The financing permitted teams of teachers to be
seconded to support school-based curriculum implementation. It provided also the
funding of other in-career development strategies, subject to ICDU approval. The
position of post-graduate courses remained moot. The new ICDU was a cross-sector
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departmental unit to administer, coordinate and fund the various training activities.132 It
was accountable to the ESF evaluation office, and applied ESF standardised reporting
procedures to its in-service activities. Representative advisory committees were
promised. The Chief Inspector, Seán MacGleannáin, reiterated the “contractor” type
relationship with in-service providing agencies which had been communicated to
relevant organisations in Autumn 1993.133 The detail on a significant investment in a
teacher centre network was deferred to just over a week later, when the minister made
the announcement at the Blackrock Teacher Centre AGM.134

The National Development Plan and the Teacher Centre Network
The teacher centre network: the professional trumps the administrative
There was a sense of uncertainty over the future of a teacher centre network during 1992.
A series of events, including omission of references to teacher centres in-service
contributions in the Green Paper, culminated in a departmental review of resources and
activities, announced in November 1992. One factor was the shift in departmental
responsibility for teachers centres. Up to this point centres were responsible to the
Primary Administration Branch [hereafter Primary Admin], based in Athlone. The
branch had become proactive in teacher centre administration in 1987 following civil
service operational changes initiated by Serving the Country Better.135 The
standardisation of financial, administrative and reporting procedures was a consequence
of this initiative for centres.136 Primary Admin officers began formally representing the
Department at the association of teacher centres’ [ATCI] AGMs that year following its
institutionalisation as ATCI. In 1992, inspectors associated with the new In-service Unit
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replaced Primary Admin officers at ATCI AGMs. This relegated discussion of
administrative matters to periodic meetings between ATCI officers and Primary Admin
officers in Athlone. The change in departmental representation effected a change in
relationship and a shift from administrative to professional priorities.
The In-service Unit and the centre network
The In-service Unit operated within professional areas in contrast to its Primary Admin
predecessor. The changes were evident in early 1992 when revised criteria and
regulations for an expanded programme of courses was disseminated to teacher centres
and other in-service organisations. In Autumn, the Unit’s primary committee requested
ATCI’s involvement in the design and training of trainers for short in-service courses to
disseminate the PESP in-service priority courses nationally in 1993.137 The Department’s
changed in-service education policies were formally outlined by John Dennehy, at the
1992 ATCI AGM.138 These were re-iterated by the Chief Inspector, Mr Sean
MacGleannáin, at the 1993 AGM. The In-service Unit viewed “providers” as
“contractors to the Department of Education for the delivery of in-service training in
specific areas, and with a dedicated budget.”139 The Department was setting national
policy and the teacher centres were among those delivering the service and the function
of the ATCI was to coordinate national programmes among participating centres.140
The expectations of the centre network in 1992-1993 emphasised the weaknesses
of a predominantly part-time network. A significant number of regions, either without
centres or with non-participating centres, had not benefited from the PESP in-service
courses, leading to INTO criticisms of the initiative.141 In-service expectations pointed
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up centres’ dependence on voluntary effort locally, an inadequacy of locations and
facilities, and arbitrary centre participation.142
The new direction strains the existing network
The administrative and professional responsibilities arising from the operation of the Inservice Unit were felt primarily at association level and accumulated without
corresponding additional resources. The Unit’s preference for standard multi-centre
course applications, implementation and reporting, fell onto ATCI’s officers to
coordinate and required the network to function more as a corporate body than a
federation of autonomous centres. Network course design, training and administration
costs were absorbed by centres and a levy financed the operational costs of ATCI. Over
time, the strain of the additional demands on ATCI and on centres mounted.143
The increase in Departmental activism, however, also benefited the centre
network. Department funded courses and increased attendances began to reverse a
decline in teacher participation in in-service activities reported by centres from the late
1980s.144 The funding assisted an expansion of computer courses and IT support
groups.145 Professional meetings for specific interest groups such as principals, computer
users, special needs and remedial teachers generated group-specific in-service
programmes, matching content with groups’ identified needs.146 Local provision and
training of trainers enhanced the direct involvement of local expertise despite network
limitations.147 Collaboration consolidated network cohesion despite the random
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participation of some part-time centres.148 Such increased centre activity acted as a
stimulus to local groups to form, apply for and obtain teacher centre recognition.149 The
In-service Unit’s agenda, procedures and funding marked an important departure from
the laissez faire environment within which centres had operated and developed since
1972.
The infrastructural deficiencies identified in the PERB Report became critical as
demands rose.150 The impact of the In-service Unit’s initiatives on the character of
centres’ management and the erosion of autonomy, noted at ATCI meetings, was raised
also at an INTO conference on in-service education also.151 Departmental initiatives, a
consequence of the primary Inspectorate’s involvement, pointed up a need for an
appraisal of the 1972 teacher centres’ blueprint. In these circumstances the ATCI
welcomed the Department’s decision to conduct a teacher centres review.
The departmental review and teacher centre network deficiencies
A focused review of teacher centre resources and activities was conducted by teams of
primary and post-primary inspectors in early 1993. There was an expectation of
improvement in resources, personnel and the distribution of centres.. While the review
was not disseminated until Spring 1994, decisions arising from the process emerged
gradually.152
In mid-1993 the Department revised its ‘Scheme of Financial Assistance to
Recognised Teachers’ Centres’.153 No consultation with ATCI had taken place. The
revision introduced two administrative changes to the Scheme. A modification required
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centres to report separately for the various money streams [eg, specific grants-in-aid,
course funding, centre generated income, sponsorship, etc.] in their annual accounts
whereas up to this point one consolidated financial account to Primary Admin had been
sufficient.154
The second change was a clause, inserted into core functions of teacher centres’
section, that centres shall embrace “such other functions as the Department or the
[teachers’ centre] Steering Committee may from time to time prescribe either generally
or in relation to a particular Centre.”155 The change provided for the assignment of a
national in-service function to the network or to an individual centre. By Autumn 1993,
the In-service Unit’s post-primary Transition Year [TY] support service was headquartered in one centre and utilised the network’s facilities to develop a school-focused
in-service strategy.156 The deficiencies in the teacher centre network’s staffing, access,
accommodation and management were again highlighted through the initiative. The
teacher centre review was still “being considered within the Department” in November
1993. However, the chief Inspector informed the ATCI AGM of another development,
the establishment of a staffed In-Career Development Unit to replace the In-service
Unit.157
An investment in the teacher centre network is announced
Briefing on the specific details of the teacher centre network upgrading had been omitted
from the Department of Education’s NDP conference on 14 February 1994 and was
announced by the minister, Niamh Bhreathnach, at the Blackrock Teachers Centre AGM
on 23 February. There she announced the development of a purpose-built centre for
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Blackrock. The funding came from the European Regional Development Fund to
develop a training infrastructure.158
Matters moved swiftly following the Blackrock announcement. In mid-March
three part-time centres were informed of their upgrading to full-time status, bringing to
nine the total number of full-time centres, each with the prospect of dedicated
buildings.159 At the March ATCI meeting a Department of Education discussion
document, based on its review of centres, was circulated. It proposed a doubling of fulltime centres to 18 and this decision generated significant discussion both at the meeting
and later within the affected areas.160 To a significant extent, discussion on the physical
aspect of the proposed development overshadowed the draft review’s recommendations
on administrative, managerial and supervisory changes which focused on central
oversight, effective management and operational standardisation of the network by the
ICDU. This represented a further erosion of centres’ autonomy.
Political lobbying played some part in the selection of full-time locations that
occurred in subsequent months.161 Advocacy became an important pursuit of many parttime centres while building programmes became important to full time centres’
personnel. The uncertainty created by the opaque decision-making processes on the
selection of centres for upgrading affected ATCI. For individual centres, these priorities
competed for attention with the proposed governance changes aimed at improving
network operational effectiveness. Within the ICDU, the upgrading process appeared to
have been based more on political decision-making than an overall departmental strategy
or as part of a training policy for the professional development of teachers.162 The
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absence of a representative advisory forum for debate on the issues raised played no
small part in the ad hoc character of the network’s expansion.
An extension of departmental control
The review documentation envisaged a nationwide infrastructure for coordinated and
standardised access for all teachers and the other education interests, e.g., parents and
school board members, to in-career training and development.163 Proposed teacher centre
in-service activities mirrored those of the Green Paper to encompass prioritised system
or national ‘needs’ and local in-service responses to “regular needs-analysis
procedures”.164 The review developed criteria to identify and map optimum locations for
additional centres and to advise on which part-time centres to upgrade to full-time status.
Administrative, managerial and supervisory changes were proposed to ensure the
standardisation of centre management and administration. The ICDU was to have
operational oversight of the centres through such instruments as regulations, audit
procedures and regular “systematic review and evaluation of centres operations” by the
Inspectorate.165 The upgrading programme envisaged increased full-time staffing and
improved, dedicated accommodation.
The Department’s review, completed during 1993, did not consider the extent of
coordination or the degree of in-service resource mobilisation required to deliver on
national, NCCA curriculum and related initiatives. This became the responsibility of the
ICDU. Centres’ responsibility for centralised national programmes commenced in 1993
with Transition Year support and was followed by a Relationships and Sexuality
Education programme for primary and post-primary teachers the following year.166
Subsequent evaluations identified the pressures on the teacher centre network and on the
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ICDU resulting from an underestimation of the demands of the national programmes.167
There were indications, then, by 1994 that central bodies such as the Department, ICDU,
NCCA and the ESF Evaluation Office were to play important functions in the operations
of the centre network than heretofore: the centralising effects of administering national
programmes of in-service, the specificity of regulatory and supervisory controls
proposed in the Department’s review and a noticeable reduction in attention to locally
identified in-service priorities.168 The transfer of responsibility for teacher centres to
regional education bodies, proposed in the White Paper, was an added complication in
1995.

The White Paper 1995
In-service training: steady as she goes
The comprehensive in-service framework presented in the White Paper was the
culmination of a process and its policies were influenced by the National Education
Convention Report [NEC]. The Paper’s devolution of responsibilities to regional
education boards [REB] and schools presented an in-service context and provided a
rationale which integrated teacher lifelong professional development with the goals of
educational reform and career development. The White Paper’s attention to matters such
as school development planning and in-school management reflected the concrete NEC
contributions.169 Arising from a focus on the school as central to educational reform,
curriculum, staff and organisational development needs contributed to an agenda for
ICDU programmes of support which were to be coordinated locally through an expanded
education centre network, working under the direction of the Unit170
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The White Paper confirmed a needs-based in-service strategy centred on national,
or system-based, and school-based priorities.171 The extension of the boundary of
systematic in-service courses, professional development activities and advisory services
to schools promised an increase of access and participation, the accommodation of
disparate in-service approaches and the utilisation of a range of in-service institutions.172
A corollary of the Paper’s recognition of the schools’ roles was the broad range of
performance, evaluation and appraisal data available for the identification of teacher,
staff and board of Management development and in-service needs.173 The Paper’s
decentralised, school-focused and staff-centred approach excluded from its remit
optional, external or award-bearing courses, leaving the selection, and costs, of these
endeavours to teachers’ personal plan and discretion.174
The ICDU would provide the strategic planning and national in-service
coordination functions it was assigned in 1994. The Unit brought together Department
of Education administrative and professional staff under the direction of an internal
Policy Development Committee and the Unit would be advised by education stakeholder
committees.175 The ICDU was also part of the NDP and European Funds’ evaluation
structures. The Unit’s advisory committees did not represent the level of professional
control over and responsibility for teacher education proposed for the Teaching Council
which in 1995 remained some way off. However, teachers’ and schools’ main points of
contact with regard to in-service education and advisory support would be regional
education boards, when established, the Inspectorate and an expanded and wellresourced teacher centre network which would arrange in-service courses and activities
for clients and be the conduit for ICDU-coordinated national priority-based
programmes.176
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The immediate White Paper aftermath
There had been an appreciable growth in in-service activities in advance of the White
Paper, as described earlier, which was sustained following publication. By contrast, the
White Paper policies with regard to initial teacher education and induction were not
implemented for a number of years.177 The proposed framework included those
structures already in place, the ICDU and teacher centres, and elements dependent on
planned legislation, the decentralisation of in-service functions to regional boards and to
schools.
Decentralisation of responsibility to schools, less dependent on legislation than
establishing regional education boards, could proceed incrementally while the legislation
was being drawn up.178 In-service planning proceeded through existing institutions,
ICDU, teachers centres and schools. This truncated situation resulted in a reliance on the
ICDU on the one hand and on the network of education centres on the other to implement
in-service initiatives. In the event, the sections on regional boards were withdrawn from
the second education bill by a new government elected in 1997 with the consequence
that the regional administrative tier was never established to assume any in-service
functions. 179
The need to advance existing and planned curriculum in-service initiatives
without REBs resulted in anomalies. An approach to national curriculum support
services was adopted which comprised teacher-led implementation programmes
combining off-site in-service course sessions, production and dissemination of dedicated
materials and school-based support provided by teams of seconded teachers operating
within the existing teacher centre network.180 This ‘support service’ model was
monitored by the ICDU, managed by a representative steering committee, under an
advisory group representative of the education partners. Representatives of the
Inspectorate, teacher unions, the NCCA and subject associations comprised steering
groups which replicated structures established for the 1989-92 NCCA’s Junior certificate
programme. An education centre was selected by the ICDU as support programme headquarters, and in the absence of an REB, was also secondees’ employer, project
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administration, accounts and management information data. The standard approach
provided a controlling function to the ICDU and facilitated the professional interests’
representation at steering committee levels. The strategy empowered the professionals
involved in project management and the seconded teachers in materials preparation,
course delivery and school advisory visits.
Continuing fragmentation?
Other in-service agencies used the ICDU application procedures to obtain short course
approval and procure funding subject to ICDU and ESF conditions. The INTO, among
the first, and the largest, to systematically use the procedure, created a significant inservice delivery profile with its summer course attendances alone rising from 800 in
1994, to 2,200 in 1995 and 2,900 in 1996.181 An INTO in-service unit managed the design
of courses and materials, tutor training and administered a nation-wide programme. The
organisation added administrative layers to its unit in 1995. One was a local
administration tier facilitating significant expansion and reporting. The other was an
advisory committee including representatives of the Department of Education, university
education departments, colleges of education and teacher centres.182 CESI [Computer
education society] and teacher centres were also large-scale applicants to the ICDU and
the Unit’s procedures encouraged applicants’ rationalisation and standardisation of
course submissions. While universities and colleges of education were not included
within the ICDU remit, there was an expansion in post-graduate diploma and degree
courses assisted by the institutions’ continued experimentation with timing and the
modularisation of courses.183
The Department’s announcement of a consultative process on whole school
inspection [WSI] in December 1995 focused attention on the implementation of school
devolution, development planning and management policies.184 The envisaged
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evaluation process was more formalised than that which pertained to primary schools
since 1982 and the WSI planned to introduce a degree of rigour commensurate with the
proposed status of the school plan.185 While the Department’s initiative stalled due to
largely the opposition of the teacher unions, ad hoc voluntary, part-time training in the
necessary procedures was maintained. The teacher centres from 1991, and, from 1994,
the INTO and the primary Inspectorate, organised staff courses in collaborative
procedures for school development planning. The growth of interest in staff training and
support applied to post-primary schools where training was supplied largely by school
management authorities.186

Voluntary in-service and advisory support for school

development planning was superseded by dedicated departmental agencies in 1999 under
the third national development plan with agreed European funding.

Conclusions
A measure of activism, not witnessed since the 1960s, characterised the Department of
Education’s involvement in education policy-making from the late 1980s. The focus on
educational policy occurred at a time of major economic crisis, high unemployment and
emigration and the preparations for intensified international competition and political
uncertainty with the progress towards European Union. The society-level crises were
reflected within education, where rising parental, employer and educator expectations
were met with retrenchment, teacher unemployment and stalled education initiatives. A
number of discrete decisions, made to address specific areas of grievance, became a
catalyst in the hands of an energetic minister for education, appointed following a change
of government in 1987. Mary O’Rourke pivoted towards creating a vehicle to address
broad education policy issues as a means to plan cooperatively resolutions to the specific
educational problems. The decisions to invite an OECD study team to examine teacher
education in 1986 and establish representative committees to review the resourcing of
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primary education and reforming the primary curriculum in 1987 became foundations
for the minister’s decision to prepare an education consultation document leading to
policy and legislation. The industrial sector’s interest in education and training,
manifested in the work of the National Economic and Social Council and the Industrial
Policy Review Group, had implications for education policy also.187
The PERB [Primary Education Review Body], following the virtual neglect of
in-service by the coalition government, proposed an ad hoc structure to coordinate an
agreed range of national and school-identified in-service priorities. It was to be
substituted by a national representative in-service education agency. Its proposal
acknowledged the main recommendations of the 1984 Committee on In-service
Education’s report but in recognition of the perilous state of the national finances, it
attenuated the committee’s framework. It eschewed that committee’s local structures in
favour of a focus on school-centred identification of in-service priorities and teacher
centres’ coordination of the response. This primary-specific arrangement was an
economy measure on the one hand, and an acknowledgement of the importance of school
planning and self-evaluation on the other. The arrangement created avenues to utilise
local teacher expertise which the primary Inspectorate had done to expand the range and
quantity of its summer courses. The Department used CHL Consulting to design a costeffective implementation framework to include the post-primary sector.
CHL Consultancy outlined efficient coordinating options to the Department of
Education replicating the contemporary subject committee structures used for the Junior
Certificate, to be administered from within either the NCCA or the Department. The
national structure favoured by the teacher unions was ruled out on cost grounds. Its
proposals for the modernisation of in-service information management systems
integrated course approval, costs, reporting and evaluation within procedures to produce
performance data for the state’s investment and to meet the demands of European
funding administration. The CHL synthesis promoted in-service education and training
as “a facility provided at a time of dramatic change”, disseminating new knowledge and
skills and designed as short-term inputs with minimal system disruption.188 Economy
limited CHL’s scheme to immediate in-service inputs with few resources recommended
for an induction phase or teachers’ personal professional education. The 1991 OECD
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team’s report, then in the process of finalisation, was less short-term or pragmatic in its
in-service perspectives.
The OECD report’s in-service proposals were grounded in a coherent continuum
of teacher education which accommodated transformations of teacher professionalism
based on the growing complexity of the workplace in an era of decentralisation, demands
for accountability for educational outcomes, and the devolution of that responsibility to
a school community. The OECD viewed schools as professional workplaces rather than
business organisations meeting state-regulated contractual performance obligations. It
signalled a shift towards school as communities of as well as sites of professional
learning. Serving that need required a diversity of in-service institutions and a range of
teacher entitlements to facilitate teacher mobility between institutions through
secondments and promotion. It highlighted a corollary, that participation in in-service
education was a contractual and normalised dimension to professionalism. This broad
reform agenda necessitated, in the OECD’s view, a national representative council to
advise on teacher education. Its emphasis on the school as a pivotal agent in professional
development reconfigured the functions of in-service agencies from ones which operated
both at a distance and in isolation to ones which contributed, in a coordinated way, to
reform though schools’ curriculum, organisational and staff development. Study leave
opportunities were subsumed within schools’ in-service developmental programmes.
This perspective echoed the 1984 report in-service and was in contrast to the
contemporary practices reflected in the Green Paper.
The Green Paper in-service policy, disadvantaged by a last-minute deletion of
intermediate administrative structures, broadly reflected the PERB and CHL Consulting
positions of centralised coordination of system-based in-service provision with planning
and decision-making within a Department-based unit. The unit incorporated new public
administration practices, the delegated delivery of predetermined priorities, according to
standard procedures with monitored performance targets. Teacher participation levels
were addressed indirectly through a preference for school centred national in-service
activities. The Paper’s teacher education continuum was affected by the parsimony
which restricted the scope of induction and confined in-service expenditures to the
national and departmental priorities. The omission of the intermediate structures resulted
in uncertainty in the provision of local services to schools, and in consequence,
disproportionate burdens placed on an under-resourced central in-service unit and
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teacher centre network. Anticipated European funding promised financial redress. The
National Education Convention addressed the Green Paper’s lacunae and weaknesses.
The NEC redirected attention onto the professional potential which underlay the
Green Paper’s proposals and impaired local structures. Using the OECD review’s
perspectives on school management, regional administration and career structures for
teachers the NEC expanded professional development boundaries. Its promotion of an
overarching representative body to advise on in-service policy and on broader parameters
as to what in-service activities ought to be approved and funded put it at odds with the
restrictive “work of the Department” Green Paper limitation.
The White Paper adopted the NEC’s school-centred in-service perspective but
retained central administration within the Department. The procured European funding
widened access to in-career development courses and activities. Given the scope and
pace of the NCCA’s curriculum reform agenda, its in-service programme was prioritised,
facilitating teacher-led implementation support teams while administration became the
responsibility of the In-Career Development Unit in 1994, replacing the 1991 ad hoc Inservice Unit. Schools and in-service agencies benefited financially, where aims,
objectives and arrangements were congruent with ICDU priorities. The other teacher
education priorities, an induction process, the establishment of a teaching council and
reviews of teacher education moved at a slower pace.
The indecision surrounding regional administration structures between
publication of the Green and White Papers meant uncertainty for the teacher centre
network. Teacher centres’ relations with the Department were gradually transformed in
the decade following the centres’ institutionalisation as the association in 1986. There
were departmental interventions to enlist the centres’ participation in national
programmes. Following a review of the network’s resources and capacities, there was
European Social Fund investment in plant and enhanced regional distribution of centres,
and an increase in seconded personnel to advance national in-service programmes. The
establishment of new centres, which up to the 1980s were premised on the basis of local
teacher study groups, was abandoned in favour of departmental selection of locations to
assure an optimum national dispersal of centres. A major local teacher centre priority,
response to local needs, was superseded by the need for an education centre network for
the delivery of centrally agreed programmes and as the in-service link between the
Department’s ICDU and the schools.
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The consolidation of the teacher centre network was more a response to the
dynamic circumstances of the period 1986-1994 than the result of a strategic plan. Much
of the consolidation was intrinsic to the centre association’s decisions on internal
structural reconfiguration to manage delegated responsibility for course design, training
and delivery following the establishment of the departmental in-service unit and for
devolved departmental NCCA in-service administration. Some consolidation was
prompted by the network’s expanding collaboration with various external institutions.189
The institutional weakness of the existing network, pointed out by INTO in 1993, its
resource-dependence on the Department and with only sporadic networking with other
in-service partners, it was the collaboration with the Department’s and its in-service
programme which ultimately strengthened the role of the network.190
The INTO’s reversal of its ban on its involvement in in-service education courses
was a culmination of its evolving in-service policy. The organisation’s continued
requests, along with those of the other teacher unions, for representation on the in-service
policy-making structures within the Department, highlighted a deficiency in
departmental in-service decision-making. Departmental antipathy towards an advisory
education body was evident in the minister’s replies to the OECD study team’s question
in 1989. In any case, the INTO shifted emphasis onto school development planning,
which it promoted from 1989, as an important basis for professional development. The
organisation had adopted a similar position to that advanced in the OECD report. The
INTO’s perspective on school development planning as a professional responsibility in
contrast to a business-oriented planning process promoted in the Green Paper illustrated
the difference between them and the Department. The organisation’s raised interest in
principal teachers’ professional development was motivated by the Green Paper’s ‘chief
executive’ perceptions of school leadership.191

School-based staff development

broadened in-service opportunities for all teachers and coincided with INTO advocacy
of school planning as a strategy to implement the imminent revised primary school
curriculum. Complementing the national NCCA in-service programmes placed schoolbased planning in a pivotal position.
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The reversal in 1993 of the INTO ban affected the organisation’s position vis-avis the Department, teacher education institutions and INTO members. The organisation
planned, as a bone fide in-service agency, to access departmental, and from 1994,
European in-service funding, and in the process influence policy, priorities and
participation. It was a recognition of a competitive environment which the ICDU
structure inadvertently created but which provided the organisation with members’
capacity-building opportunities as trainers and advisory teachers and gave the
organisation in-service status as it sought out partnership arrangements with higher
education and other in-service providers. Through availing of ICDU-dispensed funding
the INTO, and the other supplicant organisations, pointed up the relationship embedded
in the Unit’s contractual modus operandi and the ultimate importance of school-based
decision. Without adequate representation within a national advisory body, the INTO
became an in-service agent in its own right.
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Chapter eight
Conclusions
Two in-service education, training and professional development policy statements were
agreed between the main education interests since the 1950s. One, in 1983, was the report
of a stand-alone representative Committee on In-service Education, set up as a result of
teacher unions’ pressure following the collapse of Department of Education support for
curriculum-focused in-service activities. The second in-career development policy
statement, was in 1995, and was a component of a comprehensive national education
policy process which was, itself, a constituent of national socio-economic planning partly
in response to a decade-long recession and partly in preparation for the European Single
Market. The conclusion, using the Ball policy cycle analysis charts the trajectory of each
policy text from its policy influences through to implementation and practice.

1920s to 1950s
Context of influence
The central control of teacher education and the curriculum in primary schools gave the
Department of Education, and its pre-independence predecessor, controlling influence
with regard to teacher in-service education and training to the mid-1960s. The in-service
schemes accompanying curriculum revisions in 1901 and 1922 were centrally organised
and their graded content, examinations and teacher certification was perceived as
supplementary teacher training. The Gaelic League’s Irish language teacher training
courses, recognised as an additional teaching qualification by the pre-independence
Commissioners for National Education, was accepted as an element of the teacher
education system not unlike the Commissioners’ system of recognition of
denominational teacher training colleges. The Gaelic League’s summer college system
was adapted and significantly expanded in 1922 to provide training to all primary
teachers [under 45] in service.
The status and legitimacy of the 1922 revised curriculum, based on the
deliberations of a representative Conference on the primary school programme of
instruction, ensured continuity of central curricular authority and teacher education. The
Gaelic League’s education policies were influential on the Conference outcomes given
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the degree of overlapping League membership with the Conference’s political, cultural
and educational participants. The report contained a prospectus for the training of
teachers in service to advance the central position of Irish language instruction in the
revised programme and the League’s Irish language teacher training system, colleges and
network of local branches was an important component within the prospectus. The
government adoption of the Conference programme furthered central curriculum control
and the Department of Education’s authority.
Language and cultural revival largely underpinned the music and kindergarten
programme revisions in the 1930s and 40s respectively. The Department expanded and
relied on its music and kindergarten organising inspectorates, an existing internal training
system in continuous use since the nineteenth century. Organising inspectors were
recruited on the basis of professional expertise and regularly introduced external ideas
and practices to their departmental responsibilities. In the case of the development of the
kindergarten programme in the 1940s, the openness of the recruited head organiser to
external collaboration permitted the influence of training college personnel to affect the
scope and design of the programme and the accompanying in-service courses.
The Council of Education in its 1954 report was essentially silent on the issue of
an in-service policy and a ministerial initiative to permit limited curricular flexibility was
promoted without any corresponding in-service training provision. The acquisition of the
necessary skills and aptitudes was a teacher responsibility. Voluntary institutional
enterprise was permitted and a small number of groups and associations were encouraged
to fill gaps through short summer courses. The INTO promoted refresher courses in its
1947 Plan for Education, negotiated in-service attendance as a basis for increased school
holidays in 1952 and, in the absence of a refresher course response by the Department,
proceeded to organise courses from 1955 in the form of university-located week-long
summer schools.
Context of policy text production
The Department’s responsibility for teacher education gave it executive entitlement to
decide and arrange for the planning and administration of the in-service programmes
which were contained in disseminated course documents and circulars. The familiarity
of the National Education Office’s new chief executive and recently recruited primary
inspectors with the Gaelic League’s modus operandi meant that its plan for the 1922
primary teachers’ Irish language in-service programme was drawn up expeditiously.
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Discussion and cooperation mainly involved Gaelic League leadership. There was no
formal training college or university involvement in the in-service training of primary
teachers. The broad outline of what was arranged for summer 1922 was familiar to a
large proportion of teachers, school managers and Gaelic League members, especially
those involved in the organisation of its college summer courses. Cleaving closely to preindependence Gaelic League college practices meant that few significant changes to
procedures were required and the locus of control over content, examinations and
certification shifted from the League’s officers to the National Education Office, and
from 1924, the Department of Education. Bureaucratic procedures associated with the
programme such as records of attendance, progress and attainment, were maintained by
the Department on all participants.
There was less formality and bureaucracy associated with the Department’s
music and kindergarten in-service courses and those of voluntary associations which
emerged a decade later. There was consultation with the INTO on the proposed revisions.
The major stimulus for the in-service initiatives was syllabus revision. The organising
inspectors were responsible for the syllabus revisions and created an environment
conducive to implementation such as accompanying in-service training with schoolbased advisory visits and encouraging extra-mural music and infant education-based
activities. Córfhéile na scol, a legacy of Cork music organisers’ influence on local
teachers, spread nationally and continues. The Infant teachers’ clusters of the 1950s, a
result of local collaboration between teacher educators, the Conference of Convent
Primary Schools and the kindergarten organisers, formed a basis for the Child Education
Society and embryonic teacher study groups of the 1960s.
Context of implementation practice and effects
The intensity of a mainly compulsory Irish language in-service programme between 1922
and 1926 was difficult to sustain. Its cost and parental criticism of extended annual
summer holidays contributed to modified arrangements particularly when an adequacy
of certificated teachers was achieved. There was, as a consequence, an individualisation
of training and certification arrangements by 1927. Participation in-service training and
certification in Irish language competency was, for a tapering minority of teachers [under
45 in 1922], a contractual matter. Newly introduced promotion criteria and reduced
subsidisation of in-service costs motivated efficient attainment of certification. However,
for a small proportion of teachers, participation became a form of language enrichment
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or achieving the higher, allowance-bearing Ard Teastas. The relative popularity of the
Ard Teastas among teachers was eclipsed by university evening degrees by the post-war
years.
There was, therefore, a range of associated in-service responses based on the
quality of teachers’ Irish language in-service experience. The individualisation of Irish
language in-service participation whether to complete certification, as refresher courses
or for advanced Irish qualifications, institutionalised the shift from extra school vacation
days to extra personal vacation [EPV] days to facilitate teacher in-service attendance.
The application of EPV days to the Department’s music and kindergarten in 1940-41 was
extended during the 1940s to all summer courses approved by the Department. The
extension of the privilege changed a facility which was tied to Coláistí Samhraidh
schedules to a time-in-lieu incentive. It established a legacy incentive which has
continued into the twenty-first century.
To teachers’ relief, career- and promotion-based inspection and ratings were not
attached to participation in the Department’s music, kindergarten or approved courses
and voluntary enrolment and supported implementation replaced mandatory attendance
and certification. The change in teachers’ attitudes to in-service participation fortified
the INTO decision to organise in-service courses. Similar attitudes applied to other
minority-interest short courses which were selected by teachers for personal reasons, and
at individual expense. By the 1950s, courses were associated with personal motivation,
professional satisfaction and the qualitatively different relationships which existed
between organising inspectors and teachers. The development of extra-mural dramatic,
choral, study group and other teacher-organised activities created vicarious avenues for
professional satisfaction. The status, financial and promotional advantages of university
evening degrees for primary teachers led to increased participation. The emergence of
these in-service pathways and characteristics favoured changes in attitude from essential,
certificated training towards a professional development orientation and the gradual
expansion of in-service activities, led by voluntary groups, the INTO and Catholic
diocesan inspectors.
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1965 to 1987
The Irish primary education curriculum changes of the 1960s marked a point when
teacher in-service education was identified as a phase separate from initial teacher
education. The transformation of the primary and diocesan Inspectorates’ Irish language
and religious instruction revisions of the early 1960s into curriculum development
initiatives injected new knowledge, perspectives and methodologies into their
endeavours. The revised content and, significantly for the dissemination process,
pedagogical changes which were radically different from the didactic pedagogy that had
persisted in Irish primary education since the 1920s had post hoc implications. As a
consequence, the 1960s witnessed both Inspectorates develop in-service training
strategies to promote pedagogical change. The experience influenced in-service policies
accompanying the 1971 new curriculum. Central curriculum control continued to
exercise a major influence on in-service education policies.
Context of influence on policy
Curriculum development and in-service training unfolded in 1960s Ireland as part of a
range of structural, organisational and curricular reform measures at post-primary and,
subsequent to the Investment in Education report in the mid-1960s, primary levels. In the
post-primary sector, as new school subjects were added and existing ones modernised,
antecedent curriculum experiences in primary schools were examined, revised and
promoted within modernised pedagogical frameworks emphasising more child-centred
approaches than those practised heretofore. Prompted by Investment in Education major
improvements to primary and post-primary school building, facilities and furnishings
were initiated to accommodate curriculum and classroom organisation changes. These
improvements were aligned with the progressive primary education practices being
promoted by the primary Inspectorate, teacher study groups and introduced through the
teacher education programme changes in the colleges of education.
The geographic distribution and demographic profile of primary schools,
revealed in detail in Investment in Education highlighted the task of in-service access
whether participation was considered a voluntary activity or mandatory obligation. The
successful elements of the Irish and religion in-service experience, localisation, levels of
teacher involvement, demonstration and discussion required considerable mobilisation
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of personnel and proved feasible when focused on one subject, locally organised and
with minimal disruption to schools’ day-to-day operation. Diocesan authorities’
strategies proved effective in school-based advisory support, a feature which was not
systematically pursued by the Department of Education’s primary inspectorate. The
omission from the Irish in-service programme of organising inspectors’ capacity to
integrate curriculum design, in-service training and follow-up school-based advisory
support, deprived the primary Inspectorate of important curriculum dissemination
features.
The expected pace of implementation of the new curriculum, circulated in draft
form in 1968, experimented with informally in schools from 1969 and officially
disseminated in 1971, was to extend over a number of years. The pace would allow for
a convergence of planned administrative, architectural, resource and training conditions
conducive to enabling the new curriculum to move, in the words of the primary branch
assistant secretary, into the schools of its own momentum. The Department’s curriculum
implementation policy comprised, then, such ‘conditions’ as improvements to the pupilteacher ratio, grants towards the purchase of equipment and materials, redesigned
furniture and classrooms, stratification and subject specialisation among teachers to
achieve organisational efficiency and collegial planning. It also planned to change the
model of performance inspection substituting individual teacher inspection for wholeschool evaluation and reports. The latter policy elements were announced between 1973
and 1976 with the result that asynchronised implementation of the policy components
was not as conducive as intended in creating the planned conditions for curriculum
implementation. Moreover, the delays had implications for the school-focused
dimensions of the in-service training envisaged by the primary Inspectorate.
The planning of an in-service programme to accompany a new curriculum was
one of the Department’s necessary conditions for successful implementation. The teacher
and school management in-service responses which the draft new curriculum document
elicited in 1969 identified three interrelated issues: in-service courses, school curriculum
advisory services focused on classroom implementation and principal teacher advisory
support in curriculum leadership, planning and organisation. There was no forum to
discuss the various interest groups’ perspectives or to agree a policy direction to assist in
curriculum implementation. The 1969 responses to the new curriculum and the mid1970s implementation surveys demonstrated that the quantity and quality of the inservice provided was but one of the implementation factors of concern to teachers. Other
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factors, pupil-teacher ratio, suitability of accommodation and furniture and availability
of equipment and materials were also raised. The importance of in-service training and
teachers’ professional development was at a transitional stage in teachers’ assessment of
its importance, status and function. Nor was its prioritisation among the ‘conditions’ of
successful curriculum reform established within the Department of Education.
An interim primary In-service Steering Committee, established in 1970 mainly
to manage overwhelming briefing and in-service demands on the Department’s
Inspectorate, failed to provide a policy-making forum. The in-service blueprint which
guided departmental activity had been communicated beforehand in ministerial
statements, at principal teacher courses and in the official journal, Oideas. The
committee’s brief, the coordination of institutional resources, the INTO branch
network’s in-service contribution, exploration of a future coordination structure and data
collection on the range, location and access of teachers to curriculum-related in-service
training, became components of teachers’ policy aspirations after the collapse of this
committee due to the oil crisis. The recommendation of the INTO’s teacher centre
concept was an important Steering Committee decision but the terms for the
establishment of the teacher-managed centres in 1972 followed negotiations between the
INTO and the Department. The financial cuts and the demise of the Steering Committee
prompted a campaign by the teacher unions for a representative in-service committee.
The status and position of in-service education and training was influenced by
the level of international attention it attracted. From the mid-1970s, in-service education
was recognised by the Council of Europe, the European Communities, the OECD’s
Centre for Educational Research and Practice [CERI] and the Association of Teacher
Education in Europe as a key driver in the quality of education systems. The INTO’s
1979 in-service education review, its quality and scope enhanced by a dedicated
researcher, widened the indigenous audience for these international reports and the
review was published ahead of the establishment of the 1980 Committee on In-service
Education. The national in-service structure recommended by the Committee echoed the
structure proposed in the INTO publication. The INTO report’s emphasis on the
importance of a comprehensive policy to encompass in-service purposes, management
structures, delivery strategies, methods and the modes of teacher participation resonated
with teacher union and higher education representatives. The on-going inter-union
discussions to resolve teaching council differences made the minister reluctant to
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prioritise the council’s establishment in 1980 in view of the great number of topics to to
be dealt with in the area of education generally.
The teacher unions successfully used a Fianna Fáil party electoral pledge when it
formed a government in 1977 to produce an education policy paper. The resulting white
paper included a number of in-service course priorities, a commitment to expand the
number of teacher centres and the confirmation of a pre-established representative
Committee on In-Service Education to identify in-service priorities and make
recommendations. In-service training had formed a discrete white paper chapter but
without reference to teacher education and the in-service committee was one of about 10
to which further policy deliberation was delegated.
Context of policy text production
The report of the Committee on In-service Education adopted the more comprehensive
contemporary understanding of in-service education as part of a continuous, career-long
process of personal and professional education subsuming the White Paper’s ‘in-service
priorities’ terms of reference within its brief. The report’s main recommendations
formalised most of the Department’s in-service aspirations first set out at the inaugural
meeting of the primary In-service Steering Committee in 1970 and outlined national and
local administrative institutions, standardised teacher in-service access and entitlements
and procedures for establishing schools’ and teachers’ in-service needs. The national
agency would be a vehicle to coordinate in-service practices which had evolved
incrementally since the 1960s and to standardise in-service terms and conditions which
applied haphazardly to primary, secondary and vocational teachers. It would advance the
Department’s ‘in-service priorities’ agenda while also promoting the delivery of inservice courses based on local priorities identified by teacher centre-based representative
committees. The Committee’s concern concentrated on longer, certificated professional
development opportunities since this form of in-service had been largely neglected
throughout the 1970s. In the event, publication of the Committee’s report was delayed
until late 1984 and its main recommendations ignored. Only short-term, priority-based
in-service training courses were retained in the Department’s Programme for Action in
Education 1984-87 and were those likeliest to attract funding.
The primary Inspectorate’s school-focused curriculum in-service which had
proceeded haphazardly through the 1970s received little attention in the Committee’s
report. Several school-focused in-service recommendations contained in the 1981
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internal Collins’ report were implemented when the primary Inspectorate was enlarged
the following year and with the increases in in-service funding in 1984. School-focused
in-service strategies, acknowledged in the CERI in-service project and the UK Advisory
Committee on the Supply and Training of Teachers in 1978 and permeating the whole
school approaches of the Northern Ireland Council for Educational Development in
1980, were gaining a marginal foothold in Ireland but ignored in the report. Whole school
in-service approaches, which became common as part of curriculum development
projects, were to become an important feature following the establishment of the
Curriculum and Examinations Board.
The Programme for Action confirmed some in-service patterns established in the
1970s. The Programme’s limited state funding with its focus on priority in-service areas
was delivered mainly through the primary Inspectorate, with the result that the remaining
in-service areas of interest to school management, teachers, higher education and others
took place in an uncoordinated fee-paying market place. As the education system evolved
and as new challenges such as health education, information technologies and wholeschool development planning emerged, the levels of teacher in-service participation,
part-time higher education courses and whole-school activities thrived and were driven
by teachers’ training needs and professional development aspirations. The lack of
departmental encouragement of teacher education colleges and university departments
continued despite surplus institutional capacity arising from a decline in recruitment. The
closure of Carysfort college of education finally closed off dedicated institutional support
for teachers’ professional development.
The In-service Committee’s report signalled modifications to teacher centres’
autonomy. It flagged the functions which a proposed network of centres would contribute
to any national in-service agency. The proposed standardisation of centres’ role and
operation closed off the 1972 ‘unique personality’ valedictory message. The
recommendations of the In-service Committee’s report remained the foundation text of
teacher educators, teacher unions and school management bodies throughout the 1980s
and shaped their submissions to the OECD study team and the education policy
consultation process which commenced with INTO participation in the Primary
Education Review Body set up by the new Fianna Fáil government in 1987.
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Context of implementation practice and effects
In-service fragmentation, which began with the oil crisis financial cuts in the mid-1970s,
was intensified through the 1980s by the Department’s recession-enforced decision to
ignore the In-service Committee’s recommendations. The small funding increases from
1984 were largely directed towards the Inspectorate. Nevertheless, the number of inservice courses and professional development activities increased as the various
segments of the in-service market expanded to meet course-based demands and exploit
innovative approaches and opportunities. Expansion of demand was met on the one hand
by the expanded primary Inspectorate’s programme of in-service courses which
incorporated recommendations of the Collins’ report and involved the recruitment of
practising teachers to permit a three-fold expansion of departmental courses by 1985 over
the 1970s average. Teacher centres, following local decisions to charge fees, were in a
position to expand and, with centre cooperation flourishing in the 1980s, collaborate in
disseminating successful innovation. The number of primary computer courses and
ancillary in-service activities, funded by teacher fees, grew significantly and reached 50
courses annually by the late 1980s. Higher education diploma and degree courses,
particularly after the Department conceded the requests of the colleges of education,
contributed further to an uncoordinated and competitive in-service market-place.
Innovative opportunities, where the application of professional knowledge and
skills in educational settings evolved in ad hoc ways, emerged within the system.
Opportunities for primary teacher involvement in curriculum development materialised
with Department’s primary computer, elementary science and Irish language projects
and the expansion of teacher centres’ professional development activities and courses.
These were based on teacher involvement in course design, organisation and evaluation
in ways similar to existing post-primary curriculum development initiatives. Teacher
education institutions formalised their cost-neutral in-service provision through
establishing in-service divisions, some in association with curriculum development
projects which offered additional professional development opportunities for teachers.
Primary teacher associations flourished from the late 1970s and, through conferences,
publications and courses, encouraged practitioner educational research and self-directed
responsibility for group professional development. Despite the influence of the variety
and quality of these innovative initiatives on in-service activity, levels of teacher
participation varied significantly: access across all locations varied enormously, course
valuation tended to be based on commercial sustainability rather than professional
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importance, primary schools were not generally viewed as in-service clients and, in fact,
faced regulatory obstacles to organising in-service and staff development activities
within school schedules and no national forum existed to advance in-service education.

1987 to 1995
A strategy to salvage the Irish economy with corporatist or partnership approaches in
1987 brought education policy-making within the ambit of national development
planning in a manner which resulted in continuous attention to teacher in-service policy
through the course of the subsequent decade. The process, initiated in 1987 through a
representative body, the Primary Education Review, agreed a medium-term plan in 1990
to mitigate the deficiencies wrought by a decade of moratoria and education cuts. This
report revived the possibility of a national agency to coordinate and administer primary
in-service education priorities and to advance the capacities of teacher centres, colleges
of education and teachers to contribute to the in-service endeavour. A parallel Primary
Curriculum Review body indicated the importance of curriculum reform to any inservice policy agenda.
The context of influence
The Department of Education’s education policy-making process benefited from
political and administrative engagement with domestic partners and external expertise
and agencies. Its policy-making procedures strengthened the involvement of ‘the
education partners’ and formally introduced parent representative bodies into
discussions. Departmental policy-making structures were enhanced with the
appointment of special [political] advisors, and interactions included systematic
ministerial, senior administrator and inspector participation in OECD, European
Communities and Council of Europe education conferences. Many of these fora were,
from the mid-1980s, focused on teacher education and, in the case of the OECD, it was
invited to conduct a review of Irish teacher education while CERI assisted in a review of
the Inspectorate. The appointment of consultants to advise on policy occurred and, in the
preparation of the Department’s Green education policy paper, the expertise of senior
academic and administrative personnel was called on. Teacher educators and teacher
unions strengthened their European network capabilities, conferred together formally on
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in-service education and professional development and used national partnership
platforms and Department of Education policy-making opportunities to pursue in-service
objectives. Imminent curriculum reform and the mitigation of social and educational
disadvantage informed teacher unions’ in-service objectives.
Administrative changes taking place within government departments assisted the
approach to policy-making. A less than successful attempt at departmental administrative
reform in 1985 was succeeded by a secretaries general-led public sector management
initiative in the early 1990s prompted by challenges such as preparation for the European
Single Market, national development planning and partnership agreements. Internal
departmental modernisation drew on international practice as much as local expertise
and the recommendations for internal changes within the Department of Education
policy-making procedures were proposed, for instance, in the report of the Primary
Education Review Body. Crucial for in-service education policies were changes to the
functions of the Inspectorate and the coordination and administrative structures. The
OECD team’s meeting with Minister O’Rourke in Paris in 1989 revealed the limitations
which the Department envisaged in in-service administrative, organisational and
advisory structure changes. The preference expressed, then, was for a retention of central
in-service administration, isolated from teacher education institutions, focused largely
on national curriculum programmes and with minimal representative advisory oversight.
The ministerial response represented an abandonment of the comprehensive in-service
structure envisaged in the 1984 report and reflected departmental decisions taken in the
implementation of the Programme for Action 1984-87. These positions were to be
sustained throughout the deliberative process.
The INTO modified its in-service policy position while retaining the main
demand for a national coordinating structure. Its recognition of the strategic
consequences of increased devolved school responsibility for curriculum and
organisational policies raised in its view, the status and importance of school staffs’
professional development and prompted a reconfiguration of the organisation’s inservice priorities. Crucially, the realisation led the organisation to reverse its ban on
organising in-service courses, intensify its participation in professional development
policy-making across a broader range of areas, build up members’ professional capacities
and utilise state financial resources for professional development.
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The context of policy text production
A series of subsequent official publications, public responses and submissions and the
synthesis of the ensuing dialogue charted an evolution of in-service policy, or as it
become during the process, in-career development. While the OECD review reflected a
coherent teacher education process, the government papers maintained a separation
between the initial, induction and in-service phases. With regard to in-career
development, publications, and subsequent discussion, highlighted the centrality of the
school as a professional workplace. An ensuing school development planning debate,
carried through from 1992 to 1995 policy papers, pointed up an early departmental
perspective of schooling which viewed the institution as a business where the inputs were
reckoned and performance calculated and reported against measurable indicators. By
contrast, the alternative school management, teacher union and academic perspectives
saw schooling as a process within which teachers’ professional practice was critical to
institutional success. The success of the first required in-service training focused on
optimising teacher and school outcomes while the second was premised both on training
and on teachers’ professional development.
In-service administrative structures remained close to the policy positions
outlined by Mary O’Rourke at the Paris OECD meeting. The in-service structures, in
place in embryonic form in advance of the policy debate in 1992, comprised a central
unit to coordinate and administer the national curriculum programmes, to contract
external institutions for the delivery of approved in-service priorities and report to the
ESF Evaluation Office. There was a separation between in-career development activities
supported by the departmental unit and the remaining range of activities for which
teachers and schools paid. The school as an in-service client was recognised. The funding
boundary excluded most courses in institutions of higher education since the operation
of the Department’s unit took account of the conditionality of ESF procedures which
specified the range and character of training activities included in the regulatory,
reporting and evaluation system.
Context of implementation practice and effects
Many of the in-service functions, structures and services implemented between 1990 and
1992 were reiterated in the Green and White papers, that is, between 1992 and 1995. The
ensuing in-service policy debate focused mainly on the omission of a strategic
professional development framework, national coordinating body and a need to broaden
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existing provision beyond its focus on accompanying new and revised curriculum and
national priorities. By contrast with the main education policy areas, many urgent inservice decisions had preceded publication of the two papers while important proposals
with regard to the teaching council, initial teacher education and induction programmes
were postponed until the late 1990s.
The implementation of the NCCA’s curriculum reform schedule was one
important driver of the need to put in-service structures in place in advance of formal
consideration of teacher education and professional development policies in the main
education policy debate 1992-95. The ad hoc strategy which had been adopted, largely
under teacher union and school management pressures, reflected existing financially
constrained circumstances. The main outlines were revealed at the OECD meeting in
Paris 1989 and they included a stand-alone in-service initiative, coordinated centrally,
with a major focus on national curriculum implementation. The advance preparations for
the 1994-99 National Development Plan [NDP] which included short-term European
funding and administrative requirements was the second factor in the early formalisation
of in-service arrangements. This facilitated the upgrading of the teacher centre network
which allowed for an efficient local delivery of the NCCA’s curriculum reform schedule.
The internal In-Career Development Unit was a legacy of NCCA curriculum
implementation experience 1989-91, after which the unit’s bureaucratic importance was
increased with ESF assistance and the consequential monitoring and reporting
obligations.
Other changes already in place by 1992 included in-service monitoring functions
for the Inspectorate and a contract for in-service provision for external agencies seeking
departmental approval and funding. The targeting of in-service priorities, a means of
rationing funds in the straitened 1980s, was retained as a controlling device for
contracted in-service activities. Priorities, combined with ESF conditionality,
constrained the range of approved and funded in-service activities resulting in two main
categories of in-service activity, funded and unfunded. Financial allocations to in-service
activities, increased from 1991 due to the pressures exerted by the teacher unions through
the social partnership agreements and from 1994 to European funding, provided a boost
to the quantity and access of in-service activities. The Department’s priorities-based
contract-for-service procedure facilitated schools’ access to in-service funding and
prompted an INTO policy change, its return to in-service course organisation and
becoming, within a couple of years, an important influence on and contributor to in245

service activities. The activity generated with this procedure concentrated on the
priorities agreed annually among the main educational interests, were generally one-off
courses, of short-duration in character and seldom led to certification. The structure
adopted did not prevent competition among in-service agencies. Primary teachers’
Department-funded professional development activities during the second NDP, 199499, were characterised by summer courses focused on the national in-service priorities
provided by the INTO or local education centres, taught by colleagues, the national
NCCA programme on Relationship and Sexuality Education [RSE] and, where agreed
among a school staff, school-based courses. The catalogue of courses beyond that were
at personal cost.
The teacher or, now, education centres, proposed as an ancillary network within
a national in-service agency as early as 1980, had, through the 1980s, become an
effective, independent network. The network’s deliberate incorporation as part of the
Department’s in-service delivery structures commenced with the Inspectorate’s
increased involvement and a review of centres’ efficiency and effectiveness in late 1992.
Co-option was effected through important operational change in 1993, significant
investment in plant and seconded personnel from 1994 and the delegation to nominated
centres of the administration of national NCCA in-service support programmes on the
Department’s behalf later that year. The administration of national programmes
competed with centres’ traditional, local in-service activities. Through the NCCA’s RSE
in-service programme all teachers became familiar, to some extent, with a local teacher
centre. This association occurred for a majority of primary teachers at a point when
centres’ capacities to respond to local in-service needs was under pressure.
School development planning, already established in primary schools, was
extended through the consultative processes to the post-primary sector. The school
devolution decision was situated within a wider decentralisation debate and raised less
controversy than the debate on the contributing elements. Those with in-service
consequences included school development planning and the implications for in-school
management, teacher appraisal and professional development plans. The thrust of inservice and in-career development decisions already made was to prioritise the
implementation of NCCA national curriculum programmes which formed a basis for
teacher professional development through subject specialisation and school
organisational responsibilities and, in the case of the Transition Year in-service support
programme, curriculum development possibilities. Less clear by 1995 were the
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professional development implications of school development planning, the rights and
obligations of staff members and the staff development responsibilities of the school.
The path forward was uncertain and specific white paper elements, appraisal and
professional development plans were, along with the review of the initial and induction
phases of teacher education, postponed.
Appraisal, along with other means of identifying system, schools’ and teachers’
in-service needs and , by default, any systematic procedure was substituted by agreement
between the Department, NCCA, school management and teacher unions on priorities.
An advisory forum for in-service education and professional development was premised
on progress on the establishment of a teaching council. In-service planning was confined
to national programmes and agreed priorities. Responsibility for curriculum
implementation and professional performance was delegated to schools with, as a
corollary, responsibility for staff training and teachers’ professional development.
Without legislative foundations, school leadership preparation and the necessary
finances, this remained an aspiration. A wide range of short, long and award-bearing
courses were optionally available to teachers.
The policy trajectory emerging in this research revealed the importance of the
Department of Education’s overall responsibility for curriculum policy in setting a
boundary to the state’s obligations for teachers’ professional development. Policies
related to curriculum implementation were state supported while the strategies adopted
to implement the reforms were open to change and evolution. Confining the focus on the
primary in-service aspect of teacher education, the use of documentary sources and the
use of Ball’s cyclical analysis of policy trajectory revealed important continuities over
the 50 years and identified the influence of institutional legacies on continuity on the one
hand and, on the other, the influences of socio-economic forces, on the changes,
particularly from the 1960s. The focus of the research on a neglected area of professional
development in Ireland contributed to the growing interest in the history of teacher
education in Ireland and assists contemporary policy makers understand the historic
bases of professional development issues in planning for the future. The parameters set
for this investigation point to areas of further research in the contributions of nondepartmental institutions committed to teachers’ professional development
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Appendices
1. Endnote
The evolution of Extra Personal Vacation days for National Teachers1
Between 1922 and 1925 the vast majority of national teachers attended mandatory Irish
Language Summer courses during the months of July or August each year and a
substantial minority attended courses in 1926-1928 to complete the courses of studies to
obtain the Teastas Dátheangach, the optimum certificate to teach, or to proceed to the
advanced Ard Teastas. 2 Irish summer courses from 1929 were voluntary and for teachers
wishing to attain or upgrade certification.
The National Education Office in the Department of Education dropped the
Commissioners’ Schedule for ‘Instruction in Irish in national schools’ in the Rules and
Regulations.3 Under this schedule an absence under Rule 92[h]4, with substitution
permitted, had been extended to recognised, individual teachers for approved Irish
college course attendance. The new Department faced an altogether different situation,
one involving thousands rather than some hundreds of teachers. It had to facilitate
mandatory, mass attendance at courses in July or August each year and manage the
consequential dislocation to schools: the schools at that time closed mid-July to midAugust for approximately five weeks while the Coláistí traditionally offered their fourweek courses for teachers in either July or August. It temporarily used a Rule
modification to facilitate school closures which addressed the majority of situations by
aligning the schools’ summer vacation closures with the Coláistí Gaeilge schedules. The
result was Extra School Vacation [ESV] days.

1

Details on EPV are spread across several National Archives Department of Education files:
NA/ED12/25702 ‘EPV for teachers on special courses’ and annual Circulars from 9/30 ‘Summer
courses in Irish in the Gaeltacht’, 1931-34 ‘Extra Personal Vacation for teachers attending special
course of instruction or study and 1935 onwards Extra Personal Vacation for teachers attending
special course
2

There was an Elementary stage, dropped from 1923, the basic Teastas necessary to teach Irish,
the Dátheangach to teach subjects in Irish and, from 1923, the Ard Teastas
3

Commissioners for National Education Ireland, 'Rules and Regulations of the Commissioners
of National Education in Ireland', (Dublin: HMSO, 1911) at Schedule I, pp 65-6. The schedule
was abolished with the dropping of the bilingual programme and adoption of the 1922 National
Programme of Instruction: see O'Donoghue, Bi-Lingual Education.
4

The rule deals with teacher absences, Commissioners for National Education Ireland, 'Rules
and Regualtion', at p 24. Sub-section [h] covered all forms of study leave.
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By Rule5 the school year was framed around two conditions – to be open for a
minimum of 200 days between 1 July and 30 June the following year and closed for a
maximum of 40 vacation days per year. Schools annually calculated their “year” using
these and the number of public, bank, Church and local holidays allowable. The ESV
days could, then, be included in this calculation and enable the school to close for the
mandatory courses without breaching the minimum and maximum numbers. This
alignment allowed a school use the ESV days between 1922 and 1925 for the additional
days needed in either early July or late August to cover staff attendances.
Attendance at courses was optional from 1926 as increased numbers of teachers
became qualified. To address situations where only some teachers attended a criterion to
decide on school closure was set by the Department. Where at least 50% of the school
teaching staff was included in the following categories
• 25% [dropping to 20% for 1928] were attending Irish Summer courses as student
or professor / lecturer
• had an Ard Teastas qualification and
• were over 45 years in 1922
the school could use a maximum 10 ESV days to add to the school’s summer closure as
long as the minimum [200 open days] and maximum [40+10 ESV vacation days] were
not breached. A concession allowed five ESV days if only one of the latter two conditions
above were fulfilled.
To avail of this concession the application to the Department to attend Irish
summer courses included the following:
• Teacher course applications and the proposed courses [preferred venue and
course level included with the application]
• The worked out calendar for the following school year, inclusive of the ESV days
• Number of teachers over 45 and with an Ard Teastas
• The application countersigned by the school manager
What of those situations where these conditions did not apply? The Rule dealing
with teacher absences was temporarily amended to facilitate Extra Personal Vacation
[EPV] days for individual teachers. The EPV days were used for the additional period
necessary for summer course attendance in August not covered by the school’s existing
summer vacation closure. The maximum of 40+10 vacation days could not be exceeded
by an individual teacher or course professor involved. There was no substitution for such
EPV attending or teaching at the Irish course.
In 1929 the Department wound down the scheme of support for Irish summer
courses and from this year onwards participation was on an individual, voluntary basis.
The travel and subsistence grants-in-aid and the whole school ESV facility ended.
However, encouragement for teacher participation on “a special course of instruction or

5

Rule 53 [a] contained the maximum of 40 vacation days and 129 and 122 the normal and
minimum number school open days. Rule numbering differed over the various editions of the
Rules and Regulations.
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study” in Gaeltacht areas continued through a number of incentives where the
Department had sanctioned attendance in advance:
• Tuition was free
• Autumn certificate examinations were held
• EPV days enabled course attendance through August after schools reopened
• National teachers teaching on these courses received EPV days [except 1931]
• Where all 10 days were not required for August course attendance the balance
could be taken in the following school year subject to a teacher not exceeding 50
days maximum individual vacation and then before 30 April that year and in one
block.
The extension of EPV days to the newly introduced Departmental summer
courses in Music and Kindergarten methods took place from 1940 through the addendum
– attendance at “a course or courses of instruction or study approved by the Minister”.
From 1940 onward EPV absence was subject to the prior approval of the Manager. The
Department decided the EPV entitlement from time-to-time usually following INTO
representations. Up to 1950, EPV was taken before the end of April in one block, then in
two blocks until 1957. when EPV could be taken on separate days. An easing in timing
occurred over time also: from 1929 to 1952 EPV had to be taken before the end of April,
to 1960 before the end of May and from 1960, one day could be taken in June.
Negotiations on teacher holidays between the Department of Education and the
INTO in the early 1950s resulted in halving the EPV entitlement. The existing school
year minimum of 200 days per year was reduced to 190 days and teachers’ personal
maximum of 50 vacation days no longer applied.6 This settlement increased school
vacation increased by 10 days for all teachers.

6

Circular 12/40 ‘Extra Personal Vacation for Teachers attending Special Summer Courses of
Instruction or Study’, Department of Education, 'Rules and Regulations for National Schools',
(Dublin: Stationery Office, 1946) at R 55[5]. Department of Education, 'Rules and Regulations
for National Schools [Rule Changes]', (Dublin: Stationery Office, 1952) at Rule 55[5(d)], p 9.
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2. Tables
Table A
Qualifications in Irish of all National Teachers serving in primary schools §
Year.
June
of …

Total
NTs

Without
Qualification
No./ %

Temporary Ordinary:
QualificaTeastas
tion #
No./ %

Bilingual:
Advanced:
Teastas
Dá Ard
theangach
Teastas
No./ %

No./ %

1923 11,153* 6279*
922
2,845
1,107
--1925
No comparable data available
1928
13,986 5,472/ 39
4,467/ 32
3,529/ 25
518/ 4
1933
14,268 3,676/ 26
4,883/ 34
4,871/ 34
838/ 6
1936
14,422 2,496/ 17
4,112/ 29
6,869/ 48
945/ 6.5
1941
14,084 1,566/ 11
3,446/ 25
8,117/ 58
955/ 7
1949
13,622 1,112/ 8
2,383/ 18
9,272/ 68
855/ 6
1956
13,843
938/ 7
1,597/ 12
10,559/ 76
749/ 5
* These numbers did not include teachers in capitation, industrial and other schools; these
therefore, were an understatement of the full, comparable total.
§ Source: Department of Education, ‘Report’ for various years; for a more extensive table see
(A. Kelly 2002: p 80)
# Candidates who successfully completed the Elementary course. This course was
discontinued for National Teachers in 1923.

Table B
The number and percentage of primary teachers with university degrees and
the Ard Teastas 1929 - 1966
Year
Total no. primary
Graduates
Ard Teastas
teachers
No.
%
No.
%
1928-9
13,657
281
2.0
858
6.3
1931-2
13,635
513
3.7
838
6.1
1937-8
13,357
813
6.1
923
6.9
1945-6
12,791
1066
8.3
942
7.4
1953-4
13,144
1025
7.8
781
5.9
1957-8
13,554
1148
8.5
705
5.2
1962-3
14,218
1410
9.9
545
3.8
1965-6
14,614
1496
10.2
258
1.8
Source: Department of Education, ‘Report’, various years. By the 1966 ‘Report’ the various
data series ceased.
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Table C
Department of Education music course data 1940-1960
Year

Venues

1939-40
1940-41
6
1941-42
4
1942-43
4
1943-44
6
1944-45
6
1945-46
3§
1946-47
4
1947-48
4
1948-49
4
1949-50
4
1950-51
4
1951-52
4
1952-53
5
1953-54
5
1954-55
6
1955-56
8
1956-57
6
1957-58
6
1958-59
4
1959-60
5
1960-61
1961-62
1962-63
4
§ Six planned; three cancelled.

Teachers
Number
% of all
Average
Data n/a
668
5
111
536
4
134
432
3.3
108
505
4
84
49
3.8
83
101
0.8
34
385
3
96
382
3
95
326
2.5
81
440
3.4
110
463
na
116
464
3.6
116
775
6
155
Data n/a
Data n/a
340
2.6
43
865
6.5
144
815
6
136
437
3.2
109
687
4.9
137
Data n/a
Data n/a
Data n/a
Source: Department of Education Annual Reports.
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Table D
Kindergarten Summer course duration, number, attendee profile and
participation 1940-60
Year
1940/1
1941/2
1942/3
1943/4
1944/5
1945/6
1946/7
1947/8

Durati
on in
weeks
2
2
2
2
1
2
2
1
2
2

1948/9
2
1949/50
2
1950/1
2
1951/2
2
1952/3
2
1953/4
2
1954/5
3
1955/6
3
1956/7
2
1957/8
2
1958/9
2
1959/60
2
Source: Department
ceased.

No. of Attended
venues

As % of
Infant
teachers§
3.4
5.6
7.0
8.3

Teacher
profile*

Average
attendance

1
111
P, I
111
2
183
I
91
2
230
I
115
2
224
I
112
1
46
M
46
3
277
8.6
I
92
1
140
4.4
I
70
1
M
3
203
6.3
I
68
2
381
12
I
127
1
M
4
466
14.5
I
116
4
526
16.5
I, M
132
4
614
na
I, M
153
3
462
14.5
I, M
154
3
266
8.2
I, M
89
4
411
12.5
I, M
103
2
n/a
U
2
129
3.9
U
65
4
167
5.0
U
42
3
152
4.5
U
51
2
230
6.7
N
115
2
259
7.5
N
129
of Education, Reports for 1940-41 to 1959-60 when data records

* P = principal; I = infant national school or infant department; M = teacher of infants
in multi-grade setting; U = untrained infant teacher or Jun Assistant Mistress, N =
not specified.
§ percentage based on assumption that Infant teachers comprise approximately
one-quarter of total number
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Table E
Dublin Archdiocesan In-service Course Statistics 1960-1971
Year

Attendance
Lay

1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970

Female
316

Total
Religious

Male
124

5001

484
539
612

379
349
288

425
490
863
888
900

180
280
12602
131
181
921
712 teachers attended six city Autumn one-day courses.
Six Winter county/deanery courses
700 circa teachers attended city Autumn one-day courses.
1971
Seven Winter county/deanery courses
1
The total attendance included participants in private primary schools
2
There were no Dublin-based INTO summer courses that year.
792
609

Source: DDA/AB8/B/XXIV/F163-70 CAPS Summer courses in catechetics: 19601968 and F171 Autumn Seminars in Catechetics: 1970 – 1971
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Table F
Approved Summer Courses through the 1970s
Area / 19English ★
Gaeilge §
Mathematics*
Catechism ¶
Music #
Art and craft 1
Social & Env.
Studies
PE 2
Drama
Miscellaneous 3
AV aids
Library 5
Oilteoirí 10
Special
&
Remedial 6
Methods 13
Principals 14
Other

69

1
6
12
4
3
3
2
2
1

2
3

70
1
2
2
1
8
3
1
1
3

71

72

1
8
2
1

1
8
3

1
5

1
7

1

1

3

1

2
3

1
3

1
6
2
1

73
4
9
5
5
16
22
4

74
11
10
3
2
13
21
10

75 8
1
8
18
3
88
16
5

768
1

77

2
1
1

1
2

2
1
16
54
1
6

3

1
1
15

1
11

2
2
8

1

1

1

16
54
1
1211
512
1

8

1
2
1

1

1
1
1

78
1
1
3
11
24
11

79
2
4
4
12
19
8

11
2
14
8
1

11
2
18
4
1

4

4

1

1

Cur Dev
2
5
&Eval9
Total 7
39
31
23
30
106 104
63 8 19
19
94
95
Source: An Muinteoir Náisiúnta. It contained information on Department of Education,
INTO and advertised primary summer courses. The table a display from consistent rather
than exhaustive sources.
★ In the first years the colleges of education offered reading courses on behalf of the Department
§ This was mainly provision by the Gaelic League-Conradh na Gaeilge’s Coláistí Samhraidh
* In the first years the colleges of education offered mathematics courses on behalf of the
Department
¶ Catechetics summer courses were mainly institutional rather than diocesan by the mid-1970s
# About half of the courses later in the 1970s were based on Ward or Orff music ‘system’
approaches.
1 The majority of these courses were specialised ICA courses open to teachers but not planned
with the primary curriculum in mind; most ICA courses also catered for small numbers.
2 By the late 1970s PE course comprised GAA and mini-basketball coaching and skills courses
and those of Thomond College of Education, Limerick
3 Miscellaneous-cúrsaí ilgnéitheach comprised between two and five separate curriculum topics
on different days; they were predominantly INTO branch courses for members. The number
reflects courses advertised in An Muinteoir Náisiúnta and missed branch courses advertised
locally.
4 These courses were provided for the Department by the Catholic Communications Centre,
Booterstown and open to both primary and post-primary teachers and located in teaches centres.
5 Course organised in conjunction with UCD and held annually since 1957; open to primary and
post-primary teachers
6 Courses by the later 1970s reflect changing policies on traveller and special education and
dedicated provision by NATSE, sponsored by the Department
7 There were no Department courses in 1975 because of the financial cut-back; after this date the
Department began to sponsor before returning to direct course provision at the end of the decade
8 The Department’s funding was severely cut which affected its direct and sponsored courses
9 The Educational Research Centre ran this Curriculum Development/Evaluation course with the
INTO and several hundred teachers attended. [Reported in Hurley, "Primary schools," p 17.]
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10 Departmental courses to train new curriculum trainers; a course per curriculum area of three
weeks duration in 1971, of two weeks in 1972 and 1973 and at two levels, junior [Infants-2nd
grade] and senior [3rd – 6th grade] for a week each in 1974. They ceased following financial cutbacks.
/…
11 These were one-week residential courses with separate programmes for teachers of junior and
senior classes [Minute of 1973 the working party in CEC Report for 1973-74, p 37]
12 Four Departmental Reading courses for teachers in ‘educational priority areas’ provided by
colleges of education
13 Department Inspectorate Kindergarten/junior grade methods courses to 1974; taken up by
colleges of education from 1977.
14 Principals courses 1969-1971 were departmental new curriculum courses; those from 1976 were
teacher centre courses.

Table G
Primary sector in-service & teacher centre allocations 1974-1990
Year
Teacher inset, IR£ CSO annual
Teachers
Disadvan
inflation
centres, IR£
tage
inset, in
IR£
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990

62,000
80,000
80,000
45,000
70,000
85,000
85,000
68,000
66,000
71,000
111,000
134,000
135,000
143,000
143,000
143,000

23.8%
16%
16.7%
8%
11%
15.5%
21%
19%
12.5%
10%
6%
4.6%
3.4%
2%
3.3%
4.2%

n.a.

n.a.

47,000
40,000
45,000
70,000
65,000
80,000
n.a.

110,000
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

4,000
4,000
4,000
5,000
5,000
5,000

181,000

Sources
Teacher in-service training: Department of Education, Tuarascáil Staitisticiúil, 197677 to 1989-90 and Joint Committee on Women’s Rights, Gender equality in
education in the Republic of Ireland [1984-1991] Third Report, Dublin: Stationery
Office pp 110-111
CSO Inflation index derived with the CSO calculator at https://www.cso.ie/en/
interactivezone/visualisationtools/cpiinflationcalculator/
Teacher centre allocations: O’Reilly Y., A Study of Teachers' Centres in the Republic
of Ireland, TCD, 1985 and Department of Education, Report of the Primary
Education Review Body, Dublin: Stationery Office, 1990.
Disadvantage in-service allocation: Blackrock and Drumcondra teachers centres,
Annual Reports, 1984-1989. The money came from an annual allocation for schools
in disadvantaged areas.
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Table H
Institution

1979 - Approved Primary Summer Courses
No of
Observations about courses or
courses
providers

Department

15

INTO branches

15

Voluntary #
- Curriculum
- Non-curricular
- Sport
- Religious Edn
- AV aids
Colleges of Edn

40
[27]
[3]
[3]
[4]
[3]
7

11 Curriculum areas
3 Special edn [incl.1 Traveller edn]
1 Irish qual for foreign-Trained tchrs
Between one and five curriculum topics
on separate days
Included 25 ICA & 2 by CEA ±
Bee-keeping, Ornithology, Librarianship*
GAA, Mini-Basketball Assn.
Inst. of Relig Edn, Church Music Soc.
Catholic Communications Centre §
3 in Primary colleges, 4 in Thomond
College
4 in Dublin, 1 Limerick, 1 Ennis

Primary
attendan
ces
1200
3600

2450

Teachers Centres
6
Private providers
11
Totals
94
7250
Source: Irish National Teachers Organisation, In-service education and training of
teachers, Dublin: INTO, 1980, p 157.
± Irish Countrywomen’s Association. Termonfeckin and branches of the Child
Education Society
# Some courses in this category open to all teachers
* Course organised in conjunction with UCD and held annually since 1957; open to
primary and post-primary teachers
§ Courses funded by the Department of Education’s AV Unit and located in three
separate teachers centres.

Table I
The growth in primary school size and teacher numbers, 1959 - 1989
Dept. of Education
Average no. of teachers
Percentage of
Report for Year
per school
schools with
≥ nine teachers
1959-60
2.8
4.4%
1969-70
3.8
9.0%
1979-80
5.5
18.3%
1989-90
5.9
21.9%
Source: Department of Education, Statistical Report, Dublin: Stationery Office,
respective years
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